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CorsairHMI System Design
Integration work with the CorsairHMI program involves more than development of the interface
graphics. It includes
Defining the communications architecture
Selecting network hardware
Determining Corsair license requirements
Selecting other required software
Coordinating the efforts of the developer and the PLC programmer
Defining network addresses
Determining what hardware and software tools are needed to configure equipment
Getting Register Maps for connected equipment
Collecting email requirements and addresses
This manual contains information that is required for these and other tasks.
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PLC Addressing
A tag that is located on a data source requires some sort of address to tell where the data is found on
the source. Frequently this source is a PLC – a Programmable Logic Controller. The PLC manufacturer
defines what sort of addresses it uses.
Corsair Address Builder windows are windows that are defined for each driver. They assist the
developer with entering addresses that are correct for that driver. The developer presses the F2 key to
begin entry of the address, then F1 to open the address builder.
A memory tag that is not on a data source does not require any entry in the address field.

Register Monitors
Operator interface programs like Corsair monitor and control processes through tagged data. A
developer typically sets up the program to communicate with a data source before creating any tags.
Register Monitors are windows that are used with data sources without using tags. They can be used to
investigate the information coming from the data source before the tags are created.
Register Monitors will be different for different types of drivers. Some register monitors are view-only.
Some have control capabilities. Some have features to simplify the tag creation process. All register
monitors can only be viewed while the interface is running and only if the data source is ‘Live’.

Modbus Family Addressing
Drivers that are based upon some version of the Modbus protocol have 4 different types of data
addresses. Addresses that begin with the number ‘0’ are memory bits or ‘coils’. Addresses that begin
with ‘1’ are input bits. ‘3’ is the leading character for a 16-bit input register and ‘4’ for a 16-bit holding
register. The prefix data type number is followed by the offset number of the data within that block of
memory. These offsets start at 1. The first holding register is 400001. The second is 400002.
Corsair does not depend on a fixed number of numbers in the address. It only looks at the first digit to
determine the type. ‘40001’, ‘400001’, ‘401’, and ‘41’ all refer to the same register. When Corsair
generates a Modbus address it generally will use the ‘six-digit’ format. It can use more digits for the
specialized addresses with extremely large offsets that are possible with nonstandard protocols.
There is an address builder window for use with these drivers.
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Data that is changeable by the Corsair HMI program must be of the 0x or 4x type. 1x and 3x data is not
writable.
All Modbus compatible drivers use a similar register monitor.
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The monitor data is displayed in a sheet-style format. The first address is entered into the edit control
on the top of the window. The ‘Address’ button can be used to open the Modbus address builder to
assist in entering the address. The ‘Count’ edit control is used to enter how many data items are going
to be read by Corsair. When the ‘Enable’ checkbox is checked Corsair will start reading the data from
the data source and displaying it with a variety of data formats. The status bar on the bottom of the
window will report any errors.
The operator can arrow around the rows and fields of the sheet data or click on a field to select it. For
some fields the operator can enter data that is to be written to the data source. After putting the value
into the ‘Entry’ edit control the ‘Set’,’Entry’ menu option is used to send the data. Some fields permit
the ‘Turn On’ and ‘Turn Off’ menu options.
The ‘Set’,’Create Tag’ menu option is used to create a Corsair tag at the address on the current line. The
type of the tag depends upon which data format is selected. This tag creation option is only available
for certain fields.
The second line of controls on the screen includes an edit box that may show a name of a corsair
database record. It may be a tag, a register block, an alarm, or a call. This is a record that includes the
address that is shown on the selected line. The ‘View’,’Adjust for Tag’ menu option may be used to
change the entered address to match the starting address of the tag.
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Possible fields for the Modbus Register Monitor include:
Address – the Modbus address of the data for that line
Signed – the value as a signed 16-bit integer ranging from -32768 to +32767
ASCII – the 16-bit value is represented as two ASCII characters
Binary – the value as 16 binary bits, each of which is 1 or 0
Bit 15 to Bit 0 – the binary value of an individual bit of the 16-bit data
Unsigned – the value as an unsigned 16-bit integer ranging from 0 to 65535
Hex Value – the value as a 16-bit integer in hexadecimal
Flagged Int – an unusual signed 16-bit data type. The most-significant bit is used for the sign and the
other 15 bits represent the value. This is not the same thing as normal twos-complement data.
Hex Offset – the Modbus communications offset of the address, expressed in hexadecimal. This can be
used to verify addresses with many manufacturers published register maps.
Both the DINT and Float types are 32-bit data. Each element takes up 2 consecutive 16-bit Modbus
registers. Equipment venders differ in the order of how the data is arranged. Most Corsair Modbus
drivers give the developer separate options to ‘reverse’ the order of the registers for DINTs and Floats.
The DINT and Float fields show the values using the current setting of the reversing options. The
Reversed DINT and Float fields show the values using the opposite settings. The developer is to change
the settings if needed so that he sees the correct data in the DINT and Float fields. After that he can
create DINT and Float tags on the data source.

Allen-Bradley DF1 Family Addressing
There are some drivers that use addresses compatible with the Allen-Bradley DF1 protocol. These
addresses begin with a data file type designation. It can be B for a binary data, F for floating point, N for
integer, ST for string, and L for double (32-bit) integers. The next part is a file number, followed by a
colon, and then the array element number within the file. The B and N data types can have an optional
bit number ranging from 0 to 15.
There is an address builder window for use with these drivers.
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The Allen-Bradley register monitor is very similar to the Modbus monitor described in the previous
section. It has less fields because the formats for AB data are more strictly defined than they are for
Modbus.

Reserved Addresses
Some drivers must connect to devices that do not have defined addressing. In these cases Corsair uses
special addresses that it has reserved for different types of data. The About printout for the driver
contains a list of these reserved addresses.

Aux Databases
Some drivers require additional setup configuration data. They use a system of Auxiliary databases.
Aux database data is shown in a sheet-style row and column format. The developer enters this data and
then saves it into the Model file with the ‘File’ ‘Save File’ menu option. It is important to note that he
will not be warned if he closes the Corsair program without saving this data.
The About printout for a driver contains a list of what aux databases are used by the driver.
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Driver Types
Each driver record in the CorsairHMI database has the ‘??’ undefined type when it is initially created.
The developer must determine what type to use for the record. Press F2 to edit the type field and then
F1 to open the type selector.

ABCLX – Allen-Bradley Logix
Xx

ActiveX – ActiveX Control Interface
The ActiveX driver can be used to interact with some types of ActiveX Controls that come from
companies. This driver cannot be used with Linux versions of the Corsair program.

ANSITERM – ANSI Terminal Text Display
The ANSITERM driver is used to drive a standard VT-100 compatible text terminal from a serial port. The
terminal is a display-only device. The computer ignores any keystrokes that come from the terminal.
The connecting wire that transmits data from the terminal to the Corsair computer can be left
unhooked. This makes it impossible to ‘hack’ into the computer system from the text terminal. The
system is similar to what Corsair does with streaming serial data security. Because of that it may be
usable in some corrections systems where text display is desired in an area accessible to inmates.
With proper RS-422 or RS-485 connections multiple terminals can be multi-dropped on the same serial
line. These terminals are not addressable so each one will display the same thing as all the others.

ASCII Read – Unsolicited – Serial Port
Background
The Corsair ASCII Read driver is designed so that the Corsair program can accept unsolicited ASCII data
from an instrument over a serial communications line. The term ‘unsolicited’ means that the Corsair
program does not initiate communication by sending data requests to the instrument. Usually the
instrument only transmits and does not receive. Corsair usually only receives and does not transmit. The
serial line may be RS- 232, RS-422, or RS-485. It is generally not possible to multi-drop several
instruments on the serial line with this driver.
A bar code scanner is an example of an instrument that may send data to Corsair using this driver. It
would only send data when a bar code is scanned. Another possibility would be a temperature
monitoring instrument that sends the temperature value at a regular timed interval. In each case the
data that is send by the instrument must be in a format that the driver can accept. The driver has been
designed to accept a wide variety of input data but it cannot be guaranteed to accept any data stream.
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Applications that use this driver should test it using a free demonstration version of Corsair before a
license is purchased.
The driver is typically used only with ASCII data with character values ranging from 1 through 128. It
cannot be used with raw binary data. Received data packets must be marked by one or more definite
trailing delimiter characters. Packets that are only marked by a leading character may not be usable with
this driver.
To be discussed – fixed character count after header with no trailer???

The Driver Record
The developer must first create a driver record in the Corsair database. After creating the record he can
press F6 to jump to single-record editing of the driver record. This window has an ‘About’ button that
will print a document explaining the options that are available with the driver. It is highly recommended
that the developer print this out to see what options his version of Corsair will support. It is also
recommended that the developer prints out the ASCII character table that is available as part of his
Corsair application manual. This lists all the available ASCII characters with their decimal equivalents.
The developer must specify a serial port number as a part of the driver database record. This number
can range from 1 to 10. It must be a serial port that is not in use by another driver. The developer must
enter the transmission properties of the port. These include baud rate, stop bits, and parity. The
developer must create one or more PLC records under the driver. When the program starts interface
operation the driver will send incoming serial line characters to each of the PLC records. Most systems
will use only one PLC record with each ASCII Read driver although an unlimited number is possible.

Driver Transmit Options
The driver can be set up to periodically transmit up to 3 fixed data packets to the remote instrument.
These packets can only be changed by the Corsair developer. They cannot change dynamically as Corsair
is running. These are not true ‘polling’ packets as Corsair does not wait for a response after sending
them. Packets are sent at regular timed intervals whether the remote instrument replies or not. The
developer specifies the transmit data packets in 3 parts. The first part is 0 to 3 leading characters that
the developer specifies as raw ASCII values. The second part is three different character strings that the
developer types in. The third part is 0 to 3 trailing characters. They are also specified as raw ASCII values.
This approach allows the developer to specify non-printable control characters like carriage returns or
line feeds in the lead or trail part of the packet. The developer also enters the time interval for
retransmitting the packet. If this interval is set to zero Corsair will not do the transmission.

Received Packet Format Discovery
In most cases the Corsair developer should know the format of the data that is coming into the serial
port. This is essential for him to set up the Received ASCII Processing. If he does not know the format he
may be able to reverse-engineer it with the help of the Corsair Comms Trace window. This window is
accessed as Tools/Expert/ASCII Expert/Comms Trace. The driver must be set up and the interface turned
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on before this window will show the incoming character stream. The separation of the incoming receive
characters into groups by the Comms Trace window is not significant. The developer can accumulate
several characters in the Comms Trace. He can then pause it and print the contents of the trace buffer.
The printout can then be used to determine the trailing packet termination character or characters, if
the packet has leading header characters, and other information. The rest of the reverse-engineering
can probably be done with the PLC Register Monitoring window.

Received ASCII Processing
Corsair can perform several operations on the received data before it is ready to assign to a tag. These
operations are divided into levels. The processing is competed on each level before Corsair starts the
processing on the next level. There are a total of 9 levels. Corsair can perform more than one type of
processing at most of the levels.
The type of processing is specified as driver-specific setup data items on both the driver and PLC
records. This can be done by zooming on the records or by buttons on the PLC Register Monitoring
window.

The PLC Register Monitoring Window
The PLC Register monitoring window is used with most drivers to monitor and change values in PLC
registers. This menu option creates a different window when the PLC is attached to an ASCII read driver.
The window is a dynamic display of incoming serial port data showing the different levels of receive
processing. Each level shows a check box on the left side of the window. There may be an error code
number showing on a button on the bottom of the window. The developer’s intention is to get all of the
boxes checked and no error on the button. When this is complete he can create tags under the PLC
using reserved addresses that are specific to the ASCII Read driver.
The strings that are shown on the PLC Register Monitoring Window are modified to make non-printing
characters viewable. This is done with slash sequences that are marked with the back-slash ‘\’ character.
A space is shown as \SP\. Control characters are shown with their ASCII names. Carriage return is \CR\.
Line feed is \LF\. Characters with values over 127 are shown as a decimal number between the slash
marks. A literal backslash is shown as two consecutive backslashes. Typically the developer applies the
parsing rules in several levels until he sees a result that is free of backslashes. That result is the data that
is applied to a tag.
The PLC Register Monitoring Window may not be able to show the entire packet from each level since it
is limited in the number of characters that it can show.

Driver Level 1 Received Character Processing
Level 1 processing is done at the driver level before the characters are passed to each of the PLCs.
Corsair has no concept of separate data packets at this level – it just sees a stream of characters. The
same processing that is done by the driver is done on the data going to each of the PLC records. The
Level 1 data that is shown on the top of the PLC Register Monitoring window is the result after Level 1
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Driver processing. The only way that the developer can see data before this processing is applied is by
using the Comms Trace.
Since the Driver has no knowledge of packet boundaries at level 1 there is only a limited amount of
simple processing that it can do. This includes character replacement, skipping characters, high bit
processing, and case correction. They are defined using Driver setup items. The processing is always
done in the same order that the setup items are shown on the developer’s window or listed on the
‘About’ printout.
The first thing that the driver can do is a series of character substitutions. The developer enters a
replaced character and a corresponding replacement. These entered characters can have values as high
as 255 and can include the 0 NULL character. If a replaced character is entered as 46 and the
replacement is 44 all periods are replaced with commas.
The next thing that a driver can do is skipping different types of characters. The developer enters a
character value ranging from 1 to 255. It is not possible to skip zero Null characters with this type of
processing. If the developer enters a value of 65 the driver will eliminate all characters whose value is an
Upper-Case ‘A’.
The next thing that the driver can do concerns characters whose high-order bits are on. These
characters would have values ranging from 128 through 255. The drive can take no action and pass the
characters through unchanged. It can shut the high bit off which effective subtracts 128 from the
character value. It can skip all characters whose high bit is on.
An incoming data stream may have some high-bit-on characters that are needed for defining packets
and some that are to be ignored. One approach may be to change the desired characters to a seldom
used character like the 126 ‘tilde’. This changes them to a high-bit-off character. Then the remaining
high-bit-on characters can be skipped.
The next driver action is to strip out ASCII Null (zero) characters. Corsair does this by default but he
developer can set the driver to pass Nulls.
The next driver action is to skip all Space (decimal 32) characters. This has the same effect as the earlier
Skip actions except that it is limited to a fixed character value of 32.
The next driver action is to deal with received carriage returns and line feeds. Both can be left in, the
driver can skip either one, or the drive can skip both.
The next driver action concerns control characters with values less than 32. The driver can pass them
through, it can skip all of them, or it can skip all of them while still passing carriage returns and line
feeds.
The next drive action concerns the case of letters from ‘A’ to ‘Z’. They can be left as they are, changed to
upper-case, or changed to lower-case.
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After the developer sees what he wants in the Level 1 Register Monitoring Window he needs to define
how the incoming data stream is to be divided into packets.

PLC Level 2 Packet Definition
Packet definition is to be done at the PLC level. An ASCII Read driver may feed data to
multiple PLC records. Each PLC record can use different definitions for a packet. Data packets are always
defined with at least 1 trailing character. As an option they may also have 1 or more leading characters.
Frequently there is only a single trailing character which is as ASCII carriage return (decimal 13). This
character shows as \CR\ in the level 1 Register Monitoring Window. In this case characters are read in
until a carriage return is encountered. The return marks the end of the packet. Corsair copies the data
from the Level 1 to the Level 2 buffer and then takes the data out of Level 1.
The developer can specify from 1 to 3 trailing characters. If more than one is specified they must arrive
in exact order in order to be considered as a valid packet end. Packets can also be defined with 0 to 3
lead characters in addition to the minimum of 1 trail characters.
It is important to note that the specified leading and trailing characters are required to define the
boundaries of a packet but they are not a part of the Level 2 packet. The packet that Corsair works with
is after the last lead character and before the first trail character.
The developer can specify a Level 2 Post-Trailer skip count. This is a fixed number of characters that are
skipped after the packet trailer. It can be used in unusual situations where a checksum appears after the
trailer.

PLC Level 6 Field Parsing
The Corsair driver works on the data stream with level 1. The PLC rules modify the data stream with
levels 2 through 5. Each of these levels results in a single string with a length that is shown on the
Register Monitoring Window. Level 6 offers the ability to split the Level 5 data into up to 10 fields. This is
done with different types of field parsing.
The simplest field parsing is to pass the level 5 string to level 6 as one field. A common type of filed
parsing is to use commas as a separator. Corsair will divide the Level 5 packet into fields based upon the
positions of the comma character. Commas will not appear in the resulting fields. A space character can
also be used as a field parsing delimiter. If a comma or a space cannot be used to separate fields a
custom parsing delimiter character can be entered. The ASCII Null (zero) character can be used as a
custom parsing delimiter.
The Register Monitoring Window shows how many fields are present at Level 6. The developer can enter
a minimum number of Level 6 fields ranging from 0 through 10. If the data does not produce the
minimum number of fields the packet is rejected.

PLC Level 3-5 and 7-9 String Parsing
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The developer can enter up to 12 string parsing actions. Each of these actions is specified with 4
parameters.
The first parameter is the parsing action. If it is set to ‘Do Nothing’ no further action is done. There are
several available string parsing actions. Different actions use different combinations of the second
through fourth parameters.
The Second parameter is the Parse Character. It is may range in value from 0 to 255.
The third parameter is the Second Character. It also ranges from 0 to 255. Some parse actions may view
this parameter as a number or count and not as a character.
The fourth parameter is the Label. It is a text field that may be up to 6 characters long.
Six string parsing actions apply before the data is separated into fields at Level 6. These actions are
called Level 3A, Level 3B, Level 4A, Level 4B, Level 5A, and Level 5B. The Level 4 data that is shown on
the Register Monitoring Window is the result when the Level 3B data is modified first by the Level 4A
action and then by the Level 4B action.
Six more string parsing actions are applied after Level 6. These actions are called Level 7A, Level 7B,
Level 8A, Level 8B, Level 9A, and Level 9B. Each action is applied to each of the fields at that level. The
Level 8A type is applied to all of the Level 7B fields before the Level 8B action starts.

Minimum Result String Length
The developer specifies a minimum result length with the PLC record. A packet may show as valid with
all levels checked on the Register Monitoring Window and still not meet the requirement for a Minimum
Result Length. This Length is taken into account when passing data from the packet to a Corsair Tag.

PLC Reserved Tag Addresses
Corsair tags created under PLCs with the ASCII Read driver can have anything for a TAG ID name but
they can only have certain pre-defined addresses. The driver type ‘About’ printout lists all the available
reserved tag addresses. Most of the addresses show a specific Level and some show a field number.
The address “Level5” means that the tag gets its data from the results after Corsair has done all the
parsing up to and including the Level 5 actions. If the data has less than the minimum result string length
in level 5 the data is rejected. The address “Field910” means that the tag gets it data from the results
after Corsair has done all the parsing up to and including the Level 9 actions. The data comes from the
number 10 field.
The “Timed Out” address is for an indicator. The PLC turns this tag on when a valid packet has not been
received for a time longer than the PLC timeout value. The tag is turned off when a valid packet has
been received.
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The “Complete” address is for a special indicator. The PLC turns this tag on when an acceptable packet
has been received. It does not turn the tag off. The tag can then be used in other parts of the Corsair
program to perform functions like tripping a data log. The data log should then turn the tag off.

Match Characters and Fields
Systems that are set up with multiple PLCs using this driver typically are set up so that each PLC rejects
packets that are not meant for it. This is done through ‘Match Characters’ or ‘Match Fields’. A Match
Character is a character at a predefined position in the input stream. If a PLC looks for a Match Character
at a position and that character is not found the packet is rejected. A Match Field is specified with a label
and a field number ranging from 1 to 10. If the contents of the field do not begin with the Label the
packet is rejected.
Frequently Match Field Checks are applied at Level 8. Level 9 processing removes labels so that the
desired value appears as a Level 9 field. For example, at Level 8 Field 3 might show “TEMP=53.6”. A
match field check might look for the label “TEMP=”. If it does not match the packet is rejected. A Level
9A parsing action would move ahead to a Numeric Character. This would leave “53.6” as data for a Level
9 Tag. Another PLC record may be match checking for “HUMIDITY=”. Since parsing labels are limited to 6
characters it could check for “HUMIDI”.

PLC String Parsing Action Reference
The term ‘Numeric’ refers to the digits 0 through 9, the minus sign, and the period (point). A comma or a
plus sign are not considered to be a numeric by Corsair.
The term ‘Alpha’ refers to letters. It includes upper case ‘A’ (65) through ‘Z’ (90) and lower case ‘a’ (97)
through ‘z’ (122).
‘Alpha-Numeric’ characters are characters that are either Numeric or Alpha.
A ‘Control’ character is a character with an ASCII code value less than 32.
A ‘Space’ has an ASCII value of 32.
A ‘Comma’ has an ASCII value of 44.
A ‘Carriage Return’ (CR) has an ASCIII value of 13.
A ‘Line Feed’ (LF) has an ASCII value of 10.
A ‘Mixed Case’ string begins with a capital (upper case) letter with the rest of the letters in lower case.
The term ‘Skip’ means eliminate a character from the string.
The term ‘Move Ahead To’ means eliminate all the characters before an item but leave the item.
The term ‘Move Ahead Past’ means eliminate all the characters before an item and also eliminate the
item itself.
‘High Bit’ characters are characters whose most-significant bit is turned on. They have ASCII values
ranging from 128 to 255.
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The term ‘Compress’ means to change two or more consecutive occurrences of a character to a single
occurrence.

PLC String Parsing Action Categories
The many different parsing actions can be divided into several broad categories.
One category is character modification actions. They may change a character but they do not change the
length of a string.
Force upper case – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
Force Lower case – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
Force Mixed case – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
Force upper case on parse character – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
Force lower case on parse character – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
Force upper case on characters - counted from start
Force upper case on characters - counted from end
Force lower case on characters - counted from start
Force lower case on characters - counted from end
Mask all high bits off – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
Another category is Skip Actions. A skip action takes one or more portions of the stringand eliminates
(skips) characters. The skip actions include:
Skip spaces between +- and a number
Skip All Control Characters except parse character
Skip all non-printable except parse character
Skip Leading non-printable except parse character
Skip Trailing non-printable except parse character
Skip All Occurrences of Parse Character
Skip Leading Group of Parse Character
Skip Trailing Group of Parse Character
Skip Occurrences of Parse Character - counted from start
Skip Occurrences of Parse Character - counted from end
Skip All Occurrences of Label
Skip Occurrences of Label – counted from start
Skip Occurrences of Label – counted from end
Skip all non-numeric except parse character
Skip all non-hex except parse character
Skip all non-alpha except parse character
Skip all non-alphanumeric except parse character
Skip all Upper-Case except parse character
Skip all Lower-Case except parse character
Skip all high-bit characters except parse character
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Compress all groups of Parse Character
Compress groups of Parse Character – counted from start
Compress groups of Parse Character – counted from end
Another category is Replace actions. One or more portions of the string are replaced with one of the
characters.
Replace all of the parsing character with the second character
Replace all occurrences of the label with the parsing character
Replace occurrences of the label with the parse character - counted from start
Replace occurrences of the label with the parse character – counted from end
Replace all high-bit characters with parse character
Another category is Move Ahead To actions. Each of these actions has a marker. The computer skips all
characters before the marker but leaves the marker.
Move Ahead To Occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from start
Move Ahead To Occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from end
Move Ahead To Group of Parse Character – numbered from start
Move Ahead To Upper Case – numbered from start
Move Ahead To Upper Case – numbered from end
Move Ahead To Lower Case – numbered from start
Move Ahead To Lower Case – numbered from end
Move Ahead to Occurrence of Label – numbered from start
Move Ahead to Occurrence of Label – numbered from end
Move Ahead To Numeric Group – numbered from start
Move Ahead to Hex Group – numbered from start
Move Ahead To Alpha Group – numbered from start
Move Ahead To Alpha-Numeric Group – numbered from start
Move Ahead to High-Bit Character – counted from start
Another category is Move Ahead Through actions. Each of these actions has a marker. The computer
skips all characters up to and including the marker.
Move Ahead Through Leading Characters – counted from start
Move Ahead Through Occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from start
Move Ahead Through Occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from end
Move Ahead Through Group of Parse Character – numbered from start
Move Ahead Past Upper Case – numbered from start
Move Ahead Past Upper Case – numbered from end
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Move Ahead Past Lower Case – numbered from start
Move Ahead Past Lower Case – numbered from end

Move Ahead Past Occurrence of Label – numbered from start
Move Ahead Past Occurrence of Label – numbered from end
Move Ahead Past Numeric Group – numbered from start
Move Ahead Past Hex Group – numbered from start
Move Ahead Past Alpha Group – numbered from start
Move Ahead Past Alpha-Numeric Group – numbered from start
Move Ahead Past High-Bit Character – counted from start
Another category is Truncate actions.
Truncate to a maximum number of characters
Truncate trailing non-numeric
Truncate trailing numeric
Truncate trailing alpha
Truncate trailing alpha-numeric
Truncate trailing high-bit characters
Truncate trailing non-printable
Truncate trailing group of parse character
Truncate trailing characters – counted from end

Another category is the Truncate From actions. Each of these actions has a marker. The computer
truncates the marker and all characters after it.
Truncate from first non-numeric after numeric
Truncate from first non-printable
Truncate a maximum count of trailing hex characters
Truncate from occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from start
Truncate from occurrence of Parse Character - numbered from the end
Truncate from group of Parse Character – numbered from start
Truncate from group of Parse Character - numbered from the end

Truncate from occurrence of Label - numbered from start
Truncate from occurrence of Label - numbered from the end
Another category is the Truncate After actions. Each of these actions has a marker. The computer leaves
the marker but truncates all characters after it.
Truncate after last numeric
Truncate after last alpha
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Truncate after occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from start
Truncate after occurrence of Parse Character - numbered from end
Truncate after occurrence of Label - numbered from start
Truncate after occurrence of Label - numbered from end

Another category is the verify actions
Verify Parse Character in position - numbered from start
Verify Parse Character in position - numbered from end
Verify Parse Character in any position

Verify Label in Position numbered from start
Verify Label in Position numbered from end
Verify Label in any position
Verify Label at Start of Numbered Field
Verify Label at End of Numbered Field
Verify Label in any position of Numbered Field
Verify a minimum number of characters
Verify an exact count of characters
Verify a maximum number of characters
Verify a minimum count of numeric data items
Another category is combination actions.
Lead, trail, compress parse character
Mixed Case, skip all lower
Another category is special actions
Limit maximum field count
Delimit from occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from start
Delimit from occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from end
Delimit between Parse and Second Character

PLC String Parsing Action Descriptions
String parsing actions are distinguished by a number and a description.
Action 0: Do Nothing
This action does nothing.
Action 1: Force upper case – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
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aBcDeF
is changed to
ABCDEF
If the count is zero all lower-case characters are changed. If the count is not-zero Corsair stops after
counting out that many letters. Assume that the count is 3
2a4BcDeF
is changed to
2A4BCDeF
Action 2: Force Lower case – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
aBcDeF
is changed to
abcdef
Action 3: Force Mixed case – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
sAm/SP/daVE/SP/CHARLIE
is changed to
Sam/SP/Dave/SP/Charlie
Action 4: Force upper case on parse character – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
Action 5: Force lower case on parse character – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
Action 6: Force upper case on characters - counted from start
The count must be at least one or there will be an error. The count is of all characters from the start.
Assume a count of 4
2aBcdEF
is changed to
2ABCdEF
Action 7: Force upper case on characters - counted from end
Action 8: Force lower case on characters - counted from start
Action 9: Force lower case on characters - counted from end
Action 10: Mask all high bits off – Limit to Non-Zero Maximum Count
Action 11: Skip spaces between +- and a number
Action 12: Skip All Control Characters except parse character
Action 13: Skip all non-printable except parse character
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Action 14: Skip Leading non-printable except parse character
Action 15: Skip Trailing non-printable except parse character
Action 16: Skip All Occurrences of Parse Character
Assume that the parse character is 32 for an ASCII space
/SP//SP/Temp/SP//SP/53.6/SP//SP/
is changed to
Temp53.6
Action 17: Skip Leading Group of Parse Character
Assume that the parse character is 32 for an ASCII space
/SP//SP/Temp/SP//SP/53.6/SP//SP/
is changed to
Temp/SP//SP/53.6/SP//SP/
Action 18: Skip Trailing Group of Parse Character
Assume that the parse character is 32 for an ASCII space
/SP//SP/Temp/SP//SP/53.6/SP//SP/
is changed to
/SP//SP/Temp/SP//SP/53.6
Action 19: Skip Occurrences of Parse Character - counted from start
Action 20: Skip Occurrences of Parse Character - counted from end
Action 21: Skip All Occurrences of Label
Action 22: Skip Occurrences of Label – counted from start
Action 23: Skip Occurrences of Label – counted from end
Action 24: Skip all non-numeric except parse character
Action 25: Skip all non-hex except parse character
Action 26: Skip all non-alpha except parse character
Action 27: Skip all non-alphanumeric except parse character
Action 28: Skip all Upper-Case except parse character
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Action 29: Skip all Lower-Case except parse character
Action 30: Skip all high-bit characters except parse character
Action 31: Compress all groups of Parse Character
Compression eliminates consecutive occurrences of the parse character. Assume that the parse
character is 32 for an ASCII space
/SP//SP/Temp/SP//SP/53.6/SP//SP/
is changed to
/SP/Temp/SP/53.6/SP/
Action 32: Compress groups of Parse Character – counted from start
Action 33: Compress groups of Parse Character – counted from end
Action 34: Replace all of the parsing character with the second character
Action 35: Replace all occurrences of the label with the parsing character
Action 36: Replace occurrences of the label with the parse character - counted from start
Action 37: Replace occurrences of the label with the parse character – counted from end
Action 38: Replace all high-bit characters with parse character
Action 39: Move Ahead To Occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from start
Action 40: Move Ahead To Occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from end
Action 41: Move Ahead To Group of Parse Character – numbered from start
Action 42: Move Ahead To Upper Case – numbered from start
Action 43: Move Ahead To Upper Case – numbered from end
Action 44: Move Ahead To Lower Case – numbered from start
Action 45: Move Ahead To Lower Case – numbered from end
Action 46: Move Ahead to Occurrence of Label – numbered from start
Assume that the label is “ABC”
The string is “DEFGABCHIJABCKLMABCNOP”
If the number is 0 the action returns an error.
If the number is 1 the result is “ABCHIJABCKLMABCNOP”
If the number is 2 the result is “ABCKLMABCNOP”
If the number is 3 the result is “ABCNOP”
If the number is greater than 3 the result is “ABCNOP”.
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Action 47: Move Ahead to Occurrence of Label – numbered from end
Action 49: Move Ahead To Numeric Group – numbered from start
Action 50: Move Ahead to Hex Group – numbered from start
Action 50: Move Ahead To Alpha Group – numbered from start
Action 51: Move Ahead To Alpha-Numeric Group – numbered from start
Action 52: Move Ahead to High-Bit Character – counted from start
Action 53: Move Ahead Through Leading Characters – counted from start
Action 54: Move Ahead Through Occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from start
Action 55: Move Ahead Through Occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from end
Action 56: Move Ahead Through Group of Parse Character – numbered from start
Action 57: Move Ahead Past Upper Case – numbered from start
Action 58: Move Ahead Past Upper Case – numbered from end
Action 59: Move Ahead Past Lower Case – numbered from start
Action 60: Move Ahead Past Lower Case – numbered from end
Action 61: Move Ahead Past Occurrence of Label – numbered from start
Assume that the label is “ABC”
The string is “DEFGABCHIJABCKLMABCNOP”
If the number is 0 the action returns an error.
If the number is 1 the result is “HIJABCKLMABCNOP”
If the number is 2 the result is “KLMABCNOP”
If the number is 3 the result is “NOP”
If the number is greater than 3 the result is “NOP”.
Action 62: Move Ahead Past Occurrence of Label – numbered from end
Action 63: Move Ahead Past Numeric Group – numbered from start
Action 64: Move Ahead Past Hex Group – numbered from start
Action 65: Move Ahead Past Alpha Group – numbered from start
Action 66: Move Ahead Past Alpha-Numeric Group – numbered from start
Action 67: Move Ahead Past High-Bit Character – counted from start
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Action 68: Truncate to a maximum number of characters
Corsair shortens the packet if the length is greater than the count parameter.
Action 69: Truncate trailing non-numeric
Action 70: Truncate trailing numeric
Action 71: Truncate trailing alpha
Action 72: Truncate trailing alpha-numeric
Action 73: Truncate trailing high-bit characters
Action 74: Truncate trailing non-printable
Action 75: Truncate trailing group of parse character
Action 76: Truncate trailing characters – counted from end
Action 77: Truncate from first non-numeric after numeric
Action 78: Truncate from first non-printable
Action 79: Truncate a maximum count of trailing hex characters
Action 80: Truncate from occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from start
Action 81: Truncate from occurrence of Parse Character - numbered from end
Action 82: Truncate from group of Parse Character – numbered from start
Action 83: Truncate from group of Parse Character - numbered from end
Action 84: Truncate from occurrence of Label - numbered from start
Action 85: Truncate from occurrence of Label - numbered from end
Action 86: Truncate after last numeric
Action 87: Truncate after last alpha
Action 88: Truncate after occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from start
Action 89: Truncate after occurrence of Parse Character - numbered from end
Action 90: Truncate after occurrence of Label - numbered from start
Action 91: Truncate after occurrence of Label - numbered from the end
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Action 92: Verify Parse Character in position - numbered from start
Action 93: Verify Parse Character in position - numbered from end
Action 94: Verify Parse Character in any position
Action 95: Verify Label in Position numbered from start
Action 96: Verify Label in Position numbered from end
Action 97: Verify Label in any position
Action 98: Verify Label at Start of Numbered Field
Action 99: Verify Label at End of Numbered Field
Action 100: Verify Label in any position of Numbered Field
Action 101: Verify a minimum number of characters
Corsair rejects the packet if the length is less that the count parameter.
Action 102: Verify an exact count of characters
Action 103: Verify a maximum number of characters
Action 104: Verify a minimum count of numeric data items
Action 105: Lead, trail, compress parse character
This is a combination of actions 17,18, and 31. It skips leading occurrences of the parse character, then
trailing occurrences of the character, and then it compresses all other groups of the character. Assume
that the parse character is 32 for an ASCII space.
/SP//SP/Temp/SP//SP/53.6/SP//SP/
is changed to
Temp/SP/53.6
This is a common action to be used before space-delimited field parsing
Action 106: Mixed Case, skip all lower
sAm42/SP/daVE/SP/CHARLIE58
is changed to
S42/SP/D/SP/C58
Action 107: Limit maximum field count
Action 108: Delimit from occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from start
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Assume that the parse character is an ASCII comma.
AAA,BBB,CCC,DDD,
If the number is 0 – there is an error
If the number is 1 – The result is AAA
If the number is 2 – The result is BBB
If the number is 3 – The result is CCC
If the number is 4 or greater – The result is DDD
Action 109: Delimit from occurrence of Parse Character – numbered from end
Assume that the parse character is an ASCII comma.
AAA,BBB,CCC,DDD,
If the number is 0 – there is an error
If the number is 1 – The result is DDD
If the number is 2 – The result is CCC
If the number is 3 – The result is BBB
If the number is 4 or greater – The result is AAA
Action 110: Delimit between Parse and Second Character
Assume that the parse character is 65 for an upper case ‘A’.
The second character is 66 for an upper case ‘B’.
QZAMONKEYBQ
Is changed to
MONKEY

ASCII Write – Triggered Output – Serial Port
Xx

BACnet – Building Automation and Control
BACnet is a protocol that is used for building automation equipment. This includes power meters,
HVAC, and lighting equipment. CorsairHMI talks BACnet/IP over Ethernet. Many field devices use a
multi-drop serial communications standard like BACnet MS/TP. Some sort of BACnet router hardware is
required to make the translation from Ethernet to serial.
The IP address of a BACnet device is specified on the driver record and not on the data source record.
Each device on the Ethernet network requires a different driver record. Data sources on the driver
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correspond to devices that are routable through that IP address. The routing is configured through
special setup data parameters on the data source record. These parameters are:
Use Routing Yes or No
Network Number
MAC Address
If routing is set to ‘No’ the network number and MAC address are not used. If it is set to ‘Yes’ the
developer must enter these values. The MAC address is not the 6-part Ethernet MAC address of the
Ethernet router. It is one decimal number. Most commonly it is determined using Corsair network
scanning.

BTech S5 – Battery Monitor
The S5 driver uses a protocol that has been obtained through a special arrangement with the BTech
company. It is only used in a system that has the special BMS license option. It is not generally
available.

CALSer – CAL Controller Serial
Xx

Centurion – Response Technologies Centurion Elite
The Centurion driver is used to communicate with a Response Technologies Centurion Elite Duress
system. This uses a serial connection. This driver is present in all versions of the Corsair program. A
corrections license is not required. It is described in the Corrections manual.

DIGIFORT – Digifort VMS
The CorsairHMI program has a driver that is used to communicate with Digifort Video Management
software. This driver is present in all versions of the Corsair program. A corrections license is not
required. It is described in the Corrections manual .

DXI – Harding Instruments DXI Intercom
The DXI driver is used to communicate with intercom equipment from Harding Instruments. It comes
with any license for the Corsair program. A corrections license is not required. The documentation for
the DXI driver is contained in the CorsairHMI Corrections manual.

DXL – Harding Instruments DXL Intercom
The DXL driver is used to communicate with intercom equipment from Harding Instruments. It come
with any license for the Corsair program. A corrections license is not required. The documentation for
the DXL driver is contained in the CorsairHMI Corrections manual.
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EIP Devices
Xx

EIP ID – ID Readers
Xx

Email Command
The Email Command driver is used to control the email system from Corsair tag data. Different reserved
tag addresses are used for different parts of the email data tree.

Ewert CAN – CANbus
The Ewert driver is designed for CorsairHMI to read data from a CANbus system using the CANdaptor
module from Ewert Energy Systems (www.ewertenergy.com). This adaptor hooks to the Corsair
computer using a USB connection. With the proper driver it emulates a serial port. The first step is to
get the driver from Ewert, install it on the computer, and plug in the adaptor. The operating system will
determine what COM port is used by the adaptor. A possible path to see what selection it has made
from Windows would be Control Panel, System, Device Manager. Most of the time the port will be
within the range of COM1 to COM4 although it could be a higher number. It is recommended to always
plug the adaptor into the same USB port on the computer to help guarantee that the serial port number
does not change.
The Setup,Comms Port Properties menu selection is used to specify parameters for serial ports. The
baud rate that is entered here is not the baud rate of the CAN network. A nonzero value must be
entered for all serial ports including USB. 9600 baud, 8 data, no parity, and 1 stop bit is a recommended
setting. Port numbers above 4 may require entry of a port name.
A driver record must be created in the Corsair database for the CANdaptor. Each driver record
corresponds to only one adaptor so multiple records will be needed if there are multiple adaptors. The
proper Port number must be entered into that field of the driver record.
After the driver is created one or more Data Sources need to be created under it. They are made by
zooming on the driver’s Zoom field. Each data source needs a name and it needs its ‘Real’ field set to
‘Yes’.
Zooming on the driver record opens the special setup data for the CANdaptor.
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It is here that the Baud rate of the CANbus must be entered. Corsair defaults to 500 K baud but other
standard rates are available. There are places to specify up to 2 masks and 7 filters. For now they
should not be used.
The next step is to hook the equipment to the CANdaptor and run the Corsair interface. The View,
Source Diagnostics menu option can be used to verify that the driver is online and ready and to see if
CAN frame data is arriving at the computer. Each CAN frame shows as a good read on the Source
Diagnostics window.
A next step may be to go to the Corsair Comms Trace window to see the data packets that Corsair is
receiving from the CANdaptor. The format of these packets is explained by the Ewert documentation.
One thing to observe is if they begin with the letter ‘T’ or with ‘X’. A ‘T’ packet has an 11-bit standard ID
value. A ‘X’ packet has a 29-bit extended ID value.
The documentation for the CANbus equipment should show if it uses 11 or 29 bit IDs and how it formats
its data packets. If there are multiple pieces of equipment on the bus it must be verified that there are
no duplications in frame IDs.
Filtering is the process of eliminating unneeded CAN frames from the data stream so that only the
desired ones are used. The first possibility for filtering is to do all or some of it in the CANdaptor
module. It supports up to 2 mask values that work in conjunction with up to 7 filter values. Frames that
are filtered out in the module do not have to be processed by Corsair which is a key to reducing the
programs CPU utilization.
The first step in applying CANdaptor filtering is to turn on one or both masks by setting the ‘Use Mask’
option to ‘Yes’. The mask must be set to match an 11-bit standard or 29-bit extended frame ID. The
mask hex value sets what bits of the incoming frame ID are checked by the filter. The mask can be a
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maximum of hexadecimal 7FF for an 11-bit ID or hexadecimal 1FFFFFFF for a 29-bit ID. Mask bits that
are set to 1 are checked by the filter. Mask bits that are set to 0 are ignored by the filter. A mask value
of 1 (one) would mean that only the least-significant bit of the id is the only one checked.
After one or both mask values are setup at least one filter value must be set. The ‘Use Filter’ option
must be set to ‘Yes’. It must be connected to the correct mask, either mask 0 or mask 1. The filter
values frame ID must be set to 11 or 29 bit to match the mask. The filter value tells the CANdaptor what
values to accept in the ID. It can be as high as hex 7FF for an 11-bit ID or hex 1FFFFFFF for a 29-bit ID.
If all bits are on(1) in the mask the incoming ID must exactly match the filter value for a frame to be
accepted. If the mask is hex 7FF for an 11-bit system and the filter value is hex 3CB then only frames
with an ID value exactly equal to hex 3CB will be accepted.
A mask value of hex 70 would correspond to a binary value of 01110000. A filter value of hex 50 would
correspond to a binary value of 01010000. Only three bits of the ID of each incoming frame are
checked. The following possibilities exist:
Frame ID Hex

Frame ID Binary Status

D3

11010011

Accepted

70

01110000

Rejected

DC

11011100

Accepted

63

01100011

Rejected

One mask can be used with as many as 7 different filter values. If any of the mask-value combinations
allow it the packet is accepted. If a mask is hex 7FF for an 11-bit system and filter values of hex 3CB and
3CC are used then frames with ID values equal to hex 3CB or hex 3CC are accepted. Any other incoming
ID will be rejected.
The next level of filtering is done by zooming to special setup data on the data source records. This
filtering is done by the Corsair program so it requires more work by the computer than filtering done by
the CANdaptor.
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Each data source can receive 11-bit or 29-bit identifier frames but not both. One data source can be set
for 11 and another for 29.
Filtering of the incoming ID value can be done at the data source level. If this filter is enabled 3
hexidecimal values must be entered – a mask, a minimum, and a maximum. Corsair ANDs the incoming
ID value with the mask. If the result is less than the minimum or greater than the maximum that frame
is rejected on this data source. All three values must be entered in hex without a leading ‘0x’. They can
be as great as 7FF for 11-bit IDs and 1FFFFFFF for 29-bit IDs.
To use the Corsair data source ID filter the ‘Use’ field must be set to ‘Yes’. If the Mask value is set to hex
7FF with an 11-bit ID system the minimum and maximum values are checked against all of the bits of the
incoming ID. If the minimum is hex 12 and the maximum is hex 1FF then IDs outside of that range are
rejected.
If the Filter mask is set to hex 0F (binary 00001111), the minimum is set to 3, and the maximum is set to
5 then the following possibilities exist:
Frame ID Hex

Frame ID Binary Status

D3

11010011

Accepted

72

01110010

Rejected

D5

11010101

Accepted

66

01100110

Rejected

Corsair tag addresses for the CANdaptor driver consist of a series of one or more instructions. Corsair
requires these instructions to understand what it is to do with the CAN data packet. Each instruction
begins with a 4-letter instruction name. The name is followed by 0, 1, or 2 numeric parameter values.
Parameter values are separated by commas. Instructions are separated by semicolons. A possible
address would be:
BYTM 0,FE; BYTP 3,2
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This address consists of two instructions. Instructions are separated by semicolons. No semicolon is
needed at the end of the last one. There can be as many as 16 put together to form a complete address.
The possible instructions are shown under Tools, TCP Expert, Protocol Data, CANbus Instructs.
This address starts with a BYTM instruction. It has two parameters, a decimal 0 and a hexadecimal FE. It
is followed by a BYTP instruction. It also has two parameters, a decimal 3 and a decimal 2.
Spaces may be inserted between parts of the address to improve readability. Instruction names are
always 4 characters. Upper case is preferred but lower case is allowed.
The number and type of parameter values varies with the instruction. Some parameters are signed
integers that can be positive or negative. Negative values are preceded with a minus sign. Positive
values should not have a plus sign. Some parameters are unsigned integers that cannot be negative.
Some parameters are hexadecimal numbers. They use the digits from 0 to 9 and letters from A to F.
The letters can be upper or lower case but upper is preferred.
After a starting address for a tag is entered the developer can zoom to the tag data monitor. The
address that is shown on that window is Corsairs understanding of that address. It should look like what
the developer expects.
Instructions are divided into 3 different categories, ‘Matching’, ‘Positioning’, and ‘Scaling’. They should
be entered in that order. There should be only 1 positioning instruction which is the minimum
requirement for a usable address. There can be multiple matching and scaling instructions. The order
of Matching first, followed by Positioning, and then followed by Scaling should be observed.
Matching instructions are used to determine if a CANbus frame applies to a tag. It specifies a data value
that must be matched for the rest of the instruction to be considered. If the match is not true that
frame is not used for that tag.
Positioning instructions are used to locate data within the CANbus frame. A frame consists of an 11 or
29 bit ID value followed by 0 to 8 bytes of data. The positioning instructions specify where the needed
data starts within the frame, its size, and sometimes its type.
Scaling instructions are used to specify mathematical operations that Corsair is to perform on the data
before it is set into the tag.
The BITP ‘Bit Position’ instruction is a Positioning instruction with two parameters. The first is an
unsigned offset to tell where the bit data starts. It can vary from 0 to 3. The second value is an unsigned
bit count. It cannot be 0. It can never be more than 64. The sum of the offset and the count cannot
exceed 64.
The BYTM ‘Byte Match’ instruction is a Matching instruction with two parameters. The first is an
unsigned offset to tell which data byte is to be matched. Since there are up to 8 data bytes in a CANbus
frame the offset parameter can be 0 through 7. The second parameter is a hexadecimal byte value that
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the frame must match. It can range from 00 to FF. The decimal equivalents are 0 to 255 but the data
must be entered in hex.
The BYTP ‘Byte Position’ instruction is a Positioning instruction with two parameters. The first is an
unsigned offset to tell where the byte data starts. It can vary from 0 to 7. The second value is an
unsigned byte count. It cannot be zero. It can never be more than 8. The sum of the offset and the
count cannot exceed 8.

GESRTP – General Electric Series 90 TCP/IP
The GESRTP driver is used by the Corsair program to communicate with General Electric PLCs over an
Ethernet network.

GPS – NMEA Compatible GPS Serial
The GPS driver is used by the Corsair program to communicate with a GPS receiver over a serial port. It
requires the standard NMEA protocol.
The NMEA standard calls for serial transmission at 4800 baud, 8 data bits, no parity bit, and 1 stop bit.
GPS equipment is not required to conform to this. If a system is not working the manufacturer of the
equipment should be consulted for the data format that they use.

InterModel – Inter-Model Data Exchange
The Corsair program can operate with as many as 100 data models at one time. The InterModel driver is
used to move data between data models that are running on the same computer. A computer may be
running 3 models that correspond to production facilities at 3 different locations. A fourth model could
be used for production summary data. The InterModel driver would be used to copy data from each
facility to the summary model. Corsair then totalizes this data for display.

Linux GPIO
This driver is used with some Linux systems to interact with the GPIO – General Purpose Input/Output –
connections. It cannot be used for a Windows system. Consult with CorsairHMI about compatibility
with your Linux system.
Corsair scripting can be used with the GPIO driver for extremely simple control systems. The integrator
is responsible for all decisions regarding safety and performance considerations with these systems.
Corsair was never designed to be general-purpose control software. Integration with a PLC is usually the
best alternative for control.
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GPIO is accessed through the Linux sysfs driver system. It requires for the developer to enter a path
specification. He must zoom under the data source record.

The ‘/sys/class/gpio/’ example has been shown to work on one Raspberry PI system.
Linux GPIO Addressing
Addresses for Linux GPIO tags usually consist of a letter followed by a number. This may be followed by
additional special parameter data.
The first address type is ‘I’ for ‘Input’ data. I147 refers to an input signal coming from GPIO number 147.
Typically, this address would be used on an Indicator tag. The address can be indexed. A tag with a size
of 4 would have these elements:
Element 0 I147
Element 1 I148
Element 2 I149
Element 3 I150
Corsair tag scanning results in the status of each of these GPIO pins being copied to the tag data. With
most systems unhooked pins result in a 1 in the tag.
The second address type is ‘O’ for ‘Output’ data. O92 refers to an output signal wired to GPIO number
92. Typically, this address would be used on a Switch tag. This address can also be indexed. Corsair
script logic that writes a value to the tag causes the output signal to be changed to match the value.
The third address type is ‘C’ for ‘Count’ data. These addresses are used for 32-bit Double Integer tags
that count how many times an interrupt has been tripped. Other tag types including Integer are invalid
with C addresses. C addresses cannot be indexed. Tag sizes must be 1. U,6.0 is the recommended data
format. The number following the ‘C’ is a GPIO number.
Count data addresses can be followed by the suffix ‘R’, ‘F’, or ‘B’ for ‘Rising’, ‘Falling’, or ‘Both’. It should
be noted that ‘Both’ operations will result in count numbers that are twice what ‘Rising’ or ‘Falling’
would yield. If no suffix is present Corsair defaults to ‘Rising’.
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Each interrupt has a counted value that increments whenever the interrupt is tripped. This is a modulo
100,000 value that resets to 0 for the next count after 99,999. Corsair copies this counted value to the
tag with the ‘C’ address. Counts may be accumulating at a higher rate than the copy to the tag. This
means that the tag will appear to ‘skip’ values as the count increased.
The system can use no more than 10 ‘C’ count tags. Two count tags cannot use the same interrupt
number. There can be a C19 and a C20 but never two C20s.
Corsair includes program blocks that are designed especially for totalization and rate calculations based
upon a modulo 100,000 value.
Considerations for systems that use Interrupts
When a system uses ‘C’ addresses CorsairHMI must set up interrupt processing. The interrupts are
triggered by the status of a GPIO input. The program cannot guarantee correct operation during all
possible program changes on an interrupt system. Tags should not be added or deleted and their
addresses should not be changed with the interface running this driver. Shut off the interface checkbox,
make the changes, and then turn on the checkbox. Failure to heed this may result in crashing the
Corsair program or shutting down the computer.

Linux I2C
The Linux I2C driver is currently an input-only driver that is used to read data into Corsair from
integrated circuits connected to a Raspberry PI over the I2C bus.
A few things typically have to be done to the PI to get I2C system to work. This manual is not a
comprehensive reference as to how these things are done on a particular PI. These are some
suggestions that should be investigated. Do not type the single-quotes.
The first thing is to make sure that I2C is not blacklisted in the ‘/etc/modprobe.d/raspi-blacklist.conf’
file. Type ‘sudo nano /etc/modprobe.d/raspi-blacklist.conf’.
If a line like this appears
‘blacklist i2c-bcm2708’
put a hash mark in front of it to change it to
‘#blacklist i2c-bcm2708’
and Ctrl-X and Y to save the file.
Next open the ‘/etc/modules’ file by typing
‘sudo nano /etc/modules’
and see if there is a line by itself that says
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‘i2c-dev’.
If there isn’t it needs to be added.
An i2c-tools package may need to be added with ‘sudo apt-get install i2c-tools’.
The first step is wiring the device to the PI. Usually a supply plus, a supply minus, an SCL data line, and
an SDA data line are all that is needed. Verify for sure if you want to power the device from a 3.3 or
from a 5 volt connection on the PI.
Determine what I2C address the device should be using. Corsair I2C addresses are always expressed in
hexadecimal with an ‘0x’ prefix. 0x48 is a common I2C address. The device should not conflict with any
addresses that are already in use on the PI. Some devices can use jumpers to switch to different
addresses.
Use the ‘i2cdetect’ tool to see if your device can be seen by the PI. The syntax may be:
‘sudo i2cdetect -y 1’
It is essential that the device is detected at the correct address before any Corsair development is done.
Each I2C device should use a separate driver record. The driver gets the ‘Linux I2C’ type. There is driverspecific data that must be entered by zooming on the driver record. The first item is the file path and
name. It is typically set to:
‘/dev/i2c-1’
The next two entries are the buss read and write address. This is a 7-bit address expressed as a
hexadecimal number. The same value needs to be entered into both the buss read and write addresses.
This is the same number that was returned by the i2cdetect tool.
Each driver record corresponds to a different chip on the i2c bus. Each data source record corresponds
to a different reading of data coming from the chip. An A to D converter chip may have 4 input
channels. There may be 4 different data sources on the driver record for this chip.
Each data source has a zoom to enter driver-specific data. The first two items are the Bus Write and
Read addresses. They should be set to match the value that was used for the driver record.
The next step for the Corsair developer is to enter the sequence of instructions that Corsair needs to
setup the chip and read data from it. Instructions can be entered under the driver record and under the
data source records. The instructions under the driver record are executed one time when Corsair starts
interface operation. They are typically used to configure options on the chip. The instructions under the
data source record are executed each time Corsair wants to read data from the chip. The interval
between executions of these instructions can be set by the ‘Idle Pause’ setting on the Data Source
record.
Both driver and data source records offer the same 5 instruction options:
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??
Read Bytes
Write Byte
Finish Write
Delay
These instructions are entered in ‘Command-Value’ pairs. The values can be entered in decimal or in
hex if the developer types the ‘0x’ prefix.
Corsair starts execution at the first command of the list and always finishes the list in a single pass. The
end of the list is found at the first ‘??’ undefined instruction.
The ‘Read Bytes’ instruction tells Corsair to read a number of bytes of data from the I2C bus. The value
is the desired number of bytes. ‘Read Bytes’ instructions can be entered under driver records but there
is no way for Corsair to use these bytes. A ‘Read Bytes’ instruction is frequently the last instruction of
the sequence under a data source record.
The ‘Write Byte’ instruction tells Corsair to write a byte of data to the bus. The value is the byte that is
sent. Corsair will execute multiple ‘Write Byte’ instructions at one time on the bus. It packs data
together until it sees an instruction that is not the ‘Write Byte’ type. It then sends the entire packet at
one time.
The ‘Finish Write’ instruction is one option to separate sequences of ‘Write Byte’ instructions. The value
of this instruction is not used.
The ‘Delay’ instruction is used to insert a short time delay in the middle of a sequence of instructions.
The value is a time in milliseconds.
A typical sequence for a data source may be to:
Write bytes to set up the configuration for a data conversion and trigger it.
Do a very short delay.
Read in data bytes for the result.
The sequence of instructions can contain multiple ‘Read Bytes’ commands but only the last one can
provide data to Corsair tags. After Corsair successfully executes all the instructions it sends the read
bytes to the tags on that data source. The address that is entered for the tag determines what it does
with the data.
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The Linux I2C driver uses a unique format for tag addresses. Each address consists of a number of parts.
Each part is an instruction name possibly followed by one or two decimal parameters. These parts form
a set of rules for how Corsair processes the data.
There is a window that shows the instruction names that are available for Corsair I2C tag addresses.
From the main menu select ‘Tools’’TCP Expert’’Protocol Data’ and ‘I2C Instructs’.
The instructions are divided into groups. The first group is for locating data.
BYTP - Byte Position and Count
This instruction specifies a group of bytes from the received data. The first parameter is the offset and
the second is the count. If the read specified 3 bytes ‘BYPT 1,2’ specifies using the second and third.
The sum of the parameters cannot exceed the size of the read.
RBYTP – Reversed Byte Position and Count
This instruction works like the BYTP instruction except that it reverses the order of the bytes in the
specified group. It is used when the data is sent with the most-significant byte first.
BITP – Bit Position and Count (Future)
The second group is for filtering data.
BYTM – Byte Match
This instruction looks at a byte value at a defined position in the read. If it does not match the match
value the read data is not applied to that tag. The first parameter is a byte offset starting at zero. The
second is the match value.
BITM – Bit Field Match (Future)
The third group is for extracting data.
SHR – Shift Bits Right
INT – Signed Integer Type
This instruction defines a field of bits as representing a signed integer value. The parameter is a bit
count ranging from 1 to 64.
UNS – Unsigned Integer Type
This instruction defines a field of bits as representing an unsigned integer value. The parameter is a bit
count ranging from 1 to 64.
The fourth group is used for scaling data.
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ADD – Add Integer
DIV – Divide Integer
MUL – Multiply Integer
SUB – Subtract Integer
The fifth group is used for indicators.
OFFLINE – Offline Flag (Future)
ONLINE – Online Flag (Future)

Usually the instructions are arranged in this group order. Here is an example address for a Float tag:
RBYTP 0,2;SHR 4;INT 12;MUL 9;DIV 80;ADD 32
The RBYTP picks the first two bytes of the data in reverse order. The SHR 4 shifts out the 4 leastsignificant bits of the result. This leaves 12 bits. The INT 12 instruction sign-extends the 12 bits to get a
signed value. It is then multiplied by 9, divided by 80, and 32 is added to it.

MBAP – Modbus Ethernet Application Protocol
The MBAP driver is the standard driver for communications using Modbus Ethernet.

MBASC – Modbus ASCII Serial
Xx

MBEMD – Modbus Ethernet Multi-Drop
Xx
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MBEMDE – Modbus Ethernet Multi-Drop Extended
Xx

MBMM – Modbus Memory Map
The Modbus Memory Map driver is used to store data in binary disk files on a computer’s hard drive.
Corsair tags are used to access data in the file just like they are used to access data from a Modbuscompatible PLC. The data is retained through a power failure. The driver takes care of all necessary
load and save commands to that the developer does not have to be concerned with them.
The driver only emulates Modbus 4X holding registers. It does not do 3X input registers, 0X coils, or 1X
inputs.
The first step to set up a Modbus Memory Map data source is to go to Edit/ Data/ Drivers and press F4
to create a driver record. Arrow to the ‘Type’ field and press F2, F1, to get the driver type selector. Pick
‘MBMM- Modbus Memory Map’ for the type. Arrow to the drivers name field and press F2 to enter a
descriptive name. ‘Memory Map Driver’ is a possibility for this name.
One or more data sources must be created under the driver. Arrow to the data source Zoom field on
the driver and press ‘Z’ to go to the local view of the driver’s data sources. Each data source
corresponds to a different disk file. Press F4 to create as many data sources as desired and enter a
descriptive ID for each one.
The Modbus Memory Map driver requires special setup information for each data source. Press Z from
the data source record to get to the setup screen.
The first setup item is the name of the file. A complete path and file name specification can be used.
The file can be located on a different computer if the proper path is entered. Wild card characters like
‘*’ are not permitted in this file name.
The second setup item is the 4X register count for the file. This determines the file size. 2 bytes of file
space are required for each register. A register count of 20 generates a 40 byte file with register
addresses from 400001 to 400020. The driver allows for a file size that is much larger than the normal
Modbus limit of 65535 registers. Tags may be developed with addresses that are greater than 465535.
The ‘Create File if not existing’ Yes/No option must be set to Yes initially so that the Corsair program
creates the disk file. It may be set to No after that if desired.
The ‘File is Shared’ Yes/No option tells the Corsair program if something else may write data to the disk
file. This could be another computer, another program on the same computer, or another application
running under the same Corsair program. If the file is shared the driver will observe different rules
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when writing data to the file. If it is possible to set the Shared option to No there will be a slight
improvement in performance.
The ‘Periodic Refresh Time’ setting determines how often Corsair reads the file from the disk into
memory. If it is set to zero Corsair only reads the file at startup. If it is set to 1 minute Corsair reads the
file at startup and then at 1 minute intervals. Corsair always writes the file immediately when a tag
value is changed. If a tag value is changed on a shared file Corsair will open the file with a lock, read it
in, change the data, and then write the file and close it in one operation.
After the data source is created and the setup data is entered tags must be created on the data source.
Zoom on the data source’s ‘Tags’ zoom field. Each tag that is created needs a 4X register starting
address. Corsair will consider the type and size of each tag to calculate and display the end address.
These must be checked against the files 4X register count. If the drivers register count is 100 tag ending
addresses must not be greater than 400100.
Bit addresses for tag types like Switch and Indicator are entered by placing a slash after the register
address followed by a bit number that ranges from 0 to 15. 0 is the least significant bit and 15 is the
most significant. ‘400023/5’ is an example of a valid bit address.
Modbus addresses beginning with 0, 1, or 3 are not valid for tags created under this driver.

MBPUSH – Modbus TCP Push
The MBPUSH driver is a special-purpose driver used to ‘push’ data from a Corsair computer to another
device. The Corsair computer that contains the driver is called the ‘Local’ computer. The other device is
the ‘Host’ device. It may be a PLC that uses the Modbus TCP protocol or it may be another computer
running Corsair. They are interconnected through Ethernet and may be across the Internet.
Most applications use this driver for applications where the Local computer does not have a fixed static
IP address on the Internet. Its address may change at the discretion of the Internet Service Provider.
The Host device must have a known fixed IP address on the Internet. It will be accessed through the IP
address and not through a domain name.
The driver uses the Modbus TCP protocol with the Local computer acting as a ‘client’ and the Host
device acting as a ‘server’. It defaults to the normal Modbus port 502 but other port numbers can be
used.
The driver does ‘pushes’ and ‘pulls’ of data. A push is when the Local computer writes data into the
Host using Modbus ‘Write’ functions. A pull is when the Local computer reads data from the Host using
Modbus ‘Read’ functions. The developer does not have to configure the individual pushes and pulls.
Corsair does this automatically from the tag data.
The Local Corsair computer has to be setup to match the network that it will be connected to. A proper
gateway address will have to be entered into the Ethernet adapter configuration if the computer is to be
used on the Internet.
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The first step in setting up this driver is to create a driver record and give it the MBPUSH type.
Connection timeout and connection retry times are entered on the driver record. The IP address on the
driver record is not used.
One or more data source records are created under the driver record. A data source record needs the
following fields defined:
Real – Set to ‘Yes’
IP – Set to the fixed IP address of the Host device
Node – Set to a nonzero Modus ID value
Timeout – Used to determine the time a communication is allowed to complete
Pause – Idle time between communications, used to control network traffic
There are some setup parameters for the data source record that are specially defined for this driver.
They are access from the driver record by pressing the Zoom (Z or F7) key while not on a zoom field.
They include:
TCP Port number
Close Socket During Pause?
Use Extended Protocol?
The TCP port number parameter defines the port number that is used for the communication. If it is set
to zero the normal Modbus TCP port 502 is used.
The ‘Close Socket During Pause’ Yes/No option is set to Yes if the developer wants Corsair to close the
communications socket after each push or pull during the pause period. If pipelining is selected this
option is ignored and the socket is kept open.
The ‘Use Extended Protocol’ Yes/No option can be set to Yes only if the Host is a computer running the
Corsair program and acting as an MBHR host. It must be set to No if the Host is a PLC.
Extended protocol changes the acceptable range of Node numbers (Modbus IDs) from 1 -255 to 165535. It changes the maximum length of a push from 100 registers to thousands of registers. It allows
holding register addresses greater than 465535. With proper address configuration a single extended
protocol push can transfer data for thousands of tags.
Tag configuration for this driver works differently than with other Corsair drivers. The addressing is very
critical. It should only be done by an experienced Corsair developer that is familiar with the Modbus
protocol. Incorrectly entered addresses could result in the Local computer pushing wrong values to the
Host.
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Tags are configured for Push or Pull configuration using the ‘Changeable’ Yes/No option. If the option is
set to ‘Yes’ it is a Push tag. If the option is set to ‘No’ it is a Pull tag.
Push tags have the following properties:
The ‘Changeable’ option is set to Yes.
The data is written to the Host.
The data is never read from the Host.
The address can be a 0x Coil or a 4x Holding Register.
Pull tags have the following properties;
The ‘Changeable’ option is set to No.
The data is read from the Host.
The data is never written to the Host.
The address can be a 0x Coil, a 1x Input, a 3x Input Register, or a 4x Holding Register.
Corsair does register combination as much as it can for both pushes and pulls. This will certainly result
in disaster if the developer is not careful. Corsair will write data in the ‘cracks’ between addresses if it
enables combining tags for a push. If an integer push tag is at register 400010 and another is at register
400089 then Corsair will do a Modbus write of the entire range from 400010 through 400089. If the
Host is a PLC this could present serious problems.
The preferred procedure is to locate all push tags on consecutive Modbus addresses and to locate all
pull tags on consecutive addresses in a different range.
When the Host device is a computer running the Corsair program it must be set up for MBHR Host
operation. The Modbus Starting address on the Local computer must be entered as the MHBR address
of the corresponding tag in the Host computer.
The MBPUSH driver is capable of higher speeds with less network traffic than most other ‘push’
protocols.

MBRTU – Modbus RTU Serial
Xx

MBTIMING – Modbus Serial Timing
Xx
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NetScan – Network Scanning
Xx

ODB2 – Simplified Vehicle Interface
Every vehicle sold in the US after 2008 has a CANbus ODB2 connector near the steering wheel. This is
the connector that is used for equipment that reads vehicle diagnostic codes. Corsair has the ability to
read a very limited amount of information from this connector. This driver uses the same CANdaptor
product as it uses for the Ewert CAN driver. It hooks to the Corsair computer using a USB connection. It
hooks to the vehicle using a readily available cable that has to be purchased separately.
It must be noted that this driver only reads information that is supposed to be available on all brands of
vehicle. A short list of data items is available. These items are differentiated by reserved tag addresses.

PCCC CLX – Allen-Bradley DF1 over CIP
This driver is used to talk to Allen-Bradley PLCs using the PCCC protocol over Ethernet. The addresses
are DF1 style addresses like ‘N7:0’ and ‘F8:4’.
The first step for using this driver is to set up a CIP path. The developer picks the Edit/Paths/Driver
Paths option from the main menu. A path is created and given the type ‘CIP’. The Segments Zoom leads
to a window for entering CIP segments. Each segment consists of a Port Identifier and a Link Address.
For most systems only 1 segment is needed. The Port Identifier is the slot number of the Ethernet Card.
Frequently it is one. The Link Address is the slot number of the CPU, The CPU is typically in slot zero.
A driver of the proper type must be created. A data source is created under it. The IP address of the
PLC Ethernet card goes on the Data Source. The Data Source record has a field that is used to link to the
driver path record.

PCCC SLC – Allen-Bradley DF1 over CIP
Xx
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PELCO – Pelco Video Switching
The PELCO driver is used to operate a Pelco video switcher from the Corsair interface. It come with any
license for the Corsair program. A corrections license is not required. The documentation for the Pelco
driver is contained in the CorsairHMI Corrections manual.

PLC5Enet – Allen-Bradley PLC-5 Ethernet
Xx

S4100 – Simplex 4100
Xx

Serial Stream – Receiving data from a port
Background
Many industries routinely allow viewing of real-time control system data from home by operators and
supervisors. This is typically done over the Internet. Installations like power plants may become
vulnerable to cyber-attacks by hackers through these Internet connections. The concern is that the plant
could be shut down or worse.
Software firewalls have been shown to be an inadequate answer as any software that is designed to let
certain people through it can eventually be defeated. Firewalls must constantly be updated with
patches. Many times the need for the patch was discovered because someone has already broken
through the firewall.
One idea that has been suggested is that the plant would install a complete set of redundant
instrumentation. One temperature sensor would be used to operate the process. A second temperature
sensor would be used at the same location to go to a monitor-only computer system that would be
viewable through the Internet. The first disadvantage of this approach is the cost of the extra
instrumentation. The second disadvantage is that the at-home operator needs to see the information
from the sensor that the control system is actually using, not another sensor that may not agree with it.
An Answer
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CorsairHMI has several methods to operators to view data. The serial stream driver is designed to allow
remote viewing of process data in situations where security cannot be compromised. One host
CorsairHMI Serial Stream ‘transmit’ computer at the manufacturing location sends a stream of data
down a serial communication line. One or more other CorsairHMI Serial Stream ‘receive’ computers
receive the data and place it on graphic display screens. Both transmit and receive computers can log
data.
The key to the security of this driver is that the transmit CorsairHMI computer only transmits data, it
never receives. The receive line on the serial port of this computer can be left unhooked so there is no
question that the data can only go in one direction. No handshake lines are used. The receive computer
can only see the data. It can never change or effect the configuration of the host in any way. This
effectively provides an impenetrable ‘firewall’ that does not rely on software or passwords for its
security.
The receive CorsairHMI computer can be an MBHR host to share data on the Internet with up to 100
MBHR remotes. It should use a firewall. A hacker may be able to disturb the serial stream receive
computer but never the serial stream transmit computer.
Configuration
The serial stream driver requires a multiple-computer license for the CorsairHMI program.
Both transmit and receive computers run a similar application database with different settings in the
computer properties file and driver configuration. At-home MBHR remotes can use copies of the same
database.
The serial stream can go from the transmit unit to the receive unit over up to 4 serial ports. More ports
offer a faster connection.
The serial ports that are used for the system can be on external USB-to-serial converters if desired. It is
highly recommended to use external optical isolation on the data line between the transmit and the
receive computers. This guards against electrical disturbances on one computer effecting the other. A
short run of fiber-optic cable can serve for this isolation. This would require RS-232 to fiber converter
boxes. Ethernet fiber connections are not acceptable.
Operation
When the transmit CorsairHMI starts interface operation it begins streaming characters out of the serial
port as fast as it can beginning with the first tag on the first plc and going on to the last tag on the last
plc. It then repeats the action as long as the interface is running.
Further Security Considerations
Any equipment that is on the same network as the CorsairHMI transmit computer cannot use any
wireless technology. Venders should certify that their equipment does not contain any wireless
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capability. Disabled wireless components are not the answer – they should not even be present in the
equipment.
Care should be taken when transferring an updated CorsairHMI application from the transmit computer
to the receive computer using devices such as USB flash drives.

Siemens S7 – S7 PLC over Ethernet
Xx

SQL – Database Access
Xx

String Match – ASCII Input
The String Match driver is a receive-only driver that works with ASCII data streams that arrive over a
serial port. The data is unsolicited which means that the Corsair program does not transmit anything to
the remote device to start a conversation. The serial stream is separated into ‘lines’ which are
terminated by one or two termination characters. This is typical of devices that output to a serial
printer. Many fire alarm panels work this way.
The String Match driver looks through the lines for patterns of characters that match characters that it
has in a table. If it sees a proper combination of characters it loads a value into a result data array.
The String Match driver does not search through a stream of data to find a string. It looks for strings at
predefined positions in the data.
A special feature is a reset tag that can be used for force a selected value into the result data array.
Driver Setup Parameters
The String Match driver has some special data setup parameters at the driver level.
The first driver setup parameter is the number of lines per data packet. It can vary from 1 to 10.
The next two setup parameters are the two line termination characters. They are frequently an ASCII
carriage return (13) followed by a line feed (10). If the second termination character is not needed it
must be set to zero. If both are set to zero the driver assumes a single carriage return as the terminator.
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The next setup parameter is a Yes/No option to force everything to Upper-Case (capital) letters on
receive. This parameter does not capitalize the match strings in the auxiliary databases. The developer
must make sure that the case entered for these strings is correct.
The next four setup parameters are up to 4 characters that can be stripped out of the incoming ASCII
stream. They are set to zero if they are not used.
The driver will always strip out 0 (NULL) characters. This action is not adjustable.
It is recommended that the first termination character be set to a carriage return(13) and that line feeds
(10) be stripped out. That way the driver will work correctly if the incoming stream has either a single
carriage return or a carriage return-line feed combination in either order.
There is a Yes/No parameter that is set to yes for the driver to skip blank lines. If it is set to No blank
lines may appear in the line list.
Data Source Setup Parameters
The String Match driver has some special data setup parameters at the Data Source level.
The first option is the integer value that is used for a reset.
The next parameter is a reset time delay.
The next parameter is a Yes/No parameter to allow more than one match to occur when a line is
received. If it is set to No the matching engine
Reserved Tag Addresses
The ‘Reset’ tag is a switch that can be manipulated by Corsair scripts as desired. It is initialized at ‘Off’
when the interface is started.
The ‘Value Array’ tag is an array of unsigned integers that is controlled by the incoming serial stream. It
is initialized at all zeros when the interface is started.
Action Match 1 Line

Action Match 1 Position

Action Match 1 String

Action Match 2 Line

Action Match 2 Position

Action Match 2 String

Action Match 3 Line

Action Match 3 Position

Action Match 3 String

Index Match 1 Position

Index Match 1 String

Action Match Name
Action Match Value
Action Match All
Index Match 1 Line
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Index Match 2 Line

Index Match 2 Position

Index Match 2 String

Index Match 3 Line

Index Match 3 Position

Index Match 3 String

Index Match Name
Index Match Value
The Match Line tags are integer tags that hold line numbers. The Match Line value can be from 1 to 10.
If the Match Line value is zero that match is not used.
The Match Position tags are integer tags that hold character position numbers. The first character
position on a line is position 1 (not zero). Valid values are from 1 to 250. If the Match Position value is
zero that match is not used.
The Match String tags are string tags that hold the strings that the Matching Engine looks for on the
Match Line at the Match Position. Up to 3 strings can be used to qualify a match.
The Match Name tags are string tags that are used to enter description of auxiliary database records.
The Matching Engine does not use these tags.
The Action Match Value is the value that will be copied into the ‘Value Array’ when there is a match.
The Index Match Value is the index into the Value Array where the Value is put.
The Action Match All tag is a switch that is normally left in the Off position.
Auxiliary Databases
The driver supports 2 auxiliary databases. The first one describes the action matches, the second
describes the index matches.
The Action Match auxiliary database is used to enter data into the following tags:
Action Match 1 Line

Action Match 1 Position

Action Match 1 String

Action Match 2 Line

Action Match 2 Position

Action Match 2 String

Action Match 3 Line

Action Match 3 Position

Action Match 3 String

Action Match Name
Action Match Value
Action Match All
The Index Match auxiliary database is used to enter data into the following tags:
Index Match 1 Line

Index Match 1 Position

Index Match 1 String
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Index Match 2 Line

Index Match 2 Position

Index Match 2 String

Index Match 3 Line

Index Match 3 Position

Index Match 3 String

Index Match Name
Index Match Value
Driver Logic
Incoming serial data is divided into distinct lines as determined by the one or two line termination
characters. The driver keeps a list of 10 received lines of up to 250 characters each. When it gets a new
line it shifts the old lines down the list and adds the new line at the top of the list. The termination
characters do not appear in the list. The line is then case-corrected to capital letters and characters are
stripped out as specified by the driver setup parameters. The list is initialized with empty zero-length
strings.
The lines in the list are then submitted to the Matching Engine part of the driver software. As each new
line comes in it goes into the list and the Matching Engine gets another chance to look for matches.
For example, assume that another computer is sending the string ‘AAA’ followed by a carriage return,
then the string ‘BBB’, then the string ‘CCC’ and so on.
When the first string is received the Matching Engine works on:
‘AAA’

Empty

Empty

Empty

When the next string is received the Matching Engine works on:
‘BBB’

‘AAA’

Empty

Empty

As strings come in the Matching Engine sees the following sets of lines:
‘CCC’

‘BBB’

‘AAA’

Empty

‘DDD’

‘CCC’

‘BBB’

‘AAA’

‘EEE’

‘DDD’

‘CCC’

‘BBB’

Note that each line is always moved down one position when a new line comes in. The list of lines is not
emptied out when a match is found.
Matching Engine Logic
The driver has two sets of match data – an Action set and an Index set. The Action set is used to
determine what the driver does with the Value Array. The Index set is used to determine which element
of the Value Array the driver works with. Each set can match up to 3 strings.
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Let’s assume a fire alarm with 5 smoke detectors. The fire alarm panel sends out two possible status
strings, ‘Alarm’ and ‘Clear’ for each detector. The Value Array is to be set to 1 on an alarm and to 0 on
clear. There are two records in the Action Match database. The first is the string ‘Alarm’ with the
proper Action Match Line and Action Match Position. The Action Match Value is set to 1. The second
record is the string ‘Clear’ with the proper Action Match Line and Action Match Position. The Action
Match Value is set to 0.
The Index Match database has 5 records. Each has a Match String or Strings for the smoke detectors.
One Index Match 1 String may be ‘Building A’ with an Index Match 2 String of ‘Smoke 027’. The Index
Match Values would range from 1 to 5. These correspond to the index in the Value Array for each
smoke. The Value Array must have a size of at least 6 to allow indexes from 0 to 5. The Action Match All
switch is left in the Off position for each record.
The Matching Engine will search through the entire Action and Index match databases to make as many
matches as it can when a new line is received. It is possible for a single line of characters to control
several changes in different elements of the Value Array.
Action Match All Operation
Normally the Matching Engine must find from 1 to 3 match strings in the Action Match database. It then
looks for from 1 to 3 match strings in the Index Match database to find out what element of the Value
Array is to be changed. The Action Match All switch offers a different type of operation when it is
turned on. In that case the Action Match Value is applied to all elements of the Value Array. The Index
Match database is not used for Action Matches whose All switch is turned On. A message containing the
string ‘Panel Reset’ could be used to fill the entire Value Array with zeros.
Reset Action
The Reset switch is used to force all of the elements of the Value Array to a fixed value. The value is a
special setup parameter for the Data Source.
TBD – define the operation of the timing parameters
Using Multiple Data Sources
Each data source on the String Match driver can have a full set of tags. The auxiliary database data on
one data source is not used to match data for another data source. One data source could be used for
alarm conditions on smoke detectors. Another could be used for trouble conditions on the same smoke
detectors.
Monitoring the Driver
The communications trace window can be used to examine the incoming data stream. It shows the
complete set of incoming characters including terminators before any capitalization or stripping of
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characters occurs. The Data Source register monitoring window shows the contents of the last 10
received lines after this processing has occurred.

Telecor T3 – T3-SC Intercom
Xx

VICON – Vicon Video Switching
The VICON driver is used to operate a Vicon video switcher from the Corsair interface. It come with any
license for the Corsair program. A corrections license is not required. The documentation for the Vicon
driver is contained in the CorsairHMI Corrections manual.

Placement Tasks
The development manual describes different types of placement actions. Actions correspond to what
the computer does when the operator clicks on the placement. One of the actions is ‘Task’ where the
computer performs a task. The Target Task window is used to specify the type of task.
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The top selector is used to specify the type of the task. The value, script, and tag controls are defined by
what task is selected. The flowing list tells of the available placement tasks with a description of each.

Add Value
Xxxx

Alarm List
xxxxxx

Block Monitor
xxxxxx

Block Setup
xxxxxx

Change Operator Levels
xxxxxx

Change Password
xxxxxx

Change PIN
xxxxxx

Clean Screen
xxxxxx

Close Window
xxxxxx
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Code Entry Pad
xxxxxx

Create Note
xxxxxx

CSV File
xxxxxx

CSV File Directory
xxxxxx

Decrement
Xxxxx

Do Global Report
xxxxxx

Do Local Report
xxxxxx

Email Contact List
xxxxxx

Increment
xxxxxx

Global Report Window
xxxxxx
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Local Report Window
xxxxxx

Log Events
xxxxxx

Log Off
xxxxxx

Log On
xxxxxx

Model Selector
xxxxxx

Monitor Registers
xxxxxx

Name Finder
xxxxxx

Open File
xxxxxx

Print Screen - Default Printer
xxxxxx
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Print Screen – Select Printer
xxxxxx

Quick Log Off
xxxxxx

Save .CAP File
xxxxxx

Scan Network
xxxxxx

Screen History View
xxxxxx

See List of Users
xxxxxx

Set Data Source Clocks
xxxxxx

Set Hook Codes
xxxxxx

Set Value
xxxxxx

Start Program
xxxxxx
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Stop Program
xxxxxx

Subtract Value
xxxxxx

Text File
xxxxxx

Text File Directory
xxxxxx

Toggle
xxxxxx

Turn Off
xxxxxx

Turn On
xxxxxx

View Aux Database
xxxxxx

View CIP Devices
xxxxxx
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View Events
xxxxxx

View History
xxxxxx

View Global Report Events
xxxxxx

View Local Report Events
xxxxxx

xxxxxxx

Block Reference
A program block is a section of the CorsairHMI program that may be used by the developer to perform a
specific function. Standard blocks are blocks that come with the program. Some of them are very
general in their purpose so they can be used in a wide variety of applications. Some of they are very
specialized and more complex. A properly applied block can solve problems that would be very difficult
to do with a conventional interface.
Blocks can be solved with 5 different actions – ‘Off’, ‘Startup’, ‘Init’, ‘Forward’, and ‘Reverse’. Most
commonly the Forward action is used. Unless noted otherwise, the description of the block is describing
the Forward action. Block results are never communicated to live tags with the Off or Startup actions.
Most blocks do not have all 5 actions. Few blocks have the Reverse action.
If a block is assigned directly to a tag, alarm, or call the actions are executed as follows:
When the interface is off the Off action is executed repeatedly.
During the block startup delay period the Startup action is executed repeatedly.
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After the startup delay period the Init action is executed exactly one time.
After Init the Forward action is executed repeatedly.
After Init the Reverse action is executed as needed.
If a block is assigned to a script step the actions are executed as follows:
When the interface is off the Off action is executed repeatedly.
During the script startup delay period the Startup action is executed repeatedly.
Whenever the script is started the Init action is executed exactly one time.
Whenever the script step is reached the Forward action is executed.
The Reverse action is not executed.
The script Off and Startup actions are executed whether or not the script has auto-start enabled and
whether or not it is enabled for the computer’s base session. If a script runs at 2-second intervals all of
its blocks will execute the Init action every two seconds. If a script repeatedly jumps back to an earlier
step it does not restart and the Init action is not repeated.

Standard Blocks

Absolute Value
This block is used to find the absolute value of each of the elements in an array and put it in a result
array. The action is repeated for a total of PJ elements.
Result: Absolute Value Result (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Input Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
Input Value Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>=1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0
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Assume that PD=2, PI=5, and PJ=3.
PC[2] = -6 PC[3] = 12 PC[4] = -2
When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[5] = 6 Result[6] = 12 Result[7] = 2

Adapter Status
The Adapter Status block is used by the Corsair program to monitor the status of a network adapter.
The interface to the block is through one Result parameter and 10 parameters that are labeled PA
through PJ.
Result: Status Value
Parameter
PA
PB

Label
Enable
Friendly Name

Result

Adapter Status

PA

Block Enable

PB

Adapter Friendly Name

PC-PJ

Not used

Type
Indicator
String

Format

The Adapter Status result is an integer value.
The PA block enable input is a switch. If it is off the block is not active. If it comes on the block reads the
status of the adapter and place the value in the result parameter.
The PB task name is a string that holds the friendly name of the adapter. This name can be determined
using the Computer Network Adapter Summary of the Corsair TCP Expert.

Addition
This block is used to add elements in the PC array to elements in the PF array and put the sum in the
result array. The action is repeated for a total of PJ elements.
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Result: Sum Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

PC
PD
PE

First Addend Array (Size PJ + PD)
First Addend Start Index

Double
Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Second Addend Start Array (Size PJ + PG)
Second Addend Start Index

Double
Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Sum Array Start Index
Count (>=1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PD=2, PG=3, PI=4, and PJ=3
PC[2]= 2.3 PC[3]= -4.6 PC[4]= 23.2
PF[3]= 1.5 PF[4]= 2.7 PF[5]= 12.8
When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[4]=3.8

Result[5]=-1.9 Result[6]=36.0

Alarm 1 to 4
This block is used to load single data bits into the status and latch bits of Alarm or Call data structures.
The Result parameter should be a 4-bit Alarm or 4-bit Call data type. The Latching switch determines
how it controls the Status and Latch bits of the Result data.
Result: Destination 4-bit Data (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Input Bit Array (Size PJ + PD)
Input Bits Start Index
Invert Input
Latching Action
Persistent

Switch
Double Int
Switch
Switch
Switch

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

Format

U6.0

U6.0
U6.0
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Alarm Tag Active
This block is used to turn on a Boolean tag when the CorsairHMI model has at least one
unacknowledged alarm or call within five indexes of an alarm or call tag. The optional PH parameter is
for a Boolean memory tag that is turned on if at least one alarm is preset whether it is acknowledged or
not.
Result: At least one is not acknowledged

Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Alarm or Call Tag

1-bit Alarm Data

At least one is Active
Result Array Start Index

Indicator
Double Int

Format

U6.0

Array Distributor
This block copies values from the PF code value array into elements of the result array. This distribution
is controlled by codes in the PC array.
Result: Values Distributed According to Code (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Code Array (Size PJ + PD)
Code Start Index

Integer
Double Int

U5.0
U6.0

Code Value Array (Size PJ + PG)
Code Value Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Distribute Result Array Start Index
Result Array Size

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PD=3, PG=4, PI=5, and PJ=4
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PC[3]= 3

PC[4]= 0

PC[5]=1

PC[6]= 1

PF[4]= 12.3 PF[5]= 14.6 PF[6]= 2.8 PF[7]= 9.3 PF[8]= 14.6
When enabled, the block will do the following:
Result[5]= 9.3 Result[6] = 12.3 Result[7]= 14.6 Result[8]= 14.6
Pseudo-Code:
For (Loop=0; Loop<PJ; Loop++}
Result[PI + Loop] = PF[PF + PC[PD + Loop]]

Array Element Selector
This block is used to switch values from two input arrays into a third array. It does each element
separately. If the PB input switch is Off the block copies a value from the PD Off array to the result
array. If the PB input switch is On the block copies a value from the PF On array to the result array. The
action is done a total of PJ times.
Result: Result of the selection (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Selector Switches Array
Selector Switches Start Index
Off Selection Array (Size PJ + PE)
Off Array Start Index
On Selection Array (Size PJ + PG)
On Array Start Index

Type
Indicator
Switch
Double Int
String
Double Int
String
Double Int

Format

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

U6.0
U6.0
U6.0

Assume PC=2, PE=3, PI= 5, and PJ=4
PB[2]=Off

PB[3]=On

PB[4]=Off

PB[5]=On

PD[3]=2.3

PD[4]=3.7

PD[5]=12.2

PD[6]=8.2

PF[4]=1.5

PF[5]=5.9

PF[6]=6.3

PF[7]=16.4

When Enabled the block will act as follows:
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Result[5]=2.3

Result[6]=5.9

Result[7]=12.2 Result[8]=16.4

Pseudo Code:
FOR (Loop=0; Loop<PJ; Loop++)

{

IF(PB[PC +Loop] > 0.5 THEN
Result[PJ + Loop] = PJ{PG + Loop]
ELSE
Result[PJ + Loop] = PD[PE + Loop]
}

Array Expansion
This block is used to copy each of PJ elements of a source array into PF elements of a destination array.
Result: Expanded Array (Size PF * PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
Value Array Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Number of expanded values per input (>= 1)

Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
How many input vlaues to expand (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PD=7, PF=4, PI=2, and PJ=5
PC[7]=8

PC[8]=5

PC[9]=7

PC[10]=9

PC[11]=2

When enabled the block will do the following
Result[2]=8

Result[3]=8

Result[4]=8

Result[5]=8

Result[6]=5

Result[7]=5

Result[8]=5

Result[9]=5

Result[10]=7

Result[11]=7

Result[12]=7

Result[13]=7

Result[14]=9

Result[15]=9

Result[16]=9

Result[17]=9
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Result[18]=2

Result[19]=2

Result[20]=2

Result[21]=2

Array Fill
This block is used to fill PJ values in the result array with the single source value that is at PC[PD].
Result: Result Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Source Value (Size PD + 1)
Souce Index (only 1 element is used)

String
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PD=3, PI=2, PJ=6, and PC[3]=12
PC[0]=9

PC[1]=10

PC[2]=11

PC[3]=12

PC[4]=13

When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[2]=12

Result[3]=12

Result[4]=12

Result[5]=12

Result[6]=12

Result[7]=12

Pseudo Code:
For (Loop=0; Loop<PJ; Loop++)
Result [PI + Loop] = PC[PD]

Array Maximum
This block is used to find the maximum of the elements in an array.
Result: Maximum (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Value Array

String

Format
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PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Value Array Start Index

Double Int

U6.0

Count how many elements are at maximum
Index to First Maximum Element

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Result Index
Value Array Element Count

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Value Array
Value Array Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Count how many elements are at minimum
Index to First Minimum Element

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Result Index
Value Array Element Count

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Array Minimum
This block is used to find the minimum of the elements in an array
Result: Minimum (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Array Totalization
This block is used to totalize values in an array and store the results in another array. The values to be
added together are in PC. This parameter is a series of PJ sub-arrays each having a length of PF. Each of
these sub-arrays is individually totalized and the sum is placed in an element of the result. PJ elements
of the result are loaded with these total values. Most simple totalizations will set PD to 0, and PJ to 1.
Result: Array of Totals (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Value Array (Size PF * PJ + PD)
Value Array Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Number of Values per Total (>= 1)

Double Int

U6.0
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PH
PI
PJ

Total Array Start Index
Count of Totals (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume that Pd=3, PF=3, PI=5, and PJ=4. This means that PC contains 4 sub-arrays, each of which is 3
elements long. PC must contain at least 15 elements. Values are as follows:
PC[3]=5

PC[6]=13

PC[9]=6

PC[12]=15

PC[4]=12

PC[7]=4

PC[10]=11

PC[13]=10

PC[5]=9

PC[8]=12

PC[11]=14

PC[14]=8

When enabled the block will totalize each 3-element group into an element of the result array. The
action is repeated a total of 4 time to yield:
Result[5]=26

Result[6]=29

Result[7]=31

Result[8]=33

Pseudo Code:
For (M=0; M<PJ; M++) {
Total=0.0;
For (N=0; N<PF; N++)
Total = Total + PC[M * PF +N +PD]
Result[PJ + M] = Total;
}

Aux DB Strings
This block is used to load string from an auxiliary database
Result: Strings (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG

Label
Enable
Input Value Array
Input Value Start Index
Input Value Count
Code Number Tag
Field 0-3
On for ?? If not found

Type
Indicator
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int
Switch

Format
U6.0
U6.0
U6.0
U6.0
U6.0
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PH
PI
PJ

Result Array Start Index
Result Array size (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

BattState
This block contains proprietary logic for use with battery monitoring systems. It only works on
CorsairHMI systems, adhere to BMS logic option if selected.
Result: Indications (Size 3-16)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Current
Voltage
Current Setpoints (Size 4)
Voltage Setpoints (Size 4)
Time Setpoints (Size 8)
Option Switches (Size 2)
Timers (Size 7)

Type
Double Float
Double Float
Double Float
Double Float
Double Int
Switch
Double Int

Format
-12.5
-12.5
-12.5
-12.5
Msec
Msec

Bit Index Collector
This block is used to search through an array of bits to see which ones of them are on. The indexes of
the On bits are packed into the integer result array. The rest of the result array is set to zero. PH is used
to return the number of elements of the result array that are in use. PG is used to set a block of
indicators corresponding to the elements of the result array with index values.
Result: Bit Index Table (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Bit Array (Size PE + PD)
Bit Array Start Index
Bit Array Size

Indicator
Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Result Table Indicators Array (Size PJ)
Result Table Element Count

Indicator
Double Int

U6.0
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PI
PJ

Result Array Start Index
Size of Result Array

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Result Array Start Index

Double Int

U6.0

Bit Split
This block is used to split a group of bits into separate values
Result: Separated Bit Data
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Bitwise AND
This block is used to AND each of the bits in a PC value with the bits of the PF value and place that value
into the result. The action is repeated for a total or PJ elements.
Result: ANDed Output Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

First Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
First Value Start Index

Indicator
Double Int

U6.0

Second Value Array (Size PJ + PG)
Second Value Start Index

Indicator
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume that PD=2, PG=3, PI=4, and PJ=3
PC[2] = 4 (0100)

PC[3]= 10 (1010)

PC[4]=5 (0101)
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PF[3] = 5 (0101)

PF[4] = 7 (0111)

PF[5]= 11 (1011)

When enabled the block would do the following:
Result[4]=4 (0100)

Result[5]=2 (0010)

Result[6]=1 (0001)

(Values are shown in decimal and binary)

Bitwise NOT
This block is used to invert the bits of a value in the PC array and place that value into the result. The
action is repeated for a total of PJ elements.
Result: Inverted Output Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
Value Start Index

Indicator
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume that PD=2, PI=4, and PJ=2
PC[2]=4 (0100)

PC[3]=10 (1010)

When enabled the block would do the following:
Result[4]=1111111111111011 Result[5]=1111111111110101
(Results are shown in binary)

Bitwise OR
This block is used to Or each of the bits in a PC value with the bits of the PF value and place that value
into the result. The action is repeated for a total of PJ elements.
Result: ORed Output Array (Size PJ + PI)
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Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

First Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
First Value Start Index

Indicator
Double Int

U6.0

Second Value Array (Size PJ + PG)
Second Value Start Index

Indicator
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume that PD=2, PG=3, PI=4, and PJ=3
PC[2]=4 (0100)

PC[3]=10 (1010)

PC[4]=5 (0101)

PF[3]=5 (0101)

PF[4]= 7 (0111)

PF[5]=9 (1001)

When enabled the block would do the following:
Result[4]=5 (0101)

Result[5]=15 (1111)

Result[6]=13 (1101)

(Values are shown in decimal and binary)

Bitwise XOR
This block is used to Exclusive Or each of the bits in a PC value with the bits of the PF value and place
that value into the result. The action is repeated for a total of PJ elements.
Result: XORed Output Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

First Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
First Value Start Index

Indicator
Double Int

U6.0

Second Value Array (Size PJ + PG)
Second Value Start Index

Indicator
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0
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Assume that PD=2, PG=3, PI=4, PJ=3
PC[2]=4 (0100)

PC[3]=10 (1010)

PC[4]=5 (0101)

PF[3]=5 (0101)

PF[4]=7 (0111)

PF[5]=9 (1001)

When enabled the block would do the following:
Result[4] = 1 (0001)

Result[5]=13 (1101)

Result[6]=12 (1100)

(Values are shown in decimal and binary)

Bound to Limits
This block is used to bind a value between two limits. If the PB input value is under the PE minimum, PE
is transferred to the result. If it is over the PF maximum, PF is transferred to the result. If it is between
PE and PF then PB is transferred unchanged to the result. The action is repeated for a total of PJ
elements. PB and the result may be set to the same place if PC and PI are set to be equal.
The PE minimum and PF maximum may be single values that are used with each element of the input
array. In this case PG is set to one. PE and PF may also be arrays of values allowing different min and
max values for each element. In that case PG should be set to be equal to PJ.
Result: Limited Result (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Value Input Array (Size PJ + PC)
Input Start Index

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int

Format

Minimum Limit (Size PG)
Maximum Limit (Size PG)
Limits Count (1 or PG)

Double Float
Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
-12.5
U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

-12.5
U6.0

Assume PC=2, PG=3, PI=5, and PJ=3
PB[2]=13.2

PB[3]=-4.0

PB[4]=97.0

PE[0]=12.6

PE[1]= -2.0

PE[2]=1.0
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PF[0]=13.8

PF[1]=3.0

PF[2]=4.2

When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[5]=13.2 Result[6]=-2.0 Result[7]=4.2
Assume PC=2, PG=1, PI=5, and PJ=3
PB[2]=0

PB[3]=6

PB[4]=5

PE[0]=3
PF[0]=5
When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[5]=3

Result[6]=5

Result[7]=4

Comms Status
This block is used to determine if a data source is online and communicating with the CorsairHMI
computer. It only works with data sources that are using Corsiar devices.
Result: Good Comms Indication (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Source Tag
Online Delay Time
Offline Delay Time
Online Indication (Size PF + 1)
Online Indication Index
Offline Indcation (Size PH + 1)
Offline Indication Index
Result Array Start Index

Type
Indicator
Indicator
Double Int
Double Int
Indicator
Double Int
Indicator
Double Int
Double Int

Format

Type
Indicator
Double Float

Format

Msec
Msec
U6.0
U6.0
U6.0

Control Limits
This block is used to calculate SPC control limits
Result: Standard Diviation
Parameter
PA
PB

Label
Enable
Sample Data (Size PC + PJ)

-12.5
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PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Sample data Start Index

Double Int

U6.0

Lower Control Limit
Center Line
Upper Control Limit
Result Array Start Index
Sample Count (>=3)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Count Bits
This block is used to count how many bits of an array are turned on. It does not do anything when the
PA enable parameter is off the array of bits to be counted by parameter PB. The count starts at integer
PC and continues for a total of PS bits. The total number of bits will vary from zero to the value in PJ. It is
stated in PI index of the result. PG is an optional output parameter. If used it must be a script variable in
a memory tag. It retains the index of the first ON bit
Result: Count of how many bits are ON (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Bit Array (Size PC + PJ)
Bit Array Start Index

Type
Indicator
Indicator
Double Int

Format

Index of first ON bit

Double Int

U6.0

Result Start Index
How Many Bits to Examine

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

U6.0

Counter
This block counts changes in the on-off status of an array of Boolean bit values. Each bit has a separate
count value in a result envoy.
Maximum count speed is system dependent. Most systems should be able to handle up to five counts
per second with equal on and off times. Faster count rates should use extended hardware.
This block does not do anything to limit or reset the resulting count value. Those functions must be
paired in other logic. The monitor value of a count depends on the tag and format of the result. Counts
going over the maximum are undefined.
Result: Counts (Size PJ + PI)
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Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Input Bit Array (Size PJ + PD)
Input Array Start Index

Indicator
Double Int

Count on Rise (Size 1)
Count on Fall (Size 1)

Indicator
Indicator

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1, <= 400)

Double Int
Double Int

Format

U6.0

U6.0
U6.0

Daily Average
This block is used to average daily values; it also rejects values under the minimum.
Result: Average (Size PI + 4)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Value List (Size PC + PD)
Value Start Index
Value Array Size

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int
Double Int

Format

Minimum Value

Double Float

-12.5

Returned Count
Result Start Index

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

-12.5
U6.0
U6.0

Result[0 + PI] is the average
Result[1 + PI] is the total
Result[2 + PI] is the lowest
Result[3 + PI] is the highest

Daily Production
This block rolls-over daily production totals
Result: Table of daily values (Size PF * PJ + PI)
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Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Time Setpoints (Size PC)
Time Setpoint Size (1-160)
Transfer Data Indicator

Type
Indicator
Integer
Double Int
Indicator

Number of Values Per Day (>= 1)
Use PH Time?
Special Time
Result Array Start Index
Count of Days (>= 1)

Double Int
Indicator
Integer
Double Int
Double Int

Format
AM/PM
U6.0

U6.0
AM/PM
U6.0
U6.0

Debounce
This block debounces timing
Result: Debounced Status (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Input Array (Size PJ + PD)
INPut Array Start Index

Indicator
Double Int

U6.0

On Time Delay (Size 1)
Off Time Delay (Size 1)

Double Int
Double Int

Msec
Msec

Result Array Start Index
Count (1-200)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Descending Transfer
This decreases index order is a reaunerate when shifts data force in an array. Assume a tag needs
‘values’ with a size 10. It may be reduced to copy element 0 to element 1, element 1 to 2 and so on. If
this is done with a normal transfer or the entire array will be filled with the entity of element 0. The
descending transfer block copies the elements in the correct order.
Result: Destination Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format
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PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Input Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
Input Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Division
This block is used to divide elements in the PC array by elements in the PF array and put the quotient in
the results array. The action is repeated for a total of PJ elements.
Result: Quotient Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Dividend Array (Size PJ + PD)
Dividend Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Divisor Array (Size PJ + PG)
Divisor Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Quotient Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PD=2, PG=3, PI=4, and PJ=3
PC[2]=9

PC[3]=-4

PC[4]=6

PF[3]=3

PF[4]=2

PF[5]=0.5

When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[4]=3

Result[5]=-2

Result[6]=12
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Equal To
This block is used to control a result array of indicators based upon comparison of elements in two
arrays. If the elements in the PC array is equal to the element in the PF array the result is turned On.
Otherwise it is turned off. This action is done a total of PJ times. This block is not recommended for use
with floating-point values. The Within Limits block may be a better choice for these situations.
Result: Indicator Output Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

First Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
First Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Second Value Array (Size PJ + PG)
Second Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume that PD=2, PG=3, PI=4, and PJ=3
PC[2]=4

PC[3]=27

PC[4]=5

PF[3]=5

PF[4]=27

PF[5]=9

When enabled the block would do the following:
Result[4]=Off

Result[5]=On

Result[6]=Off

Falling Trigger
This block is used for falling edge detection of the state of an indicator. When the PA input value goes
from 1 to 0 the result indicator is set to one until the next execution of the block.
Result: Falling edge detected flag (Size PI + PJ)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF

Label
Input Bit (Size PB + PJ)
Input Index

Type
Indicator
Double Int

Format
U6.0
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PG
PH
PI
PJ

Result Index
Count (>= 1, <=800)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Scans of the block would work like this:
Scan 1
Scan 2
Scan 3
Scan 4
Scan 5
Scan 6
Scan 7
Scan 8

PA[PB]=Off
PA[PB]=On
PA[PB]=Off
PA[PB]=Off
PA[PB]=On
PA[PB]=On
PA[PB]=Off
PA[PB]=Off

Result[PI]=Off
Result{PI]=Off
Result[PI]=On
Result[PI]=Off
Result[PI]=Off
Result[PI]=Off
Result[PI]=On
Result[PI]=Off

Fix Strings
This block is used to modify an array of strings with several options. The options are executed in
parameter order from PC through PH. PC and PD are used to force the letters in the string to be all
upper or lower case. If both PC and PD are on the result they will be in the lower. PE is turned on to
remove leading and trailing spaces and control characters from the string. PF is similar except that they
can be removed from anywhere, not just at the beginning and end. PG is turned on for adding spaces to
the end to force the string to its full allocated length. If PH is On all characters except numbers, decimal
places, and the minus sign are removed. In order for strings to be fixed in-place PB must be set to the
same place as the result and PI must be set to zero.
Result: Destination String Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Input String Array (Size PJ)
Force Upper Case
Force Lower Case
Strip Lead and Trail Space
Strip all Space
Space Pad to Length
Strip Non-Numeric
Result Index
Count

Type
Indicator
String
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Double Int
Double Int

Format

U6.0
U6.0
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GPS Areas
This block takes location information from a GPS receiver. It has a table of corners of rectangular areas.
It returns an index value telling what area the receiver is currently in. The block also translates the
current position to an XY pair of graphic screen pixel coordinates. This is an array operation that can do
multiple screens. PB, PC, PD, PE, PH, and PI must be fed with 64 bit integer data with the exact format
for this block to work. It will not do type of format translation on these parameters.
Result: Current Area Index (Size 1, Value Range 0 to Areas)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Current Latitude
Current Longitude
Area Latitude Table (Size Areas * 4)
Area Longitude Table (Size Areas * 4)
Area name Strings (Size Areas + 1)

Type
Indicator
64-bit Integer
64-bit Integer
64-bit Integer
64-bit Integer
String

Screen Latitude Table (Size Screen * 2)
Screen Longitude Table (Size Screen * 2)
Returned Pixel Position (Size Screen * 2)

64-bit Integer
64-bit Integer
Double Int

Format
Latitude
Longitude
Latitude
Longitude

Latitude
Longitude
-8

GPS Destinations
This block takes location information from a GPS receiver. It has a table of positions of markers. It
returns an index value telling what marker is next.
The block also translates the current position to an XY pair of graphic screen pixel coordinates. This is an
array operation that can do multiple screens.
PB, PC, PD, PE, PH, and PI must be fed with 64 Bit integer data with exact format for this block to work. It
will not do type of format translation on these parameters.
Result: Current Marker Index (Size 1, Value Range 0 to Destination)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH

Label
Enable
Current Latitude
Current Longitude
Destination Latitude Table (Size Markers)
Destination Longitude Table (Size Markers)
Destination Name String (Size Markers + 1)
Distance to Destination (Meters)

Type
Indicator
64-bit Integer
64-bit Integer
64-bit Integer
64-bit Integer
String
Double Float

Format
Latitude
Longitude
Latitude
Longitude
U8.1
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PI
PJ

GPS Markers
The GPS Markers Block is a standard Corsair program block that is used with Latitude and Longitude
information from a GPS receiver. It has some similar characteristics to the GPS Areas block except that it
works with ‘Markers’. A Marker is a named point on the surface of the earth with a defined Latitude and
Longitude. The block is fed a table of markers. It determines which marker is closest to the current
position of the GPS.
The blocks result parameter is called the Current Marker Index. If there are no valid markers in the table
the Index is set to zero. If the first marker is the closest the index is set to 1. If the second marker is
closest the index is set to 2.
The block has 10 parameters labeled PA through PJ. PA is the block’s enable control. If it is off the block
does not do anything. Usually PA is set to a constant value of ‘On’.
PB and PC are the current latitude and longitude tags from the GPS data source. They should be the 64bit integer type with the special Latitude and Longitude data formats.
PD and PE are for the tags that make up the marker latitude and longitude tables. They are typed and
formatted like PB and PC. If a system is sized for up to 100 makers these tags must have a size of at
least 100. Corsair array elements begin with index values of zero so these elements would be indexed
from 0 to 99.
The length of the marker table is determined by the size of the PC and PD tags. If an element of these
tables has a value of 0 for both latitude and longitude the GPS Markers block will skip over that element.
When the block is enabled, if element 6 of the PD and PE table is the closest to the PB and PC GPS
position the block result parameter will be set to a value of 7.
The PF parameter is used for a string tag that has the names of the marker positions. These names are
indexed to align with the current marker index. Note that the marker name in PF[12] corresponds to the
marker position in PD[11] and PE[11]. If the developer desires to show the current marker name on a
screen he can create a value placement of the PF tag indexed by the current marker index result tag.
The PG parameter is used to enter a second tag that is controlled by the block. It must be a memory tag.
It is set to the distance in meters from the current position to the closest marker.
The primary purpose of the GPS markers block is to find the closest marker to the current GPS position.
A second purpose of the block is to translate the GPS coordinates to screen X and Y pixel coordinates.
This feature is used to move icons around the screen as the GPS position changes. Parameters PH, PI,
and PJ are used for this function. The GPS Areas block performs this function exactly the same way as
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the GPS Markers block does using the same parameters. The operation of this function is described in a
separate document.
The GPS Markers block has a specialized setup window that can be used by the developer to configure
and monitor the parameter data. The window that is used to assign parameters to the block has a
button marked ‘Setup’ on the lower left. It is used to open the GPS Marker setup window.
The top group of controls on the setup window is related to the current latitude and longitude
coordinates that are coming from the GPS. The developer can temporarily make the tags changeable so
that he can enter coordinates for testing purposes. The window has buttons that are used to open
these entries. The number of the current closest marker, its name, and the distance to it in meters are
all displayed.
The next group of controls on the marker setup window is used to view and change the marker setup
data. The operator enters a nonzero marker number. Its latitude, longitude, and name are displayed.
Buttons allow entry of each item.
The ‘Set’ button is used to copy the current GPS coordinates into a marker. The developer can drive a
vehicle containing the GPS to a marker position. He enters the marker number, hits the ‘Set’ key, and
clicks on ‘Marker Name’ to name the marker. Internet-based mapping software may be another
possibility to get marker coordinate information.
There are controls on the marker setup window in a group labeled ‘Screens’. These controls are used to
configure the GPS coordinate to screen pixel position function. They are not covered in this document.
The ‘Solves’ number in the screens control group is used to tune the performance of the markers block.
This number is how many markers are checked with each execution of the block. If the number is zero
all markers are checked. If it is set to 50 the block will check 50 markers on each execution. Low values
may make it so that the computer takes too long to find the closest marker as the GPS moves. A zero or
high value may cause the GPS Markers block to take excessive CPU time.
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Current Latitude
Current Longitude
Marker Latitude Table (Size Markers)
Marker Longitude Table (Size Markers)
Marker Name String (Size Markers + 1)
Distance to Marker (Meters)
Screen Latitude Table (Size Screens * 2)
Screen Longitude Table (Size Screens * 2)
Returned Pixel Positions (Size Screens * 2)

Type
Indicator
64-bit Integer
64-bit Integer
64-bit Integer
64-bit Integer
String
Double Float
64-bit Integer
64-bit Integer
Double Int

Format
Latitude
Longitude
Latitude
Longitude
U8.1
Latitude
Longitude
-8
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Greater Than
This block is used to control a result array of indicators based upon comparison of elements in two
arrays. If the element in the PC array is greater than the element in the PF array the result is turned On.
Otherwise it is turned off. This action is done a total of PJ times.
Result: Indicator Output Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

First Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
First Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Second Value Array (Size PJ + PG)
Second Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume that PD=2, PG=3, PI=4, and PJ=3
PC[2]=4

PC[3]=27

PC[4]=9

PF[3]=5

PF[4]=27

PF[5]=5

When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[4]=Off

Result[5]=Off

Result[6]=On

Greater Than or Equal To
This block is used to control a result array of indicators based upon comparison of elements in two
arrays. If the element in the PC array is greater than or equal to the element in the PF array the result is
turned On. Otherwise it is turned off. This action is done a total of PJ times.
Result: Indicator Output Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

First Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
First Value Start Index

String
Double Int

Second Value Array (Size PJ + PG)

String

Format

U6.0
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PG
PH
PI
PJ

Second Value Array Start Index

Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume that PD=2, PG=3, PI=4, and PJ=3
PC[2]=4

PC[3]=27

PC[4]=9

PF[3]=5

PF[4]=27

PC[5]=5

When enabled the block would do the following:
Result[4]=Off

Result[5]=On

Result[6]=On

Group Calls
This block is used to set or clear indicators based upon which groups of calls contain activity. The PC
array is an array of calls. It is frequently fed from a tag on an intercom driver. The PE array is a list of
non-zero indexes into the result array. PF and PG contain the start and end indexes of the calls in each
group.
Result: Array of Group Indications
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Call Indications

Indicator

Result Group List
First Call of Group
Last Call of Group

Double Int
Double Int
Double Int

Format

U7.0
U7.0
U7.0

High Alarm
This block is used to set indicators in an array when values in the PB array are greater than values in the
PE setpoint array. The indicators are reset to zero when the PB value drops below the PE value minus
the PG deadband. The reulst array element is not changed if the PB value is less than or equal to PE and
greater than or equal to PE minus PG. The action is repeated a total of PJ times.
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Result: Alarm Status (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Process Value Array (Size PJ + PC)
Process Value Start Index
Any in Alarm
High Setpoint (Size PF)
Setpoint Count (1 or PJ)
Deadband (Size PH)
DeadBand Count (1 or PJ)
Result Array Start Index
Coutn (>= 1)

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int
Double Float
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int

Format
-12.5
U6.0
-12.5
U6.0
-12.5
U6.0
U6.0
U6.0

The PD indicator comes on if any of the values are in alarm.
The PE set point and PG deadband may be single values that are used with each element of the PB array.
In this case PF and PH are set to 1. PE and PG can also be arrays of values allowing different set points
and deadbands for each element. In that case PF and PH should be set equal to PJ

HOA Call
This block does the HOA control of a tag.
Result: Call Bits (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

HOA Array (Size PJ + PD)
HOA Array Start Index

HOA
Double Int

U6.0

Auto Signals (Size PJ + PG)
Auto Signals Start Index

Switch
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0
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HOA Position
This block is used to control boolean bit tags based upon the data in a HOA tag. It can operate on
multiple indexes on the HOA tag.
A HOA on a three bit data structure has three bits called Status, Enable, and Hand. The block turns the
result on if the status bit is on. Optional output PE through PH output additional information about the
Hand tag. PE is turned on if the enable bit is on. PF is turned if both the enable and hand bit is on. They
can be script variables or memory tags. PE is turned on if the Enable bit is on. PF is turned on if both the
Enable and Hand bit is on. PG is turned on if both the Enable and hand bits are off. PH is turned on if the
Enable bit is on and the Hand bit is off.
Result: Status Bits (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
HOA Array (Size PJ + PC)
HOA Array Start Index

Type
Indicator
HOA
Double Int

Is Enabled Output (Size PJ)
Is hand Output (Size PJ)
Is Off Output (Size PJ)
Is Auto Output (Size PJ)
Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch
Double Int
Double Int

Format

U6.0
U6.0

HOA Status
This block is used to control…. The block is designed to use only with ?? HOA tags.
It will not ?? when the HOA tag is on a data structure.
Needs review – JA
Result: HOA Switches (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG

Label
Enable
Status Inputs Array (Size PJ + PC)
Stauts Inputs Start Index
Set to Hand (Size 1)
Shut off Hand Bit (Size 1)
Set to Auto (Size 1)
Set to Off (Size 1)

Type
Indicator
Switch
Double Int
Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch

Format

U.0
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PH
PI
PJ

Result Array start Index
Count (>= 1, <= 400)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Horizontal Tank
This block is used to calculate the volume of liquid that is in a horizontal cylindrical tank with flat ends. It
needs to know the tank dimensions and the distance that the liquid is up from the bottom. A multiplier
is applied to the result for conversion from cubic volume unit to other units. The final result can be in
units like gallons or pounds.
Result: Volume in multiplied cubic units (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Liquid Height
Tank Diameter
Tank Length
Result Multiplier

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Float
Double Float
Double Float

Format

Cubic Units
Result Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Label
Enable Addition (Size PB + 1)
Enable Index
Amount to Add
Start time Array (Size PJ)
End Time Array (Size PJ)

Type
Indicator
Double Int
Double Float
Integer
Integer

Format
U6.0
-12.5
AM/PM
AM/PM

Use PH Time?
Special Time
Result Array Start Index

Indicator
Integer
Double Int

AM/PM
U6.0

-12.5
-12.5
-12.5
-12.5

Hourly Production
This block totalizes production data segregated by time.
Result: Table of Hourly Value (Size PI + PJ)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
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PJ

Count (>= 1)

Double Int

U6.0

Ingredient in Use
The block is used with recipes to mark which ingredients of a list are in use on a formula. PC contains an
array of integer values ranging from 0 to PJ minus 1. The block first turns off the result array for a total
of PJ elements. It then zeros out the optional PH array. It then goes to the PD starting index element of
the PC array. If it has an integer value of 4 the block turns on Result[PI+4] to mark that it found the
ingredient code value of 4. It will then add one to the value PH[4] (if PH is used). This totalizes how many
times the ingredient appears the PC list. The result is an On-Off flag marking that it is used somewhere
in the PC list. The block works through a total of PE elements of the PC array.
Result: Array of Indicators (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Ingredient Code Array (Size PE + PD)
Ingredient Code Start Index
Ingredient Code Array Size

Integer
Double Int
Double Int

U5.0
U6.0
U6.0

Ingredient Uses Count Result (Size PJ)
Result Array Start Index
Size of Result Array (>= 1)

Integer
Double Int
Double Int

U5.0
U6.0
U6.0

Assume PD=2, PE=6, PI=3, and PJ=5
PC[2]=4

PC[3]=0

PC[4]=4

PC[5]=2

PC[6]=3

PC[7]=3

When enabled the block will yield the following results:
PH[0]=1

PH[1]=0

PH[2]=1

PH[3]=2

PH[4]=2

Results[3]=On Results[4]=Off Results[5]=On Results[6]=On Results[7]=On

Ingredient Totals
The block is used with recipes to totalize amounts by ingredient. PC contains the ingredient indexes. It is
an array of integer values ranging from 0 to PJ minus 1. The block first zeros the result array for a total of
PJ elements, it then zeros out the optional PH array. It then goes to the PD starting index element of the
PC array. If it has an integer value of 4 the block grabs the amount value PE[PF]. It then adds that
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amount to Result[PI+4]. It will then add one to the value in PH[4] (if PH is used). This totalizes how many
times the ingredient appears in the PC array. The result is a total of how much was used.
Result: Array of Totals (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Ingredient Code Array (Sizes PG + PD)
Ingredient Code Start Index
Ingredient Amount Array (Size PG + PF)
Ingredient Amount Start Index
Size of Arrays
Ingredient Uses Count Result (Size PJ)
Result Array Start Index
Number of Ingredients

Integer
Double Int
Double Float
Double Int
Double Int
Integer
Double Int
Double Int

U5.0
U6.0
-12.5
U6.0
U6.0
U5.0
U6.0
U 6.0

Assume PD=2, PF=3, PG=6, PI=3, and PJ=5
PC[2]=4

PC[3]=0

PC[4]=4

PC[5]=2

PC[6]=3

PC[7]=3

PE[3]=2.8

PE[4]=3.6

PE[5]=12.2

PE[6]=8.4

PE[7]=5.5

PE[8]=4.2

When enabled the block will yield the following results:
PH[0]=1

PH[1]=0

PH[2]=1

PH[3]=2

PH[4]=2

Result[3]=3.6

Result[4]=0.0

Result[5]=5.8

Result[6]=9.7

Result[7]=15.0

Initialize
This block is used to fill many values in the result array with a single source value. It only acts on
initialization.
Result: Initialized Result Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG

Label

Type

Format

Source Value (Size PD + 1)
Source Index (only 1 element is used)

String
Double Int

U6.0
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PH
PI
PJ

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Label
Enabled
Freeze
Analog Value
Low Threshold
Pulse Constant
Time Base
Slice Period

Type
Indicator
Indicator
Double Float
Double Float
Double Float
Double Int
Double Int

Format

Current Accumulation

Double Float

-12.5

Assume PD=3, PI=2,PJ=6, and PC[3]=12
On initialization the block will do the following:
Result[2]=12

Result[3]=12

Result[4]=12

Result[5]=12

Result[6]=12

Result[7]=12

This block is not to be used in programs.

Integrate Pulse
This block integrates the pulse generator
Result: Pulses (Size 2)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI

-12.5
-12.5
-12.5
Msec
Msec

Less Than
This block is used to control a result array of indicators based upon comparison of elements in two
arrays. If the element in the PC array is less than the element in the PF array the result is turned on.
Otherwise it is turned off. This action is done a total of PJ times.
Result: Indicator Ouput Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format
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PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

First Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
First Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Second Value Array (Size PJ + PG)
Second Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume that PD=2, PG=3, PI=4 and PJ=3
PC[2]=4

PC[3]=27

PC[4]=9

PF[3]=5

PF[4]=27

PF[5]=5

When enabled the block would do the following:
Result[4]=On

Result[5]=Off

Result[6]=Off

Less Than or Equal To
This block is used to control a result array of indicators based upon comparison of elements in two
arrays. If the element in the PC array is less than or equal to the element in the PF array the result is
turned on. Otherwise it is turned off. This action is done a total of PJ times.
Result: Indicator Output Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

First Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
First Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Second Value Array (Size PJ + PG)
Second Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume that PD=2, PG=3, and PJ=3
PC[2]=4

PC[3]=27

PC[4]=9
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PF[3]=5

PF[4]=27

PF[5]=5

When enabled the block would do the following:
Result[4]=On

Result[5]=On

Result[6]=Off

Login Data
This block is used to load tags with data about the currently logged in operator. If it is not enabled, it
does not do anything. The result is to be a boolean bit tag.
Result: Logged – In Indication (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Authority Level

Double Int

U6.0

Operator Name

String

Result Array Start Index

Double Int

U6.0

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

ID String

String

Alternation

Switch

Operator Name

String

Result Array Start Index

Double Int

Login ID
This block is used to log in a user from an ID string.
Result: Logged – In Indication (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

U6.0
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Login User
This block is used to log in a user from a string
Result: Logged – In Indication (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

User Name String

String

Operator Name

String

Result Array Start Index

Double Int

U6.0

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Operator Name

String

Result Array Start Index

Double Int

Logout
This block is used to log out an operator.
Result: Logged – In Indication (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

U6.0

Lookup Table
This block is used to calculate an array of values using linear interpolation. PB is the array of raw input
values. PE and PF form a table of pairs of input and output values. The block takes a value from the PB
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array and finds what elements of the PE array are below and above it. It then uses the corresponding
values in the PF array to interpolate a result. This action is repeated for a total of PJ elements.
The PE and PF tables can be any desired length with a minimum of 2. Their size is PG. The value of the PE
input value table must be in ascending (increasing) order for the block to function correctly. Values in
the PF output value table may be in any order.
Result: Interpolated Output Value (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Raw Input Value Array (Size PJ + PC)
Raw Value Start Index

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int

Format

Input Value Table (Size PG)
Output Value Table (Size PG)
Table Size (>= 2)

Double Float
Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
-12.5
U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

-12.5
U6.0

Low Alarm
This block is used to set indicators in an array when values in the PB array are less than values in the PE
set point array. The indicators are reset to zero when the PB value goes above the PE value plus the PG
dead band. The result array element is not changed if the PB value is greater than or equal to PE and less
than or equal to PE plus PG. The action is repeated a total of PJ times.
The PD indicator comes on if any of the values are in alarm.
The PE set point and PG dead band may be single values that are used with each element of the PB
array. On this case PF and PH are set to 1. PE and PG can also be arrays of values allowing different set
points and dead bands for each element. In that case PF and PH should be set equal to PJ.
Result: Alarm Status (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF

Label
Enable
Process Value Array (Size PJ + PC)
Process Value Start Index
Any in Alarm
Low Setpoint (Size PF)
Setpoint count (1 or PJ)

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int

Format
-12.5
U6.0
-12.5
U6.0
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PG
PH
PI
PJ

Deadband (Size PH)
Deadband Count (1 or PJ)
Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Float
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0
U6.0
U6.0

Maximum
This block captures the maximum of a changing value. When it is enabled the PC value is checked
against the result to see if it is greater. If it is, it is copied to the result as the new value of the maximum.
This operation is repeated on PJ elements of both the PC and result arrays.
When the block captures anew value of the maximum for the PD starting index it stores the date and
time in a block variable. It may also store it in the PG parameter.
When the PF reset input is on the PC array is copied to the result array and the date and time are stored
in a block variable and optionally in the PH parameter.
Result: Maximum Result (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Value Input Array (Size PJ + PD)
Value Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Reset Input
Date and Time of Start Index Maximum
Date and Time of Last Reset
Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Indicator
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int

Ostime
Ostime
U6.0
U6.0

Min Max Scaling
This block is used to convert an array of raw values into an array of results using straight-line
interpolation between a minimum and a maximum. PD through PG contain the values that define the
scaling. If the PB raw values is greater than the PE raw maximum the result is set to the PG scaled
maximum. The action is repeated a total of PJ times.
PD through PG can each be a single value that is used for all of the elements that are converted. In this
case PH is set to 1. They can also be an array of values allowing different scaling for each element. In this
case PH is set to be equal to PJ.
Result: Scaled Result (Size PJ + PI)
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Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Raw Value Array (Size PJ + PC)
Raw Value Start Index
Raw Minimum (Size PH)
Raw Maximum (Size PH)
Scaled Minimum (Size PH)
Scaled Maximum (Size PH)
Min and Max Count (1 or PJ)
Result Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int
Double Float
Double Float
Double Float
Double Float
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int

Format
-12.5
U6.0
-12.5
-12.5
-12.5
-12.5
U6.0
U6.0
U6.0

Minimum
This block captures the minimum of a changing value. When it is enabled the PC value is checked against
the result to see if it is less. If it is, it is copied to the result as the new value of the minimum. This
operation is repeated on PJ elements of both the PC and result arrays. When the block captures a new
value of the minimum for the PD starting index it stores the date and time in a block variable. It may also
store it in the PG parameter. When the PF reset input is on, the PC array is copied to the result array and
the date and time are stored in a block variable and optionally in the PH parameter.
Result: Minimum Result (Size PJ +PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable Check for Minimum

Type
Indicator

Format

Value Input Array (Size PJ + PD)
Value Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Rest Input
Date and Time of Start Index Minimum
Date and Time of last Reset
Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Indicator
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int

OStime
OStime
U6.0
U6.0

Moving Bit
This block acts like a shift register to control an array of bits. Only one bit is turned on and the rest are
turned off. The on bit moves forward at the PA timed interval. The PB Run/Reset switch is turned off to
reset all the bits to zero. The PC Enable/Pause switch is turned off to freeze the timer and let the on bit
stay where it is. PE determines the size of the bit array. The PD invert switch inverts the values in the
result array so that only one bit is off and the rest are turned on. If PE is set to 0 or to 1 the block acts as
a simple blinker, turning the result on and off with the timing specified in PA. This block may be used
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during animation for showing motion. It is also a suggested way to schedule programs so that they are
not all executing at once.
When the Moving bit block is used in corsair script the program should execute continuously or at
regular timed intervals. It should not be used in programs that are only triggered in other ways.
Result: Bit Indicator Array (Size PE)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Seconds (#.###)
On - Run/Off - Pause
On - Enable/Off - Pause
Invert
Bit Array Size

Type
Double Int
Switch
Switch
Switch
Double Int

Move Pulse
Current Position

Indicator
Integer

Format

U6.0

U5.0

Multiplication
This block is used to multiply together elements in the PC array and the PF array and then put the
product in the result array. The action is repeated for a total of PJ elements.
Result: Product Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

First Factor Array (Size PJ + PD)
First Factor Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Second Factor Array (Size PJ + PG)
Second Factor Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Prodcut Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PD=2, PG=3, PI=4, and PJ =3
PC[2]=2

PC[3]=-4

PC[4]=12

PF[3]=4

PF[4]=5

PF[5]=0.5
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When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[4]=8

Result[5]=-20

Result[6]=6

MX Plus B
This block scales an array of PB raw values by using first a multiplication and then an addition. The final
sum goes into the result array. The action is repeated a total of PJ times. The PD Multiplier and PF adder
may be single values that are used with each element of the input array. In this case PE and PG are set to
one. PD and PF may also be arrays of values allowing different M and B values for each element. In that
case PE and PG should be set to be equal to PJ.
Result: Y Result (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
X (Input Array) (Size PJ + PC)
Input Start Index
M (Multiplier)(Size PE)
Mulitplier Count (1 or PJ)
B (Adder)(Size PG)
Adder Count (1 or PJ)

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int
Double Float
Double Int
Double Float
Double Int

Format

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

-12.5
U6.0
-12.5
U6.0
-12.5
U6.0

Not Equal to
This block is used to control a result array of indicators based upon comparison of elements in two
arrays. If the element in the PC array is not equal to the element in the PF array the result is turned on.
Otherwise it is turned off. This action is done a total of PJ times.
This block is not recommended for use with floating-point values. The Within Limits block followed by a
Bitwise NOT of the result may be a better choice for these situations.
Result: Indicator Output Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

First Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
First Value Start Index

String
Double Int

Format

U6.0
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PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Second Value Array (Size PJ + PG)
Second Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume that PD=2, PG=3, PI=4, and PJ=3
PC[2]=4

PC[3]=27

PC[4]=5

PF[3]=5

PF[4]=27

PF[5]=9

When enabled the block would do the following:
Result[4]=On

Result[5]=Off

Result[6]=On

Operator Level
This block is used to load the current operator level.
Result: Operator Level 0-2

Peak Hold
This block is used to do hold peaks of a varying input value. It is commonly used when logging a value at
a fixed time interval. The log samples may be taken at 30 second intervals. The value may occasionally
hit a overrange peak value for less than 5 seconds. The operator desires to see these peaks. Variablerate logging based upon changes in the value may not be possible. The answer is for the data to vary
normally unless it hits a peak. The computer needs to ‘hold’ the peak for a time interval long enough to
guarantee it gets kept in the log. Typically this is greater than one and less than two times the sample
interval. In our case the peaks may be held for 45 seconds.
Result: Value with held peaks (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE

Label
Enable
R
Input Value (Size PD + 1)
Input Value Start Index
Positive Peak Threshold

Type
Indicator
D
Double Float
Double Int
Double Float

Format
Msec
-12.5
U6.0
-12.5
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PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Negative Peak Threshold
Peak Change Difference
Timings
Result Array Start Index
Status Flags

Double Float
Double Float
Double Int
Double Int
Switch

-12.5
-12.5
Msec
U6.0

The block can hold both positive and negative peaks. The PC input value must be greater than PE to be
considered as a positive peak. The PC input value must be less than PF to be considered as a negative
peak. If PE and PF are both set to 0.0 the block will constantly be timing as any value is considered to be
a peak . Setting PE to a value higher than the highest possible input shuts off holding positive peaks.
Setting PF to a value more negative than the lowest possible input shuts off holding negative peaks.
The PH[0] timing value is how long peaks are held. If PH is attached to an array with a size greater that
one then PH[1] is the minimum peak time setpoint. The minimum time is most commonly left at 0
seconds. If the minimum time is nonzero the value must be over the peak threshold for the minimum
time before it is held. The minimum timing gives the developer a way to filter out noise spikes that do
not count as true peaks.
The PG Peak Change Difference value can be used to avoid unnecessarily long holding of a peak. Once
the timing has started to hold a peak if the input value changes by less than PG a new timing period is
not started.
Assume that PE is set at 100.0 and PG is set to 1.0. PH[0] is set to 30 seconds. PH[1] is set to 5 seconds.
The PC input value starts out at 99.0. The block passes this through to the result unchanged. If the
input abruptly jumps to 105.0 this value immediately passes to the result. If it drops back to 99.0 in less
than 5 seconds the result tracks with it.
When the input jumps to 105.0 for more than 5 seconds a 30-second peak hold timing is started. If the
input drops any amount during this period the result is held. If the input drops back to 99.0 after 15
seconds the result will not change to 99.0 until the 30-second timing is complete.
If the input jumps back to 105.0 for 5 seconds the 30-second timing starts again. When the input stays
high at 105.0 for 45 seconds more and then drops to 99.0 the drop at the result is immediate since the
30-second timing has been satisfied.
If the input jumps back to 105.0 for 5 seconds the 30-second timing starts again. When the input drops
to 102.0 after 10 seconds the result continues to held at 105.0 for the remainder of the 30 second
period. It then starts a new 30-second timing at the 102.0 level.
If the input is at 99.0 and then it jumps to 105.0 for 5 seconds a 30-second timing starts. If after 10
seconds the input jumps to 110.0 the result immediately jumps to 110.0. After 5 seconds at 110.0 a
new 30-second timing of that peak begins.
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If the input is at 99.0 and then it jumps to 105.0 for 5 seconds a 30-second timing starts. If after 10
seconds the input jumps to 105.5 the result immediately jumps to 105.5 but a new 30-second timing is
not started. This is because the 0.5 change is less than the PG value.

Production Shifts
This block is used to enter parameters for production shifts. The last element of the PC and PD arrays is
for the end of week time. This result is 28 shift active indications.
Result: Shift Indications (Size 28)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Shifts Enables (Size 28)
Shift Start Times (Size 29)

Type
Indicator
Double Int
Integer

Format
TOD
Weekday

Dates (Size 7/week)
Times (Size 28/week)
Production (Size 28/week)
Shift Lenghts (Size 28)

Integer
Double Float
Double Float
Double Int

Date
-12.5
-12.5
Duration

Random Value
This block is used to load a result array of PJ elements with a string of random numbers. Each value
ranges from 0 to a positive 1 before it is multiplied by the PB parameter. The PC parameter is added to it
before it is stored in the result.
Result: Random Result (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Multiplier (Size 1)
Bias (Size 1)

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Float

Format

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

-12.5
-12.5
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Assume PB=20.0, PC=-10.0, PI=3, and PJ=4
When enabled the block will load different random values into
Result[3], Result[4], Result[5], and Result[6].
These values will range from -10.0 to +10.0

Read Clock
This block reads the clock from the Corsair computer and stores the value in the correct way for the
result’s tag type and format.
PB through PJ should be memory tags. The result parameter is not guaranteed to work with all
combinations of tag type and format.
Result: Format – Dependent Time and Date (Size 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Second 0-59
Minute 0-59
Hour 0-23
Day of Month 1-31
Month 0-11
Year
Day of Week 0-6
Day of Year 0-365
Daylight Saving in effect

Type
Indicator
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Indicator

Format
U4.0
U4.0
U4.0
U4.0
U4.0
U4.0
U4.0
U4.0

Rising Trigger
This block is used for rising edge detection of the state of an indicator. When the PA input value goes
from 0 to 1 the result indicator is set to one until the next execution of the block.
Result: Rising Edge Detected Flag (Size PI + PJ)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG

Label
Input Bit
Input Index

Type
Indicator
Double Int

Format
U6.0
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PH
PI
PJ

Result Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Scans of the block would work like this:
Scan 1
Scan 2
Scan 3
Scan 4
Scan 5
Scan 6
Scan 7
Scan 8

PA[PB]=Off
PA[PB]=On
PA[PB]=On
PA[PB]=Off
PA[PB]=On
PA[PB]=On
PA[PB]=On
PA[PB]=Off

Result[PI]=OFF
Result[PI]=On
Result[PI]=OFF
Result[PI]=OFF
Result[PI]=On
Result[PI]=OFF
Result[PI]=OFF
Result[PI]=OFF

Sample Timer
This block is used to turn on a single switch for only one program scan a regular timed interval. PA
contains the timing. When the interface is turned on the block will wait for a PA interval before it sends
the first pulse.
The result of a sample timer should only be used in the block environment that has the timer or
synchronization problems will occur. A tag sample timer result should not be used in a program. A
sample timer in one program should not be referenced in another program.
When the sample timer block is used in a Corsair script the program should execute continuously or at
regularly timed intervals. It should not be used in programs that are only triggered in other ways.
Result: Periodic Pulse (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Seconds (#.###)

Type
Double Int

Format
Msec

Result Index

Double Int

U6.0
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Save Application File
This block will save the Corsair Application (.CAP) file to disk whenever it is enabled.
Result: Returned Error Code (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Error Return
Result Index

Integer
Double Int

Error
U6.0

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Comms Session Index

Double Int

U6.0

Base Sesson Index

Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index

Double Int

U6.0

Type
Indicator

Format

Session Index
This block will load the index of this session.
Result: Console View Session Index (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Session Transfer
This block will transfer data if on a specific session.
Result: Destination Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA

Label
Enable
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PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Input Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
Input Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Session Index

Double Int

U6.0

Result Arrayy Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Set Bits
This block is used to control a result array of PJ indicator bits. The bits are all shut off except for a count
of PD bits starting at position PC. The first on bit is Result[PI+PC].
Result: Array of Bits (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

First On Bit Postion
Coutn of On(Set) Bits (<= PJ)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Result Start Index
Total Bits (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PC=2, PD=3, PI=4, and PJ=8
When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[4]=Off

Result[5]=Off

Result[6]=On

Result[7]=On

Result[8]=Off

Result[9]=Off

Result[10]=Off Result[11]=Off

Sine Wave
This block is used to generate a value that changes with time using a sine wave pattern. The timing is
calculated from when the Corsair program starts interface operation. The raw sine value ranges from -1
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to +1. It is multiplied by PD and then PE is added before it is placed into the result. If the block is
disabled for a period of time and then re-enabled the result will jump abruptly to the calculated value.
Result: Sine Wave Result (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Period in Seconds
Phase Shift in Seconds
M Multiplier
B Bias

Type
Indicator
Double Int
Double Int
Double Float
Double Float

Format
Duration
Duration
-12.5
-12.5

Result Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Label
Enable
Process Value (Size PC + 1)
Process Value Index

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int

Format

Sample Seconds (#.###)
Window Samples (1-100)

Double Int
Double Int

Msec
U6.0

Average Result Index

Double Int

U6.0

Sliding Average
Used to average a process value.
Result: Average (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

-12.5
U6.0

SPC Rules
This block is used to find out-of-control situations using SPC rules. The main result uses Western Electric
rules. The first index of the result is turned on if any of the six rules are violated. The next 6 indexes are
turned on if specific rules are violated. The block will handle cases where the PE center line value is not
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equal to the average of the PD and PF control limits. Results are undefined if PD<PE<PF is not true or if
PJ < 3.
Result: Rule Broken Flags (Size PI + 7)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Sample Data (Size PC + PJ)
Sample Data Start Index
Lower Control Limit
Center Line
Upper Control Limit

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int
Double Float
Double Float
Double Float

Format

Result Array Start Index
Smpole Count (>= 3)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

-12.5
U6.0
-12.5
-12.5
-12.5

The Western Electric rules are as follows:
Rule 1, 2 of 3 consecutive points above 2/3 of the Upper Control Limit
Rule 2, 2 of 3 consecutive points below 2/3 of the Lower Control Limit
Rule 3, 4 of 5 consecutive points above 1/3 of the Upper Control Limit
Rule 4, 4 of 5 consecutive points below 1/3 of the Lower Control Limit
Rule 5, 8 consecutive points above the Center Line
Rule 6, 8 consecutive points below the Center Line

Square Root
This block is used to find the square root of each of the elements in an array and put it in a result array.
This action is repeated for a total of PJ elements.
Result: Square Root Result (Size PJ + PI)
Assume PD=3, PI=5, and PJ=4
PC[3]=49.0

PC[4]=16.0

PC[5]=64.0

PC[6]=4.0

When enaqbled the block will do the following:
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Result[5]=7.0
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Result[6]=4.0

Result[7]=8.0

Result[8]=2.0

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Input Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
Input Value Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Step Type Indications
This block is designed to use with recipes to control a bit based upon the integer typecode of a step The
step type codes are in PC. PF contains a table of On/Off switches that used to control the result. If PC is 4
then the on-off status of PF[4] is transferred to the result. If the PC type code is greater than or equal to
PG the result indicator is shut off. The action is done a total of PJ times.
Result: Indicator Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Step Type Code Array (Size PJ + PD)
Step Typ eCode Start Index
Step Type Names
Step Type Code Switch Array (Size PG)
Number of Step Types

Interger
Double Int
String
Swtich
Interger

U5.0
U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

U5.0

Assume PD=2, PG=6, PI=3, and PJ =5
PC[2]=5

PC[3]=0

PC[4]=4

PC[5]=3

PC[6]=2

PF[0]=Off

PF[1]=On

PF[2]=Off

PF[3]=On

PF[5]=Off

When enabled the block will yield the following results:
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Result[3]=Off

Result[4]=Off

Result[5]=On

Result[6]=On

Result[7]=Off

String Concatenate
This block is used to concatenate (combine) two or three strings to form a result string. The operation is
performed on string arrays for a total of PJ elements.
Result: Combined String (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI

Label
Enable
Furst Strubg Arrat (Size PJ + PC)
First String Start Index
Second String Array (Size PJ + PE)
Second String Start Index
Third String Array (Size PJ + PG)

Type
Indicator
String
Double Int
String
Double Int
String

Format

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PC=2, PE=5, PG=8, PI=3, and PJ=4
PB[2]= ‘A’

PB[3]= ‘D’

PB[4]= ‘HI’

PB[5]= ‘M’

PD[5]= ‘B’

PD[6]= ‘EF’

PD[7]= ‘JK’

PD[8]= ‘NO’

PF[8]= ‘C’

PF[9]= ‘G’

PF[10]= ‘L’

PF[11]= ‘PQR’

When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[3] = ‘ABC’

Result[4]= ‘DEFG’

Result[5] = ‘HIJKL’

Result[6] = ‘MNOPQR’

String Copy
This block copies a number of values from one array to another whenever it is enabled. It starts at the
specified PD and PI indexes and moves a total of PJ values in increasing index order. The block will do 1
move when PJ has a value of 0.
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This is the same exact action as the Transfer Data block. Operation is different when the PF selector
String parameter is used. The block converts the PC value to an integer and uses it to select a PF element
to transfer to the result. If PC is equal to 0, then PF[0] will go to the result. If PC is equal to 1 then PF[1]
will go to the result. If PC is greater than or equal to PG the PC value will go to the result like a regular
transfer.
Result: Result String Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Surce Array (Size PJ + PD)
Source Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Selector String Array (Size PG)
Selector Size

String
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PD=2, PG=4, PI=5, and PJ=3
PC[2]=3

PC[3]=1

PC[4]=2

PF[0]= ‘Sally’

PF[1]= ‘Roger’ PF[2]= ‘Fred’

PF[3]= ‘Mac’

When the block is enabled it will result in:
Result[5]= ‘Mac’

Result[6]= ‘Roger’

Result[7] = ‘Fred’

String Match
This block compares strings in the PC input array against strings in the PF match table. When it finds a
match it stores the index of the match table value in the result array. If it cannot find a match that
element of the result is set to zero Strings must match exactly including capitalization and length. The Fix
string block is suggested as a preprocessor to make desired corrections in strings before using this block.
Result: Result Indexes (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Input String Array (Size PJ + PD)
Input String Array Start Index

String
Double Int

Format

U6.0
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PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Match Table (Size PG)
Match Table Size

String
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PD=2, PG=4, PI=6, and PJ=3
PC[2]= ‘Sally’

PC[3]= ‘Roger’ PC[4]= ‘George’

PF[0]= ‘XXXX’

PF[1]= ‘Tom’

PF[2]= ‘Sally’

PF[3]= ‘Roger’

When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[6]=2

Result[7]=3

Result[8]=0

Subtraction
This block is used to subtract elements in the PF array from elements in the PC array and put the
difference in the result array. The action is repeated for a total of PJ elements.
Result: Difference Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Minuend Array (Size PJ + PD)
Minuend Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Subtrahend Array (Size PJ + PG)
Subtrahend Start Index

Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
U6.0

Difference Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PD=2, PG=3, PI=4, and PJ=3
PC[2]=2.3

PC[3]=4.6

PC[4]=23.2

PF[3]=1.5

PF[4]=2.7

PF[5]=12.8

When enabled the block will do the following:
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Result[4]=0.8

Result[5]=1.9

Result[6]=10.4

Tank Fill
This block is used to ramp a result value up and down. It can be used for animation of a storage tank or
for generating profiles for process setpoints. If PC and PD are both on, PE is added to the result. If PF and
PG are both on, PH is subtracted from the result. The final result is always held between the PA
minimum and the PB maximum.
The sample timer block is a recommended way to generate [pulses for both the PC and PF parameters.
PD and PG can then be controlled to fill and empty the tank. The block does not do edge detection on PC
and PF. The rising trigger block may be needed if inputs are used for the pulses.
Result: Tank fill level (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Minimum
Maximum
Fill Pulse
Fill Enable
Fill Amount
Empty Pulse
Empty Enable
Empty Amount
Result Index

Type
Double Float
Double Float
Indicator
Switch
Double Float
Indicator
Switch
Double Float
Double Int

Format
-12.5
-12.5

-12.5

-12.5
U6.0

Pseudo Code:
Value = Result[PI]
If(PC&&PD) Value = Value + PE
If(PF&&PG) Value = Value-PH
If(Value<PA) Value=PA
If(Value>PB) Value = PB
Result[PI]=Value

Task Kill
The Task Kill block is used by the Corsair program to kill (shut down) tasks.
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The interface to the block is through one Result parameter and 10 parameters that are labeled PA
through PJ. The Result, PH, PI, and PJ parameters are not used.
Result: Count of Running Processes
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Task Name
Mode
Initial Time
Repeat Time
Minimum Age
Survivor count

Type
Indicator
String
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int
Double Int

Format

Result Array Start Index

Double Int

U6.0

PA

Block Enable

PB

Task Name

PC

Block Operating Mode

PD

Initial Time

PE

Repeat Time

PF

Minimum Age

PG

Survivor Count

U5.0
Msec
Msec
Msec
U5.0

The PA block enable input is a switch. If it is off the block is not active. If it comes on the block will start
timing until the PD initial time has elapsed. If the enable is shut off before PD time the initial timer will
restart at zero when the block is re-enabled. When the initial time has passed the block will do the kill.
The initial time can be set at zero. The Block Enable input can have a constant value of ‘On’.
The PB task name is a string that holds the name of the process that is to be killed.
This integer parameter is used to select future options for the block. Its value should be set to zero.
This parameter is a double integer with the Msec format. It works with the PA enable input to
determine when the first kill action is performed.
When PA comes on and the initial time is over the block does the task kill. The PE parameter is also a
double integer with the Msec format. If it is nonzero and the PA enable is held on the kill will continue
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to occur at the PE repeat time interval. If PE is zero the block will not repeat until the PA enable goes off
and then back on again.
The PF Minimum Age parameter is used to determine if an instance of the task can be killed. If the
minimum age is nonzero Corsair looks at the creation time of the task. If it is less than the minimum age
that task is not killed. If the minimum age is zero tasks are killed down to the survivor count without
respect for their age.
The PG survivor count parameter is an integer parameter that may be used to specify a minimum
number of surviving instances of the task that will not be killed. If it is set to zero all the instances will
be killed.
For Operating Mode 0 the Task Kill action is:
Step 1: Determine how many instances of the task are operating.
Step 2: If the PG survivor count is greater than or equal to the count from Step 1 the kill is done.
Step 3: Find the oldest instance of the task.
Step 4: If PF is nonzero and the age is less than PF the kill is done.
Step 5: Kill the oldest instance.
Step 6: Go to Step 1 and repeat.
The block uses a single integer variable to code its states like this:
Value 0 – Initialization or Not Enabled
Value 1 – Doing PD initial timing
Value 2 – Done (PE Repeat timing is zero)
Value 3 – Doing PE repeat timing

Timer
This block is used to perform several different timing functions.
Result: Output Bit
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD

Label
Enable
Result Output Time Setpoint
Repeat Time Setpoint (or Zero)
Step Ouput Count

Type
Indicator
Double Int
Double Int
Integer

Format
Msec
Msec
U5.0
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PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Output Step Times (Size PD)
Step Outputs (Size PD)
Single-bit Ouputs (Size PD)
Step Cod Number Output
Result Array Start Index
Accumulated Time Output

Double Int
Switch
Switch
Integer
Double Int
Double Int

Msec

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Start Times (Size PJ + PD)
Start Times First Index

Double Int
Double Int

TOD
U6.0

End Times (Size PJ + PG)
End Time First Index

Double Int
Double Int

TOD
U6.0

Result Start Index
Times Array Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

U5.0
U6.0
Msec

TOD Schedule
Used for simple time of day schedules.
Result: Result Indication (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Transfer Data
This block copies a number of values from one array to another whenever it is enabled. It starts at the
specified PD and PI indexes and moves a total of PJ values in increasing index order. The block will do 1
move when PJ has a value of 0.
Result: Destination Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Input Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
Input Value Start Index

String
Double Int

U6.0

Result Array Start Index

Double Int

U6.0
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PJ

Count (>= 1)

Double Int

U6.0

Type
Indicator
Double Int
String
Double Int
String
Double Int
Double Float
Indicator
Double Int
Double Int

Format

Assume that PD=3, PI=12, and PJ=5
When enabled the block will copy elements in this order:
From PC[3] to Result[12]
From PC[4] to Result[13]
From PC[5] to Result[14]
From PC[6] to Result[15]
From PC[7] to Result[16]
(See Descending Transfer)

Transfer on Change
This block is used to do a transfer when a value changes.
Result: Destination Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable
Repeat Time
Input Value Array (Size PJ + PD)
Input Value Start Index
Changing Data
Changing Data Index
Change Delta
Did the Transfer Flag
Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Msec
U6.0
U6.0
-12.5
U6.0
U6.0

Trigger Alerts
This block is used to coordinate data between two drivers. The ‘Trigger’ driver set bits in the ‘Trigger
Switches’ array. The ‘Alert’ driver responds to the ‘Active Switches’ array and then sets bits in the ‘Done
Switches’ array.
Result: Alert Active Switches (Size PJ + PI)
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Parameter

Label

Type

Format

PA

Enable
Clear

Indicator
Switch

PC

Trigger Switches (Size PJ + PD)

Switch

PD

Trigger Switches Start Index

Double Int

PF

Done Switches (Size PJ + PG)

Switch

PG

Done Switches Start Index

Double Int

U6.0

PI

Result Array Start Index

Double Int

U6.0

PJ

Result Array Size

Double Int

U6.0

PB

U6.0

PE

PH

This block can operate with arrays that are hundreds of bits long.
The block executes only one of the following rules for each element of the arrays. They are listed in
priority order:
Rule 1: If the PA Enable input is off the block does not do anything.
Rule 2: If the PB Clear input is on the PC Trigger is shut off, then the Result Active is shut off, then the PF
Done is shut off.
Rule 3: If PC Trigger is on and Result Active is off the PF Done is shut off and then the Result Active is
turned on. This is a normal operation to trigger the alert.
Rule 4: If Result Active is on and PF Done is on the PC Trigger is shut off, then the Result Active is shut
off, and then the PF Done is shut off. This is a normal operation to clear the triggering for an alert.
Rule 5: If PC Trigger is off and Result Active is off then PF Done is shut off. This is a data correction.
Most applications of this block involve specialized tags whose operation is designed to be used with it.
Documentation with each driver will indicate if it has tag addresses that are compatible with the PC, PF,
or result parameters for this block. Memory tags may also be used with the block.
A tag may not be used for the PC Trigger parameter on more than one Trigger Alerts block. Most drivers
that have a tag address for this use will offer more than one address for use on multiple blocks.
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The PD, PG, PI, and PJ parameters are normally set to integer constants.

Unacknowledged Alarm
This block is used to turn on an indicator whenever an unacknowledged alarm exists in the Corsair alarm
list. The indicator goes off when the operator acknowledges the alarm.
Result: Unacknowledged Alarm Flag (Size PI + 1)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

Label
Enable

Type
Indicator

Format

Result Index

Double Int

U6.0

Within Limits
This block is used to control indicators based upon if values are between limits. If the PB input value is
>= the PE minimum and <= the PF maximum the result indicator is turned on. Otherwise it is turned off.
The action is repeated for a total of PJ elements.
The PE minimum and PF Maximum may be single values that are used with each element of the input
array. In this case PG is set to one. PE and PF may also be arrays of values allowing different Min and
Max values for each element. In that case PG should be set to be equal to PJ
Result: Indicator Output Array (Size PJ + PI)
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH

Label
Enable
Value Input Array (Size PJ + PC)
Input Start Index

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int

Format

Minimum Limit (Size PG)
Maximum Limt (Size PG)
Limits Count (1 or PJ)

Double Float
Double Float
Double Int

-12.5
-12.5
U6.0

-12.5
U6.0
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PI
PJ

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Label
Enable
X (Input Array) (Size PJ + PC)
Input Start Index
D (Divisor) (Size PE)
Divisor Count (1 or PJ)
B (Adder) (Size PG)
Adder Count (1 or PJ)

Type
Indicator
Double Float
Double Int
Double Float
Double Int
Double Float
Double Int

Format

Result Array Start Index
Count (>= 1)

Double Int
Double Int

U6.0
U6.0

Assume PC=4, PG=3, PI=5, and PJ=3
This calls for an array of minimum and maximum values.
PB[4]=13.2

PB[5]=-4.0

PB[6]=97

PE[0]=12.6

PE[1]=-2.0

PE[2]=1.0

PF[0]=13.8

PF[1]=-2.0

PF[2]=4.2

When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[5]=On

Result[6]=Off

Result[7]=Off

Assume PC=4, PG=1, PI=5, and PJ=3
This calls for using the same minimum and maximum with each element
PB[4]=2

PB[5]=3

PB[6]=6

PE[0]=3
PF[0]=5
When enabled the block will do the following:
Result[5]=Off

Result[6]=On

Result[7]=Off

X/D Plus B
Parameter
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ

-12.5
U6.0
-12.5
U6.0
-12.5
U6.0
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This block scales an array of PB raw values by using first a division and then an addition. The final sum
goes into the result array. The action is repeated a total of PJ times. The PD divisor and the PF adder may
be single values that used with each element of the input array. In this case PE and PG are set to one. PD
and PF may also be arrays of values allowing different D and B values for each element. In that case PE
and PG should be set to be equal to PJ.
Result: Y Result (Size PJ + PI)

Corsair Batching
Batching systems can be used to produce a variety of products using different formulas. There may be
a large amount of data that needs to be entered for these systems and monitored while they are
running. Corsair has features that assist with this type of work.
One feature is that Corsair tags are all arrays. Each tag can be given a size for an array element count. A
tag called ‘Required Pounds’ with a size of 200 can contain the required pounds of an ingredient for 20
formulas of 10 steps each. Corsair sheets can be used to display this data in a row and column form that
does not require development for each individual cell of the sheet.
Another feature is Corsair selection. A formula may consist of a number of steps. Each step has a type
code. 0 may be an undefined step, 1 may correspond to an automatic addition, 2 may correspond to a
mixing step, and so on. Inside the PLC the step types are encoded with numbers. The Corsair interface
shows the text labels for each step type. The operator selects them by labels, not by number.
There are a number of blocks that are specially designed for use in batching systems.

Standard Templates
Corsair contains a number of standard templates to use to display graphic data. Most of these
templates represent PLC input and output modules. They are the basis of the I/O monitoring and
documentation system.
The developer can create custom templates using Corsair drawings. They can then be used in the same
way as standard templates.

Script Steps
Scripts consist of a number of steps. Each step has a step type that determines what it does and what
parameters it requires.
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ActiveX Get Property
Xxx

ActiveX Method
Xxx

ActiveX Put Property
Xxx

Append to an FTP File
Xxx

Delay
Xxx

Delete a File
Xxx

End Script
Xxx

Event Test
Xxx

Execute Block
Xxx

Goto
Xxx
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Rename a File
Xxx

See if a File Exists
Xxx

See if a FTP File Exists
Xxx

Send Email
Xxx

Spawn Process
The Spawn command is used to create and run a new process. The process is a disk file that can be
executed. When the Corsair script is executed Corsair starts the process. Script execution proceeds to
the next step whether the process started or not. There is no error checking on whether the process
started successfully.
The CorsairHMI developer must enter the path specification for the disk file that is to be executed into
the Command field on the script step.
An example of a command would be:
C:\programs\other_program.exe
The Corsair program will run an executable file that is named “other_ program”. It is located in the
“programs” folder on the C: hard drive.
CorsairHMI can pass up to 6 fixed items as command-line parameters to the spawned program. They
are entered into separate edit boxes when the script step is configured.

System Command
The System command is used to send an operating system command to the operating system command
interpreter. This is for a command like those typed in from a DOS-style command line. The command is
not represented by an executable file on the disk.
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The CorsairHMI developer must enter the complete system command including any of its parameters as
a single string in a System Command entry edit box.

Upload a File via FTP
Xxx

HOA Tags
Operators are familiar with panel switches that are used to control motors. They
frequently have 3 positions labeled ‘Hand’, ‘Off’, and ‘Automatic’. The motor runs
continuously with the switch in the ‘Hand’, position. It stays off with the switch in the
‘Off’ position. The ‘Auto’ position allows the motor to turn on and off according to
some programmed automatic cycle.
Corsair offers a ‘H-O-A’ device type that provides a computer equivalent to a ‘Hand-OffAutomatic’ panel switch. It allows the operator to force an item on, force it off or let it
operate automatically. Each H-O-A device occupies 3 bits of PLC data memory. Each
bit has a predefined purpose and name.
HAND

ENABLE

STATUS

The least significant bit is the ‘status’ bit. It corresponds to the current running status of
the item controlled by the H-O-A. The status bit controls the color of a device icon that
utilizes the H-O-A device. The middle bit is known as the ‘enable’ bit. The most
significant bit is known as the ‘hand’ bit. The switch positions correspond to the values
in the enable and hand bits as follows:
Hand
Enable
Position
0
0
‘Off’
0
1
‘Auto’
1
0
‘??’(undefined)
1
1
‘Hand’
The two bits can be in 4 different combinations. Only 3 of them are valid. The Corsair
computer will only place the bits in one of the 3 valid combinations.
There are many possible variations for PLC ladder logic with H-O-A devices. A simple
example is control of a solenoid valve. Assume that the solenoid has a single output and
no monitoring inputs. An example rung may look like this:
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The enable bit is off when the H-O-A is in the ‘Off’ or ‘??’ positions. In the ‘Hand’
position the hand and enable bits are both on so the output is activated. In the ‘Auto’
position the enable bit is on and the hand bit is off. This permits the automatic logic
control the output.
H-O-A logic may be slightly different with motors. An auxiliary contact of the motor
starter may feed a PLC input. An additional PLC bit is used as a ‘call relay.’

The optional first rung is used to shut off the hand bit on the first scan of the processor.
This is used to prevent a safety problem from unexpected motor starts on power-up. The
first rung is not required in situations where the H-O-A status is to be retained through
power failures.
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The 3-bits of the Corsair H-O-A offer tremendous flexibility in control sequences. They
should be used with caution. The PLC programmer is responsible for system safety at all
times. Proper safety interlocking must be used whenever automatic logic is overridden to
force a motor on.

Alarm Forms
CorsairHMI allows the developer to set up alarms that the operator can see on the alarm
summary window. The operator can acknowledge alarms and sometimes reset them.
The developer can trip some alarms to see how the system responds to them.
Corsair can be configured to send an email message when an alarm is tripped, when it is
acknowledged, or when it is reset.
An ‘Alarm‘ is one type of Corsair database record. There is another type of record that is
a ‘Call’. Calls are nearly identical to alarms. Calls cannot initiate email messages. Calls
can be reset without being acknowledged first. Calls appear after alarms on the Alarm
Summary window. Most references to ‘Alarms’ in the rest of this document also apply to
Calls.
When an alarm is first tripped it appears flashing on the alarm summary window.
Flashing indicates an ‘Unacknowledged’ alarm. When the operator acknowledges it the
line on the window stops flashing. When the alarm condition is reset the alarm
disappears from the summary window.
Alarm Options
Some alarms can self-reset when the alarm condition clears. A tank high level alarm may
reset itself when the level goes below the high level alarm setpoint. Other alarms may
require a reset action by the Corsair operator. A common example is a motor failure
alarm that indicates that a motor did not start. A plc may try to start the motor and look
for a starter contact to confirm that the motor is running. If the PLC does not get this
contact within a short time it would activate the motor failure alarm and shut off the
output that runs the motor. In most cases the alarm should stay active until the operator
resets the alarm and the PLC tries to start the motor again. The ‘Operator Reset’ Yes/No
option on the Corsair alarm record is used by the developer to define how the alarm is
going to act.
Another alarm option is related to what happens when an alarm has cleared itself before it
is acknowledged by the operator. Some alarms may be cleared from the summary page
before acknowledgement occurs. Other alarms should stay on the summary page until
they are acknowledged to make sure that the operator knows that the alarm occurred.
The “Latch’ Yes/No option on the Corsair alarm record is used by the developer to define
this behavior for some forms of alarm.
Alarm State Bits
Each alarm database record has 4 state bits that are kept within the alarm record itself.
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These bits are designated as follows:
Status – Bit 0 – least significant
Latch – Bit 1
Acknowledge (‘Ack’) - Bit 2
Special – Bit 3 – most significant
The Corsair Alarm Summary window looks at three of these bits – Status, Latch, and
Ack. They have predefined meanings to the Corsair program. The fourth Special bit
does not have any special significance to Corsair.
The Status bit corresponds to the state of the alarm. It is one when the alarm is active and
zero when it is not active. A simple high level alarm on a water tank may have a setpoint
of 12 feet. When the level is 13 feet the alarm status bit would be ‘On’ (1). When the
level is 11 feet the alarm status bit would be ‘Off’ (0).
The Ack bit is turned on when the Corsair operator acknowledges the alarm. It is used to
indicate that the operator saw the alarm. Some systems may use this bit to silence some
sort of audible device like a bell or buzzer. ‘Silencing’ an alarm is not the same thing as
‘Resetting’ an alarm.
The Latch bit is used to ‘remember’ that the alarm status bit has been on when the status
has been cleared before the alarm is acknowledged.
Sequence of Events for Alarm Bits – Non-Latching Alarm
Alarm status is set followed by acknowledgement before the status clears:
Status Latch Ack
0 0 0 Initial State
1 1 0 Alarm is tripped but not acknowledged
1 1 1 Alarm has been acknowledged
0 1 1 Status Bit is cleared from alarm resetting
0 0 0 Back to initial state
Alarm status clears before the alarm is acknowledged:
Status Latch Ack
0 0 0 Initial State
1 1 0 Alarm is tripped but not acknowledged
0 1 0 Status Bit is cleared from alarm resetting
0 0 0 Back to initial state
Sequence of Events for Alarm Bits – Latching Alarm
Alarm status is set followed by acknowledgement before the status clears:
Status Latch Ack
0 0 0 Initial State
1 1 0 Alarm is tripped but not acknowledged
1 1 1 Alarm has been acknowledged
0 1 1 Status Bit is cleared from alarm resetting
0 0 0 Back to initial state
(This is the same as for a latching alarm)
Alarm status clears before the alarm is acknowledged:
Status Latch Ack
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0 0 0 Initial State
1 1 0 Alarm is tripped but not acknowledged
0 1 0 Status Bit is cleared from alarm resetting
0 1 0 Alarm is waiting for acknowledgement
0 1 1 Alarm has been acknowledged
0 0 0 Back to initial state
Alarm Operations
Corsair alarm operations include acknowledging the alarm, resetting the alarm, tripping
the alarm, and turning the special bits on and off.
Alarm Indexes
Alarm records that are created under tags use an index value. This value tells where on
the tag the alarm data is located. A tag may have a size of 10. Up to 10 alarms with
index values from 0 to 9 can be created under this tag. If an alarm has an index value
greater than or equal to the tag size the alarm treated as if it has the Memory form.
Alarm Forms
All alarm records contain all four state bits. The bits get their values in several different
ways depending on how the alarm is configured. Corsair alarms can exist in five distinct
forms. The forms differ in how the alarm state bits are handled. Some forms are very
easy for the Corsair developer to create, some require quite a bit more work. Some forms
require more work for the PLC programmer.

Alarm Form: Memory
Memory alarms are created as free-standing alarm records that are not under a tag. A
memory alarm’s status bit can only be controlled as the result of a Corsair program block
that is associated with the alarm.
The Corsair program handles the Latch, Ack, and Special state bits. The Alarm’s Latch
Yes/No option helps to determine how the alarm state bits operate.
The alarm index field is not used for this form.
Memory alarms are the simplest alarms to develop. They do not require any PLC logic
and only very simple Corsair logic. They are the least flexible form of alarm.
Alarm Form: 1-Bit PLC
For this form a PLC has a tag with the type of 1-Bit Alarm. Alarms can be created under
this tag. Each alarm gets a PLC address that is calculated from the PLC address of the
tag. Corsair scans PLC memory and places the results into the tag data. It then transfers
the tag data into the status state bit of each alarm.
The Corsair program handles the Latch, Ack, and Special state bits. The Alarm’s Latch
Yes/No option helps to determine how the alarm state bits operate.
Alarm Form: 1-Bit Tag
For this form a memory tag has the type of 1-Bit Alarm. Alarms can be created under
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this tag. Corsair does not show any PLC address for the alarm. The Alarm index value is
used to determine where each alarm gets it’s data from the parent tag. Corsair transfers
the tag data into the alarm status bit of each alarm.
The Corsair program handles the Latch, Ack, and Special state bits. The Alarm’s Latch
Yes/No option helps to determine how the alarm state bits operate.
Alarm Form: 4-Bit PLC
For this form a PLC has a tag with a type of 4-Bit Alarm. Alarms can be created under
this tag. Each alarm gets a PLC address that is calculated from the PLC address of the
tag. Corsair scans PLC memory and places the results into the tag data. It then transfers
the tag data into all 4 state bits of the alarm.
The Corsair program does not directly determine the values of the 4 state bits since all 4
are read from the PLC. The PLC programmer is responsible for sequencing the bits. The
Alarm’s Latch Yes/No option is not significant with this form.
Alarm Form: 4-Bit Tag
For this form a memory tag has the type of 4-Bit Alarm. Alarms can be created under
this tag. Corsair does not show any PLC address for the alarm. The Alarm index value is
used to determine where each alarm gets it’s data from the parent tag. Corsair transfers
the tag data into all 4 state bits of the alarm.
The PLC programmer is responsible for writing Corsair logic to sequence the 4 state bits.
This is usually the most complex alarm to implement. The Alarm’s Latch Yes/No option
is not significant with this form.
Alarm Authority
All of the alarm forms except a Memory Alarm have one or more alarms created ‘under’
a tag. Each tag has a field that may be used to associate an authority tag with it. An
authority tag is an integer value that determines what the Corsair computer can do with
the alarm. If the authority tag has a value of zero the computer can see the alarm and can
acknowledge and reset it without a password. If the authority tag has a nonzero value
that is less than the size of the password tag a password is required to operate the alarm.
If the authority device has a larger value the alarm will not be shown on the computer –
all 4 of its bits will be cleared.
The authority system can be used to enable and disable groups of hundreds of alarms and
calls.

Battery Low Logic
The CorsairHMI program has the capability to show if the battery on a data source is low. Battery low
monitoring is simple to develop. The PLC programmer sets up a single bit as an indicator that
CorsairHMI can monitor. The Corsair developer created a tag with the Indicator type that reads the bit.
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He then links in into the PLC’s data source record. When the PLC puts a value of one into the bit Corsair
shows that the battery is low. When the PLC puts a value of zero into the bit Corsair shows that the
battery is OK.

Clock Logic
CorsairHMI has the capability to monitor and control a time of day clock from a data source. Typically
the data source is a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). The software provides standard windows that
are used by the operator to set the clock. The PLC programmer must write a small amount of logic to
create a standardized clock interface for Corsair to use. This interface requires a single tag in the Corsair
database. This is an Integer tag with its changeable flag set to ‘Yes’. It is recommended to set its format
to U4.0. The size of the tag should be at least 15 if the Corsair computer is to be able to set the clock. It
can be as low as 7 if Corsair is to read but not set the clock. After the tag is created the developer links it
into the PLC’s data source record. That PLC will now appear on the Corsair clock monitoring screen.
The Clock monitoring tag with a size of 15 corresponds to 15 integer registers in the PLC. Registers [0] to
[6] are used by Corsair to read the clock. Registers [7] to [14] are used by Corsair to set the clock.
Register assignment is:
[0] Clock Read Seconds 0-59
[1] Clock Read Minutes 0-59
[2] Clock Read Hours 0-23
[3] Clock Read Day of Week 1-7 1=Sunday 7=Saturday
[4] Clock Read Day of Month 1-31
[5] Clock Read Month 1-12
[6] Clock Read Year
[7] Clock Set Seconds 0-59
[8] Clock Set Minutes 0-59
[9] Clock Set Hour 0-23
[10] Clock Set Day of Week 1-7 1=Sunday 7=Saturday
[11] Clock Set Day of Month 1-31
[12] Clock Set Month 1-12
[13] Clock Set Year
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[14] Clock Set Control Bits
The Corsair interface allows setting the Day of Week (Sunday to Saturday) value but many pieces of
equipment calculate the day of the week from the date. They will not allow it to be set.
The PLC programmer is to write code that puts valid clock values into the [0] to [6] elements. This code
does not have to execute on every PLC scan. One quarter (0.25) second is a recommended update rate
for these registers.
The Corsair program sets the clock by writing data into registers [7] through [14] in a single operation.
The [14] register consists of bits that determine what clock items are changed. Corsair can change up to
7 clock items in a single operation by writing a non-zero value to register [14]. The bit assignments are:
Bit 0 – place value 1 – Set Seconds
Bit 1 – place value 2 – Set Minutes
Bit 2 – place value 4 – Set Hours
Bit 3 – place value 8 – Set Day of Week
Bit 4 – place value 16 – Set Day of Month
Bit 5 – place value 32 – Set Month
Bit 6 – place value 64 – Set Year
When the PLC program sees a non-zero value in register [14] it is to perform the desired clock set
operations and then place a value of zero into register [14]. It is to ignore values in the [7] to [13]
registers whose corresponding bit in [14] is not set. It is not required for the PLC to zero out [7] to [13]
after a clock set and it is preferable that it does not zero them.
If the PLC sees a nonzero value in register [14] when it first starts scanning its program the correct action
is for it to set 0 into [14] without changing any clock values.
In summary, registers [0] to [6] are set by the PLC and read by CorsairHMI. Registers [7] through [13] are
written by CorsairHMI and read by the PLC. Register [14] is written by CorsairHMI, read by the PLC, and
then reset to zero by the PLC.
The operator clock set window has buttons to open a clock data monitor for each PLC. This window
shows all of the data in the 15 integer registers and enables the PLC programmer to experiment with his
clock logic.
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The check boxes on the left show which of the 7 clock set control bits are set. These should not stay
checked if the PLC program is running. The buttons can be used to turn on the bits to test clock set
operation,

Shift Indication Logic
Manufacturing production data is frequently totalized in shifts. Each production day may consist of 2
12-hour or 3 8-hour shifts. It may consist of 2 10-hour shifts with a 4-hour downtime. Some plants
change their shift schedules seasonally or to adjust for production demands.
A production day seldom starts at 00:00 midnight. Production for December 7th might start at 11:00 PM
on December 6th. It could also start at 7:00 AM on December 7th. Midnight to 7:00 AM on December 7th
may be counted as December 6th production.
The PLCs time of day clock is frequently used to determine shifts. This document describes sample PLC
logic to handle shift determination and production date in a very simple system. It should be adequate
for many purposes.
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The example logic has 4 setpoints that are entered by the operator using the Corsair interface. The first
setpoint is the time that the date is ‘grabbed’. The other setpoints are the shift 1, 2, and 3 start times.
Usually the date grab time is 1 minute after the Shift 1 start time. Here is a possibility:
Date Grab Time

7.01 (1 minute after 7 AM)

Shift 1 Start Time

7.00 (7 AM)

Shift 2 Start Time

15.00 (3 PM)

Shift 3 Start Time

23.00 (11 PM)

In this example the production day begins at 7AM. At that time the day’s production totals and the
grabbed date are copied to a place in PLC memory that holds historical data. The production totals are
then zeroed. One minute later the displayed production date is changed to the new day.
Here’s another possibility:
Date Grab Time

0.00 (Midnight)

Shift 1 Start Time

23.00 (11 PM)

Shift 2 Start Time

7.00 (7 AM)

Shift 3 Start Time

15.00 (3 PM)

The production day begins at 11:00 PM on the previous clock day. That’s the time when historical data
is saved and the totals are zeroed for the new day. The new date is grabbed an hour later at midnight.
This system will totalize production correctly but it will not show the correction production date on the
interface during the 11 PM to midnight hour. This is typically not a problem.
The PLC frequently needs shift production Boolean flags for its totalization. They can also be used to
show the current shift on the interface.
This suggested code is only a starting point for writing PLC shift logic.

Clock_Time := Clock_Hour * 100 + Clock_Minute ;
Clock_Date := Clock_Month * 100 + Clock_Day_of_Month ;
IF Clock_Time = Grab_Date_Setpoint THEN
Grabbed_Date := Clock_Date ;
END_IF;
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----+------ Clock_Time >= Shift_1_Start ------ Clock_Time < Shift_2_Start------+---( )- Shift 1
!

!

+----- Shift_2_Start < Shift_1_Start -----+-----Clock_Time < Shift_2_Start -------+
!

!

+---- Clock_Time >= Shift_1_Start ------+

----+------ Clock_Time >= Shift_2_Start ------ Clock_Time < Shift_3_Start------+---( )- Shift 2
!

!

+----- Shift_3_Start < Shift_2_Start -----+-----Clock_Time < Shift_3_Start -------+
!

!

+---- Clock_Time >= Shift_2_Start ------+

----+------ Clock_Time >= Shift_3_Start ------ Clock_Time < Shift_1_Start------+---( )- Shift 3
!

!

+----- Shift_1_Start < Shift_3_Start -----+-----Clock_Time < Shift_1_Start -------+
!

!

+---- Clock_Time >= Shift_3_Start ------+

Email
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The CorsairHMI Email system is used to send alarm notification and other types of email messages. A
frequent use is to send text messages to cell phones. Messages can be sent to groups of people.
Different groups can be used at different times.
The first step to configuring email is done from the main menu ‘Setup’,’Computer Properties’ option.
Go to the Email tab.

The ‘Send Emails’ checkbox must be checked for the computer to send emails. With a Windows system
the ‘Use DLL’ checkbox must be checked. An email client must be installed and running on the
computer. This program must allow other software to send emails without requiring confirmation from
the operator. Thunderbird is a tested solution. Outlook Express may be another possibility. Microsoft
Outlook may not allow unattended transmission of messages.
Many systems do not require any more configuration on the Computer Properties Email tab beyond
checking the two checkboxes.
The next step is to use the ‘View’, ‘System Status’, ‘Email Status’ option on the main menu.
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The email status window provides a way for the developer to test if the Corsair program can send an
email. He enters an address in the control that has been initialized with ‘SMTP:’. A possible entry sould
be ‘SMTP:joe@joesaddress.com’. A short subject and message can be entered. The ‘Send’ button is
used to attempt to send the email. The result will show as the bottom entry of the 3 listings in the
history.
After email operation has been verified it is time to configure the email system. Go back to the
Computer Properties Email tab. A file specification must be entered in the ‘Config File’ tab. A suggested
possibility would be ‘C:\corsair\email_data’.
Next the main menu’s ‘Edit’, ‘Email’, ‘Data Tree’ option is used.
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The email data window has a tree control on the left side that is used to show all of the email data in a
tree-structured format. The developer can click on a tree item and see a description of it on the right
side of the window.
There are 4 header items on the root of the email tree. They are:
Address Families
Contacts
Contact Groups
Send Groups
Data items can be entered under each of these headings. Each type of data has different options. There
are some common options for different data types.

The Note Option
The developer can enter a single-line note into each data item. This can be a description of the item. It
does not appear anywhere in any email message. It is only shown on the email data window and on
printouts that summarize email configuration.

The Temporary Marker
Each data record that the developer enters has a Temporary checkbox associated with it. This box may
be checked as a reminder that the record is eventually to be deleted or changed.
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An on-call operator may lose his cell phone and need to use a different cell phone until he gets a
replacement. The Corsair developer would change the address to his cell phone and then check the
Temporary marker to show that it will need to be changed.

The Enable Checkbox
Each item has a checkbox that is checked by default. It enables the item. If it is not checked the item is
not active. This Enable status can be changed dynamically from a Corsair tag. If that option is used a
nonzero tag index must be entered.

Transmission Type
A Transmission type is a method to send data. Currently the only supported transmission type is ‘email’.
Other types of transmission may be added in the future. Cell phone text message use the email
transmission type.

Address Family List
An address family represents a group of addresses that all use the same transmission type. The
developer enters the following items:
Name
Note
Radio Buttons – Type: Email, Future
SMTP Prefix Check Box
Temporary Check Box
Enable Check Box with Tag Index Entry
The SMTP prefix is checked on by default. The Windows email system requires this prefix in front of all
addresses. If the option is checked the computer puts the prefix in front of each address automatically.
The developer does not have to enter the prefix on each individual address.

Contact List
The Contact List is a database of people that can get emails. It includes the following items:
Name with Tag Index Entry
Note
Temporary Check Box
Enable Check Box with Tag Index Entry
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The developer can enter one or more addresses under each contact.

Address
The Address is entered under a contact. Each contact can have multiple addresses. An address includes
the following items:
Name
Address Family Link
Note
Address String with Tag Index Entry
Radio Buttons - Normal, Always To, Always CC, Always BCC
Temporary Check Box
Enable Check Box with Tag Index Entry

Contact Group
A contact group is a collection of addresses. Each contact group includes the following items:
Name
Note
All Addresses Check Box
Temporary Check Box
Enable Check Box with Tag Index Entry
The developer can link multiple addresses under each Contact Group.

Contact Group Address Link
A contact group address link hooks an address to the contact group. It includes the following items:
Address Link
Note
Radio Buttons - To, CC, BCC
Temporary Check Box
Enable Check Box with Tag Index Entry
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Send Group
A send group is a collection of Contact Groups. Each send group includes the following items:
Name
Note
Send Group Key Number
All Contact Groups Check Box
Temporary Check Box
Enable Check Box with Tag Index Entry
Send Groups are hooked to Corsair alarms through a nonzero key number that is assigned by the Corsair
developer. Each send group should have a different key number.
The developer can link multiple Contact Groups under each Send Group.

Send Group Contact Group Link
A Send Group Contact Group link hooks a Contact Group to the Send Group. It includes the following
items:
Contact Group Link
Note
Temporary Check Box
Enable Check Box with Tag Index Entry

A Minimal System
There is one address family named ‘Cell Phones’. There is one Contact in the Contact list with one
address that is linked to the Cell Phones family. There is one Contact Group. ‘All Addresses’ is checked.
There is no need to link any Addresses to the Contact Group. There is one Send Group with key number
one. ‘All Contact Groups’ is checked on it. There is no need to link any Contact Groups to the Send
Group.

Tag Connections to the Email System
The Corsair program can control the email system through tags that use the Email Control driver.
To be continued

Email Item Active Indications
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Many email tree items have an ‘Enable’ checkbox. It is checked by default. The operator can turn off
the checkmark to deactivate the item. If a nonzero tag index is entered for the Enable the Enable can be
checked or unchecked dynamically from tag data.
The email development window includes an indicator on each item to show if it is active. If Enable is not
checked for the item it is not active. There are additional rules depending on the type of the item.
An Address is not active unless it is linked to an active Address Family.
A Contact is not active if it does not have at least one active Address.
A Contact Group Address Link is not active unless it is linked to an active Address.
For a Contract Group to be active is must have at least one active Address Link or
‘All Addresses’ is checked and an active Address exists in the tree.
A Send Group Contact Group link is not active unless it is linked to an active Contact Group.
For a Send Group to be active is must have at least one active Contact Group Link or
‘All Contact Groups’ is checked and an active Contact Group exists in the tree or
an active Address has an ‘Always’ option selected.

Email Sending Rules
When an alarm is tripped, ackked, or reset Corsair first looks to see if ‘Send Emails’ is checked on the
Computer Properties Email tab.
It then looks to see what send groups have been attached to that action of the alarm. Up to 3 groups
can be assigned to trip, ack, and reset.
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If all three group numbers are zero no email is sent. Nonzero group numbers are checked against the
Send Groups data base. A group must have a matching key number and be active for the group to be
sent.

CorsairHMI Menus
The CorsairHMI program contain a menu system that can be used to access multiple Corsair interface
computers over the web. It is shown to the computer operator as to a web browser as a list of links in a
tree-structured format. This structure may look like this:
A

D

H
I
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E

B

F
G

C

A, B, and C are ‘root’ items at the highest level on the tree. A is a ’parent’ to D. H is a ‘child’ of D. F and G
are ‘siblings’ and are ‘children’ of B. Each item in the list may have an icon to the left of the text. The
icon may change as conditions in the system change. The icon on a parent may change to reflect an
alarm condition on one of its children. The text label may also change dynamically.
Corsair menus are made of six types of links:
1. Model Links
2. Folder Links
3. Web Links
4. Direct Machine Links
5. Automatic Machine Links
6. Configured Machine Links
A ‘model link’ corresponds to a model file running on a CorsairHMI computer. One instance of the
Corsair program can use up to 100 models.
The ACME company makes toys and tractors in several plants around the world. It has toy plants in New
York, Charlotte, Los Angeles, and San Diego. Each of these plants has Corsair plant wide interface using a
single model file. Each of these models has been copied to a North American Toys headquarters
computer. Headquarters talks to the plant computer using the high speed MBHR protocol. Each part of
the plant is isolated with a streaming serial system for data security. The headquarters menu initially
looks like this:
New York (Model Link)
Charlotte (Model Link)
Los Angeles (Model Link)
San Diego (Model Link)
Note that all four plants show up as siblings on the root of the menu tree. An operator siting at the
headquarters computer can click on any item to view it interface data. If someone is browsing the
headquarters computer over the web he sees the same menu and can do the same thing.
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Model links are always at the end of a branch of a tree. They cannot have any children. The following
construction is invalid:
A (Model Link)

B (Web Link)
In this example, each model is ‘resident’ on the headquarters computer. When the operator clicks on
the model he views the interface through the Corsair program and not with a web browser. Resident
models cannot be placed under machine links on the menu. They can be placed under Folder Links.
A Folder model can be developed on the headquarters machine to display summary data totalized from
the other four models. Some folder links can provide organization.

East Coast (Folder Link)

New York (Model Link)

Charlotte (Model Link)

West Coast (Folder List)

Los Angeles (Model Link)

San Diego (Model Link)

Summary (Model Link)

Company Web Site (Model Link)
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Now the models are organized under folders. A model cannot have children but a Folder can. A web link
has been added to access the company’s web site. Web links cannot have children. When the
headquarters operator clicks on the web link, his browser opens to that address. The same thing
happens when a remote browser clicks on it.
Now the company adds a computer for a menu structure for its western hemisphere operators.
It produces this new structure:
North America (Folder Link)

Toys (Automatic Machine Link)

Tractors (Automatic Machine Link)

South America (Folder Link)

Toys (Automatic Machine Link)

Tractors (Automatic Machine Link)
The North American Toys machine link is configured to point to the North American Toys headquarters
machine. This machine link will collect all of its child menu data automatically from the downstream
computer.
Next the company adds a computer for a menu structure for its worldwide operations.
It creates this menu structure:
International (Folder Link)

Western (Automatic Machine Link)

Eastern (Automatic Machine Link)
Company Web Site (Web Link)
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Each of these machines links will automatically collect its child menu data. When all of these computers
have run for some period of time if someone browses the International computer he will see the
following menu structure:
International (Folder Link)

Western (Machine Link)

North America (Folder Link)

Toys (Automatic Machine Link)
East Coast (Folder Link)
New York (Model Link)
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West Coast (Folder Link)

Charlotte (Model Link)
Los Angeles (Model Link)

Summary (Model Link)

San Diego (Model Link)

Company Web Site (Web Link)
Tractors (Automatic Machine Link)

South America (Folder Link)

Eastern (Machine Link)

Company Web Site (Web Link)

Toys (Automatic Machine Link)

Tractors (Automatic Machine Link)

Note that the model links and web link items cannot have child items. When a browser opens a web link
it gets the URL address from the data that has been enlarged for that link. When the browser opens up a
model link it browses into from Corsair computer whose IP address is entered into the nearest upstream
machine link.
Folder links cannot open up web pages by clicking on them. When a menu system is complete each
folder link will have at least one child.
If an operator is at a Corsair computer and he clicks on a Direct Machine Link the computer does the
same action as if the ‘Run’ button on the overview page is clicked. If he is browsing the menu and he
clicks on a Direct Machine Link the browser opens up a window on the Corsair Computer. It may appear
that this is equivalent to a web link but there are significant differences. A machine link is specified with
a static IP address. A web link may be specified with a domain name. The Direct Machine Link may be
passed Corsair credential information. Credential information is not passed to web link. A Direct
Machine Link will usually not have any children although children are permitted.
An Automatic Machine Link does not open a window when it is clicked on. The computer determines
what child items belong to the Automatic Machine Link by reading them through the internet. Items
may appear or disappear as things change downstream.
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A Configured Machine Link does not open a window when it is clicked on. The Corsair developer must
manually enter the child items for the link.
Model Link Parameters
The first parameter of a Model Link is the model number that it appears under in the Corsair computer
properties. This could range from 1 to 100. The test for the label is also entered. If it is left blank the
nickname from the Corsair model link is used. If it is also blank the label ‘Model #’ is used.
Web Link Parameters
The URL that is required by the browser must be entered. The label for the menu item can be entered. If
the label is left blank the URL is used for the label.
Folder Link Parameters
The label for the menu item can be entered. If it is left blank the label ‘Folder-#Items’ will be used.
Common Machine Link Parameters
All Machine Links must have the IP address of the downstream machine entered. This must be a known
static address. They must have a TCP port address of that machine entered. If the port address is left at
zero, the default value of 80 is assumed.

All machine links can have the text label for the link entered.
Direct Machine Link Parameters
Automatic Machine Link Parameters
Any menu item that is under an Automatic Machine Link cannot be edited by the Corsair developer.
Children of Automatic links cannot be inserted, deleted, or edited. This is because this information is to
come automatically through communications. Edits can be made by changing the link to a Configured
type.
Configured Machine Link Parameters

Menu Configuration
A CorsairHMI program is configured with two menu data structures. One is the ‘web’ menu that is sent
over the web to a browser. The other is the local menu that is viewed on the Corsair computer monitor.
Separate file menus can be entered for each of the two menus. In many Systems the two menus are
identical and the same file name is used for both. The web tab on the Computer Properties is used for
enabling the menus. It features separate check boxes to enable web and local menus and edit boxes to
enter file names. A ‘Pass Upstream’ check box is included for the web menu. Another Corsair computer
may have an Automatic machine link that points to the machine at its menu. It will attempt to hook into
this computer to obtain menu item information. The ‘pass upstream’ option must be checked for
information to be passed. Only the web menu can be passed upstream, never the local. Automatic
machine links can be placed in both web and local menus. In both cases menu data can be collected
from a downstream machine but always from its web menu.
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The Login System
To be continued

MBHR Serial Hosting
Normal MBHR communications occur between a host computer and multiple remote computers over
Ethernet. There is a special hosting option that allows the host computer to also act as a Modbus slave
device over a serial connection. This makes it possible for another computer to read and write tag data
by treating the host computer as if it is a Modbus-compatible PLC. This is using the Modbus RTU
protocol and not the Modbus ASCII protocol.

Web Hosting
The CorsairHMI developer manual describes how to set up computer properties for web hosting. This is
the first step. The next step is to use the ‘View’ ’System Status’ ’Web Host Status’ menu option to open
a window that monitors web hosting.
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The status line shows if Web hosting has started up successfully. Sometimes it displays a message like
‘OS Err 5 Access is denied’. This frequently means that the Corsair program needs to be ‘Run as
Administrator’. This is an option in the properties of the shortcut that starts the program. After it is
selected the computer may display a box asking the operator if the program should be allowed to make
changes. Unattended Corsair computers will have to have this notification shut off so it does not cause
a problem when restarting after a power failure.
Once hosting has started it is a good idea to browse the Corsair computer from itself. Start a browser
and enter the ‘127.0.0.1’ loopback address. Verify that you can see the Corsair program. If the
computer cannot see itself other computers will not be able to see it.
The next step is to determine what IP address on the local network must be browsed to see the Corsair
computer. The network adapter must have a ‘static’ IP address that is guaranteed not to change even if
the power is cycled. An automatically assigned IP address is not guaranteed to continue working. The
static address may be something like 192.168.1.12. Open a browser on another computer on the local
network and type in that address to verify local operation. If this does not work Windows Firewall
settings on the Corsair computer may need to be changed.
The next step may be to link the Corsair computer to the Internet via a router. The router must have a
public static IP address on the Internet. This address will be different than the IP address of the Corsair
computer on the local network. It is provided by the Internet Service Provider who may charge an extra
fee for it.
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For temporary sales demonstrations a ‘What is my IP’ browser enquiry would show the Internet IP
address for the router at that minute. This may be used in place of a public static IP for a short period of
time but it is unsuitable for long-term use.
The next step is to open up the configuration of the router. This requires the user name and password
for the router. Typically two things need to be configured. The first is to make sure that the local static
IP address of the Corsair computer is not in the pool of IP addresses that the router is automatically
assigning to local computers. It is highly recommended that this step is taken rather than trust the
router to keep things the same.
The next step is to set up port forwarding from the Internet static IP to the local IP of the Corsair
computer. This is typically done for port 80. Your network administrator may require the use of a
different port number. This may involve changing the Host URL entry on the Computer Properties Web
tab.
This document cannot cover everything that may be encountered when setting up Corsair web hosting.
A qualified network administrator may be needed to work through addressing and security issues. He
will definitely be needed if a VLAN is required.

The Event Database
Corsair utilizes a predefined format for the columns in an Event logging SQL database. This utilizes 16
columns. The SQL Expert can be used to format a database for these columns.
The type of the columns may vary with the chosen database server. Corsair presently supports 3 types
of database server:
Microsoft SQL Server (Including Express)
Old Microsoft SQL Server
MySQL
The Corsair Manual has a printout in the Reference section that details recommended field types for
each type of database server. The following list shows general characteristics of the fields. Consult the
manual printout for more details.
Column #1 of 16 EventTime
This is the time that the event happened. It can come from the interface computer or from the SQL
computer. This column does not allow NULL (empty) data.
Column #2 of 16 EventType
This is the label for the type of event with a maximum of 16 characters. This column does not allow
NULL data.
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Column #3 of 16 ItemName
This is the tag name of the data item that is involved. It must allow NULL data.
Column #4 of 16 ItemIndex
This is the index of the tag. It corresponds to an array element. Values range from 0 to the size fo the
tag minus 1. The column must allow NULL data.
Column #5 of 16 ItemDescription
A description that is asssociated with the tag. NULL data must be allowed.
Column #6 of 16 ItemArea
This is where the event happened. It is taken from the area of the ItemName record. If it has no area it
is taken from the area of the Node record. NULL data must be allowed.
Column #7 of 16 Node
This is what computer generated the event. It can be from a record in the program or from the
computer’s operating system name. NULL data is not allowed.
Column #8 of 16 PreValue
The value before the change. NULL data must be allowed.
Column #9 of 16 PostValue
The value after the change. NULL data must be allowed.
Column #10 of 16 Operator
This is the name of the logged-in operator. It can be from the program’s log-in system or from the
operating system’s user name. NULL data is not allowed.
Column #11 of 16 Priority
This is the priority of the event. Higher numbers are more important. NULL data must be allowed.
Column #12 of 16 Tag1Value
The value of a tag at the time of the event. NULL data must be allowed.
Column #13 of 16 Tag2Value
The value of a tag at the time of the event. NULL data must be allowed.
Column #14 of 16 Tag3Value
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The value of a tag at the time of the event. NULL data must be allowed.
Column #15 of 16 Tag4Value
The value of a tag at the time of the event. NULL data must be allowed.
Column #16 of 16 Comment
This is an operator-entered multiple-line comment. NULL data must be allowed.

Report Forms
The current event logging system used by the Corsair program is focused on discrete events in time - like
the tripping of an alarm, an interface starting, an operator entering a note, and so on. It uses a
predefined table column format that is not changeable.
Analog data logging by the Corsair program is typically into .CSV text files. Each line of the CSV contains
fields that define the date and time of the entry. The file names can contain calendar and clock
dependent labeling. Corsair can view this data in a graphic plotting format without the use of other
software tools. The Corsair Turn-Back-Time system also uses this data. It can be directly loaded into
Excel or other tools that can utilize CSV files.
The event logging system can be used to log analog values into an SQL database with some limitations.
There are four columns named 'Tag 1' through 'Tag 4'. These columns are text fields that can be used
for analog data. An alarm can be defined that trips at periodic intervals to log these four values. The
intervals can change dynamically so that samples are generated more often when values are out of
range. Other alarms can be defined that send four different values into the same SQL table. The values
from these events can be viewed in a row-column format using the Corsair program or viewed with
other SQL viewing tools. Corsair has some capability to print this data. It does not currently have any
ability to plot it. Note that the same data can be sent to both a CSV and to an SQL database. Corsair has
been tested with two different versions of Microsoft SQL Server and with MySQL.
Alarms that are used to trip SQL records can be prevented from appearing on the Corsair Alarm
Summary window.
There is a special totalization feature that works with the Corsair SQL event system. Suppose that a
water plant has influent and effluent meters feeding into a PLC that is integrating flow. Corsair can
generate signals for each meter that occur every time 1000 gallons passes throught the meter. Each
time one of these signals is tripped a record is written to the SQL database. In each of these records the
'Tag 1' column contains the value '1000.0'. Corsair can print summary reports and generate CSV files for
flow totalization based upon time intervals. It does this by adding up the 'Tag 1' values for the records
that satisfy its SQL filter settings. Reports showing total flow from midnight to midnight for every day
for the past 3 months are possible. Reports can also show counts of events.
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Understanding the Modbus Drivers
CorsairHMI offers several types of Modbus drivers for specific purposes. The first distinction that must
be drawn is if the computer is to communicate through an Ethernet port or through a serial port. This
determines if an Ethernet or Serial driver is needed. Sometimes the computer talks through Ethernet to
get to an external Modbus Ethernet to Serial converter. An Ethernet driver is needed for this purpose.
If the computer uses a serial port to get to a Modbus device a serial driver is needed. The next
distinction that must be made is what type of serial protocol the device uses. Modbus serial comes in
two variants – RTU and ASCII. They require different drivers. Ethernet drivers do not have the RTU vs
ASCII distinction.
Continue ..

Custom Help Documents
Stuff about custom help documents

Mobile Equipment Tracking
The CorsairHMI program can receive data from NMEA protocol-compliant devices like GPS receivers
over a serial port. These devices transmit data using distinct sentences. There are several standard
sentence types that are used to send latitude, longitude, speed, bearing, and time information. Corsair
only responds to a limited number of sentence types. The Sentence List printout is used to see what
features your version of Corsair is using from each sentence type. This is important when you verify that
the Corsair program can work with your equipment.

Wiring
The GPS equipment is typically wired to the Corsair computer through a standard RS-232 serial port.
The Corsair GPS driver only receives data from the GPS. It never transmits to the GPS. In many cases it
may be desirable to not hook up the data line that transmits from the computer to the GPS. This
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eliminates the possibility of the Corsair Integrator being falsely accused of sending data to the GPS to
‘hack into’ a navigation system. If the GPS is critical it is highly recommended to put a serial port optical
isolator on the line so that electrical disturbances on the computer or the GPS will not propagate to the
other system.
It may be desirable to have a bidirectional cable for start-up purposes if GPS set-up software is being
used and then switching to a unidirectional cable for Corsair operation.

Data Format
Internally Corsair latitude and longitude values are kept in signed 64-bit integer values that represent
hundred thousandths of a degree. A value of 3000000 means 30 degrees. North latitude is positive.
South latitude is negative. East longitude is positive. West longitude is negative.
Latitude and longitude values are shown to the operator and entered in a text format. The text format
is:
Latitude N (space) # D (space) ##.### M
Longitude E (space) # D (space) ##.### M
The Latitude prefix is N or S for North or South. Longitude is E or W for East or West. The number of
degrees is a variable width number with no leading zero padding. It can be 0-90 for latitude and 0-180
for longitude.
Minutes will only show if they are nonzero. The minutes value is one or two characters varying from 0
to 59. Decimal portions of a minute will only show if they are nonzero with a variable width up to 4
places.
The text formal displays up to 4 decimal places on the minutes. The internal 64-bit integer actually
holds to 5 decimal places which are rounded to 4 for the text display.
Valid strings include:
N (space) 28 D
E (space) 28 D (space) 23 M
S (space) 12 D (space) 59.56 M
E (space) 153 D (space) 12.4567 M

Development
The first step of GPS system development is to set the properties of the serial port under the
Setup/Comms Port Properties menu option. The NMEA standard calls for 4800 baud communication
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with no parity, 8 data bits, and 1 stop bit. This should be the first combination that is tried if the
documentation on the equipment does not list something else.
The next step is to create a driver record in the database. Pick Edit/ Data/ Drivers and press F4 to create
a driver. Go to the ID column and press F2 to enter a name for the driver. Go to the type column and
press F2 followed by F1 to get the driver type selector. Select the “GPS – NMEA Compatible GPS Serial”
driver type. Go to the Port column and press F2 to enter the proper serial port number. The range of
serial ports is from 1 to 10.
While still on the driver record, press the F6 key to go to single record editing of the driver. Use the
About button to print a short printout describing details of the NMEA driver.
Click on the PLC (Data Source) button to edit the PLC records that are on the driver. Press F4 to create a
Data Source for the GPS. Go to the ‘Real’ column and press F2 to enter Y for Yes.
While still on the data source record, press the F6 key to go to single record editing of the data source.
There is a button labeled ‘Res Addr’ for Reserved Addresses. It is used to automatically create tags using
the proper reserved address labels for the driver. Click on it and pick OK. The Tags button should now
show that some tags are present. Click on it to see the tags that have been created. Note that the name
of the tag is the same as the Start Address. The Start Address labels must not be changed. The Tag
names can be changed if desired. The driver’s About printout gives some information as to the function
of each tag.
Note that the GPS driver can only deal with a single stream of NMEA compatible data on a single serial
port. A second GPS hooked to a second serial port would require a separate driver record. External
sentence combiner hardware may be used to combine data from two pieces of equipment like a GPS
and a depth finder into a single serial line. The Corsair program would treat this data like it comes from
a single source.
Be sure to save the Corsair application file when the development is completed.

Startup
The next step is to turn on the GPS equipment and click on the Interface checkbox to start Corsair’s
interface operation. Use the Tools/ PLC/ Registers menu option – select the GPS PLC if there is more
than one option – and the GPS status window appears. The GPS Online checkbox should be checked. It
is a display-only checkbox – the operator cannot click on it. Some received sentences should appear.
Corsair will show a count of how many sentences of each type it has received and how many unknown
sentences it has received. There is a button to zero these counts if desired. Frequently unknown
sentences are not a problem since manufacturers send proprietary sentences for their equipment that
Corsair can ignore.
The GPS Status window may show sentence types that Corsair recognizes as sentences but Corsair does
not use any of the data from that type. It may only use part of the data from other sentence types. You
may submit requests to CorsairHMI for additional sentence capabilities to be added to the driver.
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Unknown Sentence Types
If you want to see what the GPS is sending for the unknown sentence types you can view them with the
Corsair Comms Trace window. Select the Tools/ Comms Trace menu option. Enter the proper serial
port number (1-10) in the edit box to the right of the Port radio button. Select the Port radio button.
Click on the start button on the bottom of the window. Characters should start to fill the screen. After a
short time click on the Pause button. The incoming characters are separated into sentences by header
notes as you scroll through the data. For recognized sentence types the header will say “GPS Sentence –
Count of ##”. Unknown types will have a different header showing that Corsair cannot classify the
sentence.

Sentence List
The Corsair program can print an informative list of sentence data that may assist the developer in
understanding what his GPS is doing. Select File/ Print/ Application Manual. Select the desired printer.
From the initial ‘Printing’ tab click on the Nothing button. Pick the Reference tab and check the GPS
Sentences option. Corsair will tell you the page count. Click on OK to make the printout.
Corsair lists several sentence prefixes and portions of prefixes on the printout for sentences that it does
not use. The purpose of the printout is to give the Corsair developer a starting point for understanding
the sentences that he is seeing from his equipment and what Corsair is using them for.
NMEA standard sentences begin with a 2-character code defining the type of equipment. This is
typically GP for GPS equipment. The next three letters determine the type of sentence – like RMC for a
complete sentence prefix of GPRMC.
Vendor proprietary sentence prefixes begin with P followed by a three-character code for the vendor
followed by additional information. A prefix that begins with PGRM is proprietary to Garmin. A prefix
that begins with PMOT is proprietary to Motorola.

Corsair Mobile Equipment Tracking
When the Corsair program is used for a Mobile Equipment Tracking (MET) application it is common to
want the location of the equipment to be translated to an English language text string. Sometimes the
piece of mobile equipment has a GPS, a slave Corsair computer, and a data radio on it. The slave
computer uses the data radio to send latitude and longitude coordinates to a master Corsair computer.
The master computer could name what area the piece of equipment is currently in. An icon
representing the current position of the equipment could move around the screen as the equipment
drives around the site.
The Corsair program has two specialized function blocks that are used to work with GPS coordinate
information. These blocks are named ‘GPS Markers’ and ‘GPS Areas’

The GPS Markers Block
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Corsair GPS markers are single-point locations that are defined by their latitude and longitude
coordinates. The block is a subprogram that is used to calculate how which marker is closest to the
current position of the equipment.

The GPS Areas Block
Corsair GPS Areas are defined by the latitude and longitude coordinates of 4 points that form a 4-sided
polygon. The sides of the polygon do not have to be at right angles – it does not have to be a rectangle.
The block is a subprogram that is used to calculate which area contains the current position of the
equipment.

Features Common to Both Blocks
Both the GPS Markers and GPS Areas blocks have the ability to convert GPS latitude and longitude
coordinates to screen pixel positions. A single block can do this calculation for several screens. The
developer may desire to have one screen that is an overview of a city and 4 more detailed screens that
correspond to quadrants of that city. The block would have to do pixel calculations for 5 different
screens. Systems can be developed that use several Markers or Areas blocks to show several pieces of
equipment on the screens at the same time. Each block can use the same Marker or Area data but
different GPS coordinates for the different pieces of equipment.

The Modbus Memory Map File
A recommended place to keep the Marker or Area setup data is in a Modbus Memory Map file. This is a
disk file that the Corsair developer can treat as if it is a Modbus-compatible PLC. Tag data can be read
from and written to the file without the developer having to worry about any Load or Save operation.
Pick Edit/ Data/ Driver and press F4 to create a driver record. F2 on the ID column and name it ‘Memory
Map Driver’. Go to the Type column and press F2, F1 to get the driver type selector. Pick ‘MBMM –
Modbus Memory Map’ for the type of the driver.
Go to the Data Sources (PLCs) column and press Z to Zoom. Press F4 to create a data source. Go to the
ID column and F2 to enter the name ‘Block Setup Data Memory Map’.
While still on the ID column, press Z to zoom. This opens up the Special Setup window for the Data
Source. Arrow up and down and press F2 to edit the fields. Here are suggestions:
File Name c:\corsair\mbmm
4X Register Count

10000

Create File if not existing
File is Shared

Yes

No

Periodic Refresh Time (0 to disable) 0s
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Block Parameters and Tag Names
The GPS Markers and GPS Areas blocks have similar parameters. The tag names that are mentioned in
this document are only recommendations. The Corsair developer is free to choose other names. Tag
types and formats should be followed exactly.
The first thing that the developer has to do is determine if he wants to use the GPS Markers or the GPS
Areas block. The tag recommendations in the rest of this block will use the term ‘Marker’. If the Areas
block is chosen the developer is encouraged to substitute the term ‘Area’.
The next thing to do is determine how many markers or areas the system will use. This document will
use 100 for its example. The next decision is how many screens the block will have to perform pixel
calculations for. This example will be for 5 screens.
The first group of 5 tags that need to be entered will be block setup data that is a part of the Modbus
memory map data source. Click on Edit/ Data/ Data Sources and go to the one named ‘Block Setup Data
Memory Map’. Go to the Tags column and press Z to zoom.
Press F4 5 times to create 5 tags on the memory map.
Here are the parameters for the 5 tags:
Tag: Marker Latitude Table
Type: 64-bit integer
Format: Latitude
Changeable: Yes
Size: 100 if markers, 400 if areas
Tag: Marker Longitude Table
Type: 64-bit integer
Format: Longitude
Changeable: Yes
Size: 100 if markers, 400 if areas
Tag: Screen Latitude Table
Type: 64-bit integer
Format: Latitude
Changeable: Yes
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Size: 10 (2 times the number of screens)
Tag: Screen Longitude Table
Type: 64-bit integer
Format: Longitude
Changeable: Yes
Size: 10 (2 times the number of screens)
Tag: Marker Name Strings
Type: String
Length: 20 (or longer if you wish)
Changeable: Yes
Size: 101 (The number of Markers or Areas plus 1)
Types can be entered by going to the type column and pressing F2, F1, to get the Type Selector.
Formats can be entered by going to the format column and pressing F2,F1 to get the Format Selector.
Latitude and Longitude are considered to be special formats – select the Special radio button on the
format selector and they can be selected.
Go up to the first tag on the memory map – the Marker Latitude Table. Go to the Start Address column
and F2 to enter a starting Modbus address of 400001. Corsair will show you a Modbus End address for
the tag (either 400400 or 401600). Arrow down one record to the start address of the next tag and
press F2 to enter the next available Modbus register (either 400401 or 401601). Continue until you have
Modbus register addresses for all 5 tags. Examine the end address for the last tag. If it is greater than
410000 you will have to adjust the 4X register count on the ‘Block Setup Data Memory Map’ data
source. It is recommended that the count should be slightly larger than the last register. The leading ‘4’
in the address is not taken into account for this size. As an example:
Last Address: 400980 Data Source 4X Register Count: 1000 or more
Last Address: 420500 Data Source 4X Register Count: 20600 or more
Excessively high 4X register counts waste memory and disk space and slow the system down.
Be sure to save the application file after these tags are created.
The next group of tags that must be created are memory tags. Make sure that the Interface check box is
off so that the interface is not running. Click on Edit/ Data/ Tags. Arrow to the top of the tag table.
Press F4 13 times if you are using markers or 12 times if you are using areas to create 13 or 12 tags.
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Look at the column labeled Data Source (PLC). It should have two question marks in it for each of the
tags that you just created. If it does not, enter ‘??’ into this column.
The tags should be as follows:
Tag: Current Marker Index
Type: Integer
Format: U5.0
Changeable: Yes
Size: 1
Tag: Returned Pixel Positions
Type: Double Int
Format: -5.0
Changeable: Yes
Size: 10 (2 times the number of screens)
Tag: Screen 1 GPS Pixel X
Type: Double Int
Format: -5.0
Changeable: Yes
Size: 1
Tag: Screen 1 GPS Pixel Y
Type: Double Int
Format: -5.0
Changeable: Yes
Size: 1
The following tags have identical fields to the ‘Screen 1 GPS Pixel X’ tag.
Tag: Screen 2 GPS Pixel X
Tag: Screen 2 GPS Pixel Y
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Tag: Screen 3 GPS Pixel X
Tag: Screen 3 GPS Pixel Y
Tag: Screen 4 GPS Pixel X
Tag: Screen 4 GPS Pixel Y
Tag: Screen 5 GPS Pixel X
Tag: Screen 5 GPS Pixel Y
For a marker system only, the last tag is:
Tag: Distance to Marker
Type: Double Float
Format: -5.2
Changeable: Yes
Size: 1
Be sure to save the application file after these tags are created.
Arrow up to the Current Marker Index record and press F6 to do to Single Record Editing mode. Click on
‘Block’ and pick ‘GPS Areas’ or ‘GPS Markers’ as desired. Click on Accept to lock in the block.
Click on Parameters to set up the block parameters. Parameters should be set as follows:
PA:
Tag? No
Tag or Constant: On
PB:
Tag?: Yes
Tag or Constant: Latitude (from the GPS)
PC:
Tag?: Yes
Tag or Constant: Longitude ( from the GPS)
PD:
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Tag?: Yes
Tag or Constant: Marker Latitude Table (from the Memory Map file)
PE:
Tag?: Yes
Tag or Constant: Marker Longitude Table (from the Memory Map file)
PF:
Tag?: Yes
Tag or Constant: Marker Name Strings (from the Memory Map file)
PG: This parameter is used for Markers but not for Areas
Tag?: Yes
Tag or Constant: Distance to Marker (a memory tag)
PH:
Tag?: Yes
Tag or Constant: Screen Latitude Table (from the Memory Map file)
PI:
Tag?: Yes
Tag or Constant: Screen Longitude Table (from the Memory Map file)
PJ:
Tag?: Yes
Tag or Constant: Returned Pixel Positions (a memory tag)
Press Accept to lock in the parameters and verify that they are correct.
Be sure to save the application table after these parameters are assigned.

Pixel Position Data Transfers
The block will be loading 10 pixel values based upon the GPS position. These go into the Returned Pixel
Positions tag. This tag has a size of 10 so it consists of elements that are indexed as 0 through 9. The
values are stored as follows:
Index 0 – needs to be transferred to ‘Screen 1 GPS Pixel X’
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Index 1 – needs to be transferred to ‘Screen 1 GPS Pixel Y’
Index 2 – needs to be transferred to ‘Screen 2 GPS Pixel X’
and so on until
Index 9 – needs to be transferred to ‘Screen 5 GPS Pixel Y’

Pick Edit/ Data/ Tags and go to the ‘Screen 1 GPS Pixel X’ tag. Press F6 to go to Single Record Editing
mode. Click on ‘Block’ and pick ‘Transfer Data’. Click on accept to lock in the block.
Click on Parameters to set up the block parameters. Parameters should be set as follows:
PA: Enable
Tag?: No
Tag or Constant: On
PC: Input Value Array
Tag?: Yes
Tag or Constant: Returned Pixel Positions (the memory tag)
PD: Input Value Start Index
Tag?: No
Tag or Constant: 0
PI: Result Array Start Index
Tag?: No
Tag or Constant: 0
PJ: Count
Tag?: No
Tag or Constant: 1
The parameters for the ‘Transfer Data’ block on the ‘Screen 1 GPS Pixel Y’ tag are identical except the PD
Input Value Start Index should be a constant value of 1. The pattern continues. PD is 9 on the ‘Screen 5
GPS Pixel Y’ tag.

Creating the Screens
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The next step is to create the 5 screens for the city. Select Edit/ Graphics/ Screens and press F4 five
times to create 5 screen records. Go to the Name column and F2 on each one to give it a name. The
first one may be named ‘Overview’. On each of the other 4 screens, go to the Escape Screen column
and press F2 F1 to open the screen selector. Select Overview as the Escape screen for each of the 4
quadrant details screens. Two question marks should show in the Escape Screen column for the
overview.
Go to the GPS Marker or Area Tag column on each screen record. Press F2 F1 to open the tag selector.
Select the ’Current Marker Index’ tag into each of the 5 screen records.
Go to the GPS Screen Number column on the overview record. Press F2 and enter a 0 for the screen
number on the overview, 1 for the second screen, and so on until a value of 4 is entered for the last
record ???????
Or is it 1-5??

GPS Positioned Icon Placement
It is now possible to create one icon placement on each screen that moves with the mobile equipment.
The first step is to create a small bitmap icon in a separate program from Corsair. Save it to the
Windows clipboard.
Pick Edit/ Graphics/ Icon and press F4 to create an icon record. Go to the name column and press F2 to
enter the name ‘Mobile Icon’ for the icon. Go to the show handle column and press F2 to enter Y for
Yes.
Press Z to zoom on the icon record. Pick the Edit/ From Clipboard menu option. The icon should now be
showing on the screen. Move the cursor to the center of the icon. Press F3 and then OK to set the
handle point of the icon. It should be shown with some crossed lines.
Save the Corsair application file so that the icon is not lost.
Go to Edit/ Graphics/ Screens and arrow up to the Overview screen. Press Z to zoom on it so that you
can create screen placements. Move the cursor to a blank location. Press F4 to create a placement.
Give it a type of ‘Icon’. Next give it an action of ‘Display’. You should now see the icon placement
editing window. Pick the ‘Icon’ button to select the ‘Mobile Icon’ into that field. Pick the ‘X Tag’ button
and select the ‘Screen 1 GPS Pixel X’ tag into that field. Pick the ‘Y Tag’ button and select the ‘Screen 1
GPX Pixel Y’ tag into that field. Pick OK to lock in the changes and close the placement editing window.
Save the Corsair application file.

Accessing Block Setup
It is possible to place a key on a screen that can be used to quickly access the GPS Markers or Areas
setup windows.
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Unreliable Data Transfer
There are some data transfer mechanisms that must be considered to be unreliable – that they do not
work all the time. The most common example of this is data transfer over a cellular telephone modem,
especially when the modem is on a moving vehicle. Data transfers will fail when the vehicle is in an area
that does not have cellular service.
This article is to illustrate logic that may be used with a CorsairHMI system to establish data transfers in
systems of this type. The logic has a level of reliability that should be adequate for most applications.
This document assumes that CSV(comma-separated-variable) text file data is to be transferred from a
Corsair computer on a vehicle to a computer that exists in a data center somewhere. Files that exist on
the hard drive of the Corsair computer on the vehicle are considered to be ‘Vehicle’. Files that exist at
the data center are considered to be ‘Center’. The file transfer mechanism is FTP. All FTP transfers are
initiated by the Corsair computer.
The Corsair computer is logging time-stamped data into a CSV file. It adds records to it at regular
intervals, 10 seconds in our example. Each hour the data is to be transferred to the Center. The center
reads the CSV file and transfers its data to an SQL database. The object is to not lose any data.
Assume that the Vehicle file that is generated by the Corsair data logging system is data_log.csv. Part of
the Corsair program is adding a record to this file every ten seconds. The data centers file is named
center_log.csv.

The First Attempt
The initial thought is that the Corsair program should execute the following logic every ten seconds:
FTP upload data_log.csv to center_log.csv
Delete data_log.csv
Within ten seconds a new data_log.csv file will appear and begin filling up with records.
The initial though is that the data center should periodically execute this logic:
Process the records in center_log.csv
Delete center_log.csv

Data Center Synchronization Issues
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Synchronization problems can occur when the program at the Data Center is not running for a period of
time. Corsair may upload a new center_log.csv file before the data center has processed the old one. It
may upload the file during the time that the data center is working on the old one.

Clock-Based Synchronization
It may be suggested that this problem may be solved by using the time of day clocks that are in the
computers at both ends. Corsair could push at the top of each clock hour, perhaps only during the first 5
minutes. The data center would then have 55 minutes to process the center_log.csv file.
Clock based approaches to the synchronization problem do not work well. The two clock settings will
probably not match. If Corsair has a loss of cell service during its 5-minute window it cannot try again to
send data until the next hour. If the cell service is out again at that time the problem repeats.
If the data center program is not running during its 55 minute window of time Corsair will wipeout the
center_log.csv file when it uploads the next time.
Clock-based synchronization has issues with both data throughput and reliability. It is not
recommended. The Corsair program should not be bound as to when it sends the data. The data center
should not be bound as to when it processes the data.

File Appends
A next suggestion might be to let the Corsair program append to the file instead of overwriting it. The
center_log.csv file would continue to grow until the data center program processed and deleted it. If
the data center program was not running it would just have a larger file to work on when it started up.
This would be an improvement but there still may be a problem if Corsair is writing to the file at the
same time that the data center is processing it. If the data center processed 10 records and then
deleted the file as Corsair was attempting to write an eleventh record there could be problems.
Operating system file locking may only be a partial answer to this problem. A solution that does not
rely on it is preferred.

Corsair Program Synchronization Issues
There may be file synchronization issues within the Corsair program. It is trying to add a new record to
the file every 10 seconds but it may take longer than that for the FTP transfer to occur. If it deletes the
vehicle data_log.csv file after the transfer a record or records may be missed.

Suggested Logic for the Data Center
The first step is to utilize a separate ‘working’ file at the data center named center_work.csv. The data
center would never process records directly from the center_log.csv file. It would do the following logic
at regular intervals:
If center_log.csv does not exist – End script
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Rename center_log.csv to center_work.csv
Process the records in center_work.csv
Delete center_work.csv
End script
In order for this to work logic must be incorporated into the Corsair program that guarantees that it
never uploads the center_log.csv file when it already exists at the data center.

Suggested Logic for the Corsair Program
The Corsair program must also use a ‘transfer’ file named data_transfer.csv. The logic is quite a bit
more complex. Assume that it is called every hour. If a communication does not go through it is to be
retried.
0

Step Label: Check Temporary File 1
Step Type: See if a File Exists
File Name: data_transfer.csv
On Exists: Goto (1) Check Server File 1
On Error: Goto (11) Check Source File (it doesn't exist)
Remark: See if the temporary file is on the local drive

-------------1

Step Label: Check Server File 1
Step Type: See if a FTP File Exists
File Name: center_log.csv
On Exists: Goto (2) Wait for Server 1
Connect Error: Goto (4) Wait for Connect 1
On Error: Goto (6) Upload Temporary File 1 (it doesn't exist)
Remark: Check if the server file is out of the way

-------------2

Step Label: Wait for Server 1
Step Type: Delay 60 Seconds
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Remark: Wait for the server to remove the file
-------------3

Step Label: Check Server Again 1
Step Type: Goto (1) Check Server File 1

-------------4

Step Label: Wait for Connect 1
Step Type: Delay 120 Seconds
Remark: Wait for the connection problem to clear

-------------5

Step Label: Check Server Again 2
Step Type: Goto (1) Check Server File 1

-------------6

Step Label: Upload Temporary File 1
Step Type: Upload an FTP File
Local File Name: data_transfer.csv
Remote File Name: center_log.csv
On Success: Goto (9)

Delete Temporary File 1

Connect Error: Goto (7) Wait for Connect 2
On Error: Goto (23) End (did not transfer)
Remark: Push the temporary file up to the server
-------------7

Step Label: Wait for Connect 2
Step Type: Delay 120 Seconds
Remark: Wait for the connection problem to clear

--------------
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8

Step Label: Upload Again 1
Step Type: Goto (6) Upload Temporary File 1

-------------9

Step Label: Delete Temporary File 1
Step Type: Delete a File
File Name: data_transfer.csv
On Exists: Goto (10) Wait for Server 2
On Error: Goto (10) Wait for Server 2
Remark: Delete the temporary file after the successfull transfer

-------------10

Step Label: Wait for Server 2
Step Type: Delay 60 Seconds
Remark: Wait for the server to remove the file

-------------11

Step Label: Check Source File
Step Type: See if a File Exists
File Name: data_log.csv
On Exists: Goto (12) Check Server File 2
On Error: Goto (23) End (it doesn't exist)
Remark: See if the source file is on the local drive

-------------12

Step Label: Check Server File 2
Step Type: See if a FTP File Exists
Remote File Name: center_log.csv
On Exists: Goto (13)

Wait for Server 3
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Connect Error: Goto (15) Wait for Connect 3
On Error: Goto (17) Rename Source To Temporary (it doesn't exist)
Remark: Check if the server file is out of the way
-------------13

Step Label: Wait for Server 3
Step Type: Delay 60 Seconds
Remark: Wait for the server to remove the file

-------------14

Step Label: Check Server Again 3
Step Type: Goto (12) Check Server File 2

-------------15

Step Label: Wait for Connect 3
Step Type: Delay 120 Seconds
Remark: Wait for the connection problem to clear

-------------16

Step Label: Check Server Again 4
Step Type: Goto (12) Check Server File 2

-------------17

Step Label: Rename Source To Temporary
Step Type: Rename a File
Old Name: data_log.csv
New Name: data_transfer.csv
On Success: Goto (18) Check Temporary File 2
On Error: Goto (18) Check Temporary File 2
Remark: Rename to create a temporary file
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-------------18

Step Label: Check Temporary File 2
Step Type: See if a File Exists
File Name: data_transfer.csv
On Exists: Goto (19) Upload Temporary File 2
On Error: Goto (23) End (it doesn't exist)
Remark: See if the temporary file is on the local drive

-------------19

Step Label: Upload Temporary File 2
Step Type: Upload an FTP File
Local File: data_transfer.csv
Remote File: center_log.csv
On Success: Goto (22) Delete Temporary File 2
Connect Error: Goto (20) Wait for Connect 4
On Error: Goto (23) End (did not transfer)
Remark: Push the temporary file up to the server

-------------20

Step Label: Wait for Connect 4
Step Type: Delay 120 Seconds
Remark: Wait for the connection problem to clear

-------------21

Step Label: Upload Again 2
Step Type: Goto (19) Upload Temporary File 2

-------------22

Step Label: Delete Temporary File 2
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Step Type: Delete a File
File Name: data_transfer.csv
On Exists: Goto (23) End
On Error: Goto (23) End
Remark: Delete the temporary file after the successfull transfer
-------------23

Step Label: End
Step Type: End Script
Remark: All done or quit from unresolvable error

Summary
This logic would be very much like the required logic in a system that would use email data transfers
instead of FTP. Additions to it could be used to flag communications status to tags in the Corsair
program. Those tags could be used for the Corsair display.
Additional logic may be required on the Corsair end to connect and disconnect a modem and verify that
a modem is ready. Timings will need to be consistent with what the modem can do.
The solution that is outlined here is believed to be reliable enough for most purposes. Any more
reliability could involve some sort of data exchange with sequence numbers and an acknowledgement
system. It could quickly become too complex to be practical.

Integration of a value over time
Many processes use instrument that give rate data to a computer or PLC. A flowmeter may send a
measurement of water flow in gallons per minute. A belt scale may send a measurement of rock flow in
tons per hour. These rate values can be displayed on a Corsair trend or data logged into a file. Both
trends and logs keep data at a sampling interval. The interval may be 5 seconds for a flow that changes
quickly or 1 hour for a flow that changes very slowly.
Companies frequently have an interest in both flow rates and flow totals. A gallons-per-minute water
meter would have a flow total expressed in gallons. A tons-per-hour belt scale would have a flow total
expressed in tons. The best way for a computer to get these flow totals is for the meter to send some
sort of pulse signal to the PLC. The water flow meter may send a pulse that lasts for one second after
every 100 gallons of flow. The computer counts the pulses and multiplies the count times 100 to get a
total number of gallons.
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Some flow measurement equipment may totalize the flow internally. It may be possible for the PLC or
Corsair computer to read this total through data communications. This guarantees that the number
shown on the operator interface screen will match the number shown on the front panel of the
instrument. It is difficult to keep both totals in exact agreement when pulse counting is used.
The least accurate method of flow totalization is for the computer to do a mathematical integration on
the rate signal. If it sees 5 gallons per minute for a minute it adds 5 to the total. If it sees 7 gallons per
minute for the next minute it adds 7 to the total. If the proper timings are used this integration of a rate
signal is accurate enough for many purposes.
The Corsair program has features that can be used for the integration of rate values.
To be continued

Corsair Amount Logging
The CorsairHMI program can be used to log production totals to a database program that uses SQL
(Structured Query Language). These production totals may be the number of gallons of water that
flowed through a wastewater treatment plant in a day, how much rock a quarry produced during a shift,
or how much power a facility has used. The database program is typically not running on the same
computer as CorsairHMI. It runs on a dedicated server computer which may be on the project site or
may be somewhere in a remote data center (‘in the Cloud’).

Conventional Totalization Logging
Let’s assume that we are logging shift totals in a quarry. The quarry has a fixed production schedule
that has three 8-hour shifts – perhaps starting at 7 AM, 3 PM, and 11 PM. If it has 10 belt scales a
conventional approach might be to put 10 records into the SQL database each shift. The record would
include the start (or end) time of the shift, which scale it represents, and a total number of tons. This
would produce 30 records per day. The advantage of this technique is that it doesn’t require much
space on the database server hard drive. It also is easy to interpret the record. Finding the Scale #2
production total for third shift last Thursday involves looking for a single record.
Conventional logging has some serious problems. The server hard drive space issue isn’t really an issue
at all with today’s drives so it can be dropped from consideration. A real problem is that the totals have
lost the ‘granularity’ of the data. They do not reflect when the rock was produced – was it early in the
shift or late? If the plant was down for half of the shift was it 7 to 11 or 11 to 3? An even more serious
problem is what happens when production schedules change. Suppose the site manager changes the
workweek from 5 8-hour days to 4 10-hour days or 3 12’s. Weekends may run different shifts than
during the week. The database logging must be changed each time the schedule changes. The ‘old
format’ database records do not compare well with the ‘new format’ database records. It’s pretty hard
to compare a year’s worth of data to see if more rock is produced before noon than after noon if there
have been multiple shift changes during that time period.
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An initial thought as to how to deal with the granularity problem is to log the production totals per hour
rather than per shift. It may take 8 times as many records but the shift change issue is largely solved.
Hourly production records are more difficult to inspect for shift totals because each shift total could be a
summation of the numbers of 8 (or more) records. If the software tool that the user has to view the
data takes this into account no extra work is required.

Amount Logging
CorsairHMI has another option for logging of production totals into an SQL database. It is to create an
event record every time a fixed amount of production has passed. Let’s assume that our quarries belt
scales produce a totalization pulse output every time a tenth of a ton of rock passes over the scale. This
pulse is hooked into a PLC that is tied to a Corsair interface. Every time 100 pulses have been counted
by the PLC Corsair generates an ‘Amount’ database record for the scale that has the number 10.0 in it.
The PLC and the Corsair computer have no idea of what a shift is and they do not care.
The software tool that views the data must know how to add up the numbers on these Amount records
for the desired time interval(s). The user can determine what time interval he wants to view years after
the data has been logged – if he wants 8-hour shifts starting at 7:00 AM or before noon or any other
interval. The granularity of the data has not been destroyed by the logging process unless the user
wants to resolve under 10 tons. Amount records can be set for any desired quantity. Smaller quantities
for finer resolution will produce more records.
Record amounts can be variable. A record can be produced every 10 tons unless production is over 100
tons per hour in which case a record is produced every 20 tons and there is to be a minimum of 1 record
every 8 hours even on down days.
CorsairHMI includes a reporting tool that can be used in many situations to summarize amount data.
Commercially available SQL report generation programs can do the same thing.

Database Server Considerations
The first decision is whether data is to be stored locally or ‘in the cloud’.
The first consideration is usually cost. It may be asked why we would spend $300 per year to rent a
computer somewhere else when we can stick a $600 tower in the back closet? This is not a fair
comparison. That rental includes a server-grade computer worth a whole lot more than $600, the use of
the database software, an MIS professional to keep it updated, backup services as desired, somebody to
keep the dust cleaned out of the air intake, high reliability UPS and generator backup, the electricity to
run it and the air conditioning, a locked and guarded facility, and somebody that you can yell at if it goes
down. If you have 3 plants that all use that same server $300 per year just turned into $100 per year per
plant. And you have one stop shopping for comparing production totals from different plants.
Another consideration is security. The first step is to take a realistic evaluation of the risk of sharing
production data. Is a ‘hacker’ likely to waste his time trying to figure out how many gallons of water ran
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through your sewer plant last January? Is it tragic if he does? The second step is to evaluate what is
really more secure. As long as there is an Internet connection somewhere that computer in your back
closet may be no more secure than the one at the data center. Closet computers at manufacturing
facilities are typically not current with security updates. Data centers employ MIS professionals whose
whole career depends upon the security of the data in their facility. They obsess on this stuff so that
you don’t have to because they get fired if the data is stolen. The cloud option may be more secure
than the closet computer.
The next consideration is hardware lifetime and replacement. Reputable cloud providers have some sort
of plan to make this happen. Many closet computers are not replaced until they fail (and data is lost).
It must be mentioned that part of the decision to use a cloud service is to make sure that you are dealing
with a quality data center and not with a guy who is renting space on a computer that is in his closet. It
should be a data center whose services go beyond just hosting web sites.

Technical Considerations for Amount Logging to a Cloud Server
Cloud providers have different levels of server that you can use. The most expensive is when you get a
dedicated server. There is one computer somewhere at the data center that is only used by you. This
option gives you the most flexibility. If Amount data is being logged at a high rate a dedicated server
may be a good choice. The cloud provider tech support people can assist with this decision.
A more common choice would be a virtual server where you share a computer with some other
customers. Most small company web sites do this. It costs considerably less than a dedicated server but
there are limits as to how quickly you can send data to it.
CorsairHMI offers an option that can assist with logging data to a cloud server without causing
bandwidth problems. Rather than send an amount event into the database each time one occurs
Corsair can write the SQL command into a text file. The commands build up for some period of time –
perhaps 10 minutes. Then Corsair sends that file to the data center via FTP. A script running on the
server computer ‘plays’ the text file into the database.
Corsair supports the concept of two Event databases – the ‘Log’ database and the ‘View’ database.
Normally records go to the Log database and the operator looks at the ‘View’ database. Most systems
have both set to identical destinations.
The ‘log’ database can be set up to write SQL Insert instructions to a text file instead of directly to the
SQL server. Corsair scripting can then be used to periodically push that file to the cloud server. The
mechanism to do this is described in detail in a separate document that is available for download from
the CorsairHMI website.
The ‘view’ database can then be set up to view the cloud data via normal SQL queries. As long as the
user is looking at data that is over 10 minutes old the data will be available.
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Communications Architectures
The communications architecture for a system is a ‘one-line’ diagram of data communication paths.
Corsair contains a feature that is used to generate a printed report documenting the architecture. This
printout is used for design review, for assistance with installation and configuring equipment, and for
system documentation.
The printout consists of boxes that are connected with lines. The lines can represent Ethernet networks
or serial data communications. Each box shows its IP addresses. The developer can enter up to three
comments for each box.
The boxes that appear on the architecture printout can correspond to Corsair session, driver, and data
source records. Some drivers will show additional boxes corresponding to specialized items like
intercom stations and video cameras.
Corsair architectures can feature up to 3 Ethernet networks. The ‘PLC’ network is the network that is
used for the interface computers to talk to PLC processors. The ‘MIS’ network is used for MBHR
communications. The ‘Other’ network is used for other purposes.
The developer can enter Ethernet Object records into the Corsair database for documentation purposes.
They will appear on the architecture printout.
The developer can enter 3 separate Ethernet addresses into data records that appear on the printout. If
an entered address is set to 0.0.0.0 Corsair assumes that there is no connection. If the address is set to
255.255.255.255 the address shows as ‘Auto’. Other values show as a valid IP address.
Architecture printout pages are segregated into numbered sections called ‘locations’. If a record has
zero for its location number it will not appear on the printout. The lowest nonzero location is printed
first followed by the other locations in numerical order.
The Edit/Paths/Locations menu option enables the developer to enter descriptive names and comments
for each location. They will appear on the upper-right corner of the architecture printout.
Some records have the possibility of entering a sequence number as well as a location number. This
sequence number is used by the Corsair computer to determine the order the records appear on the
printout.
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